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ABSTRACT 
The stresses associated with fibre ends and broken 
fibres have been very widely studied by researchers with 
the aid of two-dimensional phctcel. astic and finite element 
models. However, little effort has been made, so far, to 
perform a general three-dimensional stress analysis which 
might lead to a better understanding of the behaviour of 
fibre-reinforced materials. In the present thesis, both 
two- and three-dimensional composite models, consisting 
of continuous and discontinuous fibres embedded in an 
elastic matrix subjected to uniaxial load, have been 
examined using both two-dimensional, and 'simplified" 
three-dimensional finite element idealisations. 
The three-dimensional composite model was studied 
by first reducing it, to an axisymrrietric model, using a 
'mcdified' point matching technique, 'and was then analysed 
by an axisymmetric finite element program. Beth finite 
element programs have been modified to deal with idealisa- 
tions in which perfect bonding is assumed at the fibre- 
matrix interface. These twc programs have also been 
modified tc achieve greater accuracy in the determination 
of stresses at these nodes lying on the inter-element and 
free boundaries. 
The stress distributions along the fibre-matrix inter- 
faces of different multi-fibre configurations were eval- 
uated in both the two-dimensional and the 'simplified' 
three-dimensional finite element models. The prediction 
of possible modes of failure and an understanding of the 
fibre-matrix load transfer mechanism were obtained from 
these stress distributions. Comparison was made between 
the two- and three-dimensional analyses and it has been 
found that the former gives a much more conservative 
prediction for the failure of a composite in comparison 
with the latter. 
Three different cracked models have also been devised 
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to investigate the possibility of further crack propaga- 
tion which may lead to a. total failure of the composite. 
It has been found that a crack that propagates in a 
brittle matrix may be blunted and stopped when it reaches 
the fibre-matrix interface. This may result from splitt- 
ing of the interface if it is weak. This splitting 
deflects the crack out of the plane in which it has been 
propagating and greatly minimises the danger of catas- 
trophic composite failure. It has also been found that 
the prcgress of an interface delamination in a. composite 
is hindered by the compressive stress near the crack tip 
along the interface. 
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Chapter 1 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
1.1 Introduction 
In the last thirty years composite materials have 
made great progress. Furthermore, new practical mate- 
rials are now developed successfully and composites 
seem to have considerable potential as lightweight 
structural and refractory materials. One of the more 
important composite materials which has found wide 
practical application is the fibre-reinforced material. 
This material is utilised in the space and aeronautical 
fields, in which lightweight structures are particularly 
demanded, in the architectural and some other fields. 
One of the most important types of fibre-reinforced 
materials is reinforced by short fibres. In order to 
use short fibres effectively, it is necessary tc under- 
stand the mechanism of load transfer from the matrix to 
the fibre. Attempts to understand the mechanical behav- 
iour of matrices reinforced by the addition of relatively 
short high strength fibres have focussed attention upon 
the stress distribution which is induced in the vicinity 
of: 
(A) individual fibres 
(B) discontinuous fibres in a multi-fibre array 
when a composite material is subjected to external loads. 
It is well known that in discontinuous fibre- 
reinforced systems with fibre axes parallel to the 
direction of loading, the mechanism of load transfer 
from matrix to fibre is through interfacial shear stress 
actions. The first known theoretical analysis of this 
shear stress distribution is the work performed by Cox 
(1). The chief assumptions he made for the model consid- 
ered, in which an elastic fibre was completely bonded 
into an extensive elastic matrix which was subjected to 
a uniform stress along the direction of the fibre axis, 
were: 
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(A) a round fibre was surrounded by a cylindrical 
matrix, 
(B) the transfer of load from matrix to fibre 
depended upon the difference between the 
actual displacement at a point on the interface 
and the displacement that would exist if the 
fibre were absent, 
(C) a perfect bond existed between fibre and matrix, 
(D) there was no load transferred through the fibre 
ends. 
Dow(2) presented a similar analytical study to Cox, 
in his analysis an axial load was applied to a cylindrical 
matrix containing fully bonded elastic fibre. The assump- 
tion was that initially straight lines remained straight 
after deformation. 
In both theories the difficulty of satisfying the 
boundary conditions at the termination of the fibre has 
resulted in an approximate treatment which does not take 
full account of the interface geometry. Therefore, the 
stress distributions obtained are insufficiently detailed 
to permit predictions to be made about the mode of 
failure. 
In order to make more reliable predictions, many 
methods have been proposed for obtaining more sophis- 
ticated and accurate solutions. In this chapter a 
review will be made of some of the experimental and 
theoretical work undertaken to explain the mechanical 
behaviour or failure mechanism of fibre-reinforced 
materials when both the fibre and matrix are in the 
elastic state. 
1.2 Experimental and Numerical Methods 
Some experimental work has been done by Tyson and 
Davies(3) on a two dimensional model consisting of an 
epoxy resin cast around an al-iminium alloy fibre. Their 
results agree quite well with theoretical predictions in 
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regions away from the fibre end, but discrepancies 
became large as the ends were approached. Schuster 
and Scala(4) have also used photoelastic techniques to 
measure the stresses at the ends of sapphire whiskers 
embedded in an epoxy resin matrix. Their results 
reaffirm that stress concentration effects significantly 
change the stress pattern at the fibre ends. MacLaughlin 
(5) devised a two-dimensional model of steel reinforce- 
ment. Photoelastic analysis of the model disclosed 
shear stress concentration factors for three different 
end shapes which were blunt, rounded and slowly tapered. 
He reported that all three shapes gave significant stress 
concentrations, and the circular end gave the lowest 
value whereas the slowly tapered end gave the greatest. 
The slowly tapered end appeared to have the peak value 
of maximum shear stress of 4.5 times the "average shear" 
needed along the entire interface to provide the complete 
load transfer to the fibre. He has also done a photo- 
elastic test on another model, in which two square-ended 
fibres were butted closely together, and found that the 
peak values of maximum shear stresses were considerably 
higher than that of the previous model and decreased with 
increasing gap length between fibre ends. It made little 
difference whether the gap between the butted fibre ends 
was open, simulating a void resulting from a broken fibre, 
or filled with matrix material. Allison and Hollaway 
(6-7) have performed a photoelastic analysis on four 
isolated fibres with different end shapes which were 
blunt,, semicircular, rounded taper and pointed taper. 
A comparison was made between the performance of the four 
different fibre tip configurations, it was surprised to 
find that the semicircular end shape has the greatest 
maximum interfacial shear stress which contradicts the 
results obtained by MacLaughlin. However, their results 
agree with that obtained by Carrara and McGarry(8) using 
the finite element technique. The authors employed an 
axisymmetric finite element program to analyse three 
isolated fibres of different end shapes which were blunt, 
ellipsoidal and taper. The fibre end geometries were 
varied by considering ellipsoids of revolution with one 
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axis length equal to the fibre diameter while the second 
varied from one-tenth to ten times the fibre diameter. 
Tapered tips with these same axis ratio were considered 
too. Matrix shear stress concentration was plotted 
against the geometrical parameters of various end shapes 
and it was found that the best ellipsoidal end shape for 
minimizing matrix shear stress concentration is one 
having the longitudinal axis equal to twice the fibre 
diameter (not the special case where the ellipsoidal end 
shape becomes rounded). The shear stress concentration 
for this geometry, however, is still greater than that 
of the slowly tapered end which caused the lowest stress 
concentration. This agrees with the results obtained by 
Allison and Hollaway but contradicts to those of 
MacLaughlin. 
There are several inconsistencies in MacLaughlin's 
models and experimental procedure which would account 
for the differences between his work and that of the 
above-mentioned authors. 
(A) MacLaughlin's models were loaded through the 
discontinuous fibre only. As the continuous 
fibres were not loaded, a spurious stress 
system would have been introduced and con- 
sequently no uniform strain region would have 
been developed in the region of the loading 
pins. Consequently it is difficult to define 
what practical fibre configuration MacLaughlin 
has studied. 
(B) The area used to obtain the average stress for 
normalising the maximum shear stress has not 
been defined sufficiently to allow a proper 
appreciation of the normalising component. 
(C) In the analysis, MacLaughlin has studied models 
with void ended discontinuous fibres and the 
gaps between these fibres range from 1 to 6.67 
fibre widths. These models simulated broken 
fibres in a composite. If large void end gaps 
resulted in practice from a fibre break, then 
undoubtedly slip would have occurred between 
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the matrix and the fibre. MacLaughlin has 
not allowed for this in his investigation. 
The conclusions drawn by MacLaughlin(5) from the 
photoelastic test he performed on a model in which two 
square ended fibres were butted closely together with 
the butted fibre ends filled with matrix material or 
voided have attracted the attention of Iremonger and 
Wood(9). They employed a finite element program which 
was developed by Wilson(10) to study the stresses in a 
composite material with a single broken fibre. It was 
found that high stress concentrations occurred in the 
region of the fibre break which increased with decreas- 
ing end gap and would cause matrix yielding or fracture 
at comparatively low overall stresses. When the end gap 
was not voided but filled with matrix much lower stress 
concentrations occurred which, below a certain value of 
end gap, actually decreased as the gap was made smaller. 
These conclusions disagree with those obtained by 
MacLaughlin and it again proved that the test carried 
out by MacLaughlin(5) was unreliable. The finite element 
program used by Iremonger has the following weak points: 
(A) Constant stress triangular elements were used 
to set up the finite element program which 
means that a great number of small elements 
has to be used for high stress regions. 
(B) The stress components at the nodal points were 
obtained as a weighted average of the values 
in adjacent elements. For this reason the 
derived values of nodal point stresses in 
regions of high stress gradients or at bound- 
aries such as interface, are known to be less 
accurate than the values in the field. The 
critical interface values in the vicinity of 
fibre tip will be subjected to possible errors 
from both, of these sources. 
Maclaughlin(11) has extended his earlier work by 
using p: aotoelastic models consisting of discontinuous 
fibres flanked by continuous fibres. The models were 
constructed from two different photoelastic materials, 
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representing a fibre/matrix modular ratio of 40, and 
making possible maximum shear stress measurements in 
both matrix and fibres. 
From his experiments MacLaughlin observed the 
following: 
(A) The maximum shear stress in a discontinuous 
fibre reached a constant value over a distance 
20 to 40 fibre diameters, representing a 
critical fibre aspect ratio ranging from 40 
to 80, from the end of the fibre; the shorter 
distances occurring for the closer lateral 
spacings. 
(B) The maximum shear stress in the matrix adjacent 
to a discontinuous fibre increased to a maximum 
value at the fibre end over the same distance 
as was required for the fibre to pick up its 
share of load; where the end gap distance was 
very small, most of the matrix stress increase 
occurred over much smaller distances. 
(C) Matrix shear stress concentration factors as 
high as 13 occurred near discontinuous fibre 
ends which were in close proximity. Note that 
the concentration factor is defined as Tmax/ 
Tmax/nominal' where 'max/nominal is defined as 
the load applied to the composite devided by 
twice the cross-sectional area of the model. 
(D) The matrix shear stress concentration on the 
fibre-matrix interface, 0.1 fibre diameter 
from the fibre end, increased as the fibres 
were brought closer together, while the stress 
between the fibre ends decreased. 
The paper presented by MacLaughlin has the following 
weak points: 
(A) No mention has been made of the way the tensile 
load was applied to the model. 
(B) A complete definition of the cross-sectional 
area of the model was not made. It appears 
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that a geometrical cross-sectional area has 
been taken with no allowance made for the 
differing mechanical properties of the two 
materials. If this is the case, a false 
impression of the normalised values found for 
the maximum shear stresses may be gained. 
Schuster and Scala(12) have extended their photo- 
elastic analysis to the stress concentrating effects of 
such parameters as length to diameter ratio, lateral 
spacing and overlap of fibres. The authors found that 
extremely high interfacial shear stress concentrations 
(of the order of 10) resulted when the regions of high 
stress surrounding two fibres were brought into close 
proximity. The interfacial shear stress concentration 
could be reduced by changing the geometrical fibre 
configurations, e. g., intermediate overlaps. It was 
found that two fibres must overlap by a distance equiv- 
alent to at least one-half a critical elastic aspect 
ratio before the stress concentration was reduced below 
that of a single fibre. And, it is important to note 
that the relationship between the interfacial shear 
stress concentration and the fibre overlap is similar to 
that obtained by MacLaughlin(11) between the matrix 
shear stress concentration and the fibre overlap. The 
experiments done by Schuster and Scala on two fibre 
arrays have served to locate the important regions of 
the matrix where the onset of local yielding and fibre 
debonding will occur. In very brittle matrices, this 
will be the areas of crack initiation and propagation. 
The authors have also shown that the inclusion of 
residual stresses into the matrix of a fibre-reinforced 
composite served to reduce the observed maximum shear 
stress concentrations. 
Maclaughlin and Barker(13) carried out a study to 
analyse the effect of fibre to matrix modular ratio on 
stress near a discontinuous fibre. This was done by 
two independent techniques which were moire strain and 
finite element analyses. The results obtained by both 
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techniques have shown that the matrix stress concentration 
factor increased sharply with increasing modular ratio. 
Maclaughlin's paper on the variations in stress 
concentration when continuous fibres were adjacent to 
the discontinuous one attracted the attention of Iremonger 
and Wood(14). The authors used the finite element program, 
which has been employed by them to analyse the single 
fibre model, to study a multi-fibre array consisting of 
a discontinuous fibre flanked by two continuous fibres. 
Three different fibre volume fractions (0.3,0.5 and 0.67), 
each with three different end gaps (distance between 
fibre ends 0.1,0.5 and 1.0 fibre widths) were analysed. 
Each model was analysed first with the end gap filled 
with matrix and then with this space void. The conclusions 
drawn by the authors were: 
(A) The maximum interfacial shear stress 'UM * was 
found to be virtually independent of distance 
between adjacent fibres for the same applied 
fibre stress G-f. The ratio of maximum inter- 
facial shear stress to average composite stress 
ß'c decreased with increasing fibre volume 
fraction. The variation of interfacial shear 
stress with size of end gap and nature of 
discontinuity, i. e. void or filled with matrix 
material, was similar to that for a single- 
fibre composite obtained by the authors 
previously. 
(B) The presence of the discontinuity creates a 
pull on the adjacent fibre which increased as 
the fibres became closer to one another. 
(C) The critical fibre half-length, which was 
defined in their paper as the length of the 
fibre within which the axial stress was less 
than 99 per cent of the applied fibre stress, 
increased with decreasing fibre volume fraction 
and increasing end gap size. 
(D) The axial stress in the continuous fibre 
varied with both the end gap size and the fibre 
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volume fraction. 
Hollaway(15) has pointed out the weaknesses of 
Iremonger's finite element analysis in his PhD thesis. 
He commented that the finite element program, which was 
developed by Wilson(l0), used by Iremonger was based 
upon an assumed linear displacement function which 
yielded constant values of stress. Furthermore, the 
nodal point stress values were obtained indirectly by 
an arbitrary weighted mean of the values from the 
surrounding elements. Thus, the interfacial stresses, 
especially for those near the fibre tip, were expected 
to be rather inaccurate. Referring to Figures 1.1, 
1.2 and 1.3, Holloaway has illustrated the variations 
of stresses, which were the interfacial shear and normal 
stresses along the discontinuous fibre and the inter- 
facial shear stress along the continuous fibre adjacent 
to the discontinuity, for the fibre volume fraction of 
0.5 and spacing of one fibre width, in the adjacent fibre 
and matrix elements. He then pointed out that the solu- 
tions obtained by Iremonger should be the element stresses 
in the matrix or fibre or an arbitrary combination of 
both. Hence, he concluded that the finite element 
technique in the original form was not suitable for the 
solution of interfacial stress conditions relating to 
composite materials. 
Hollaway pointed out that the main problem of the 
finite element technique was how to improve the computation 
of stress values along the fibre matrix interface giving 
particular attention to the interface for a discontinuous 
fibre. He investigated the problem by fitting displacement 
functions within a limited region across the boundary of 
the fibre and matrix and imposing sufficient and necessary 
equilibrium and compatibility conditions at this interface. 
Three displacement functions were investigated: 
(A) a linear equation, 
(B) a quadratic equation, 
(C) a polynomial equation. 
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The assumed displacement functions were described 
over limited regions of the field by the utilisation of 
the method of least squares. Equilibrium and compatibil- 
ity equations were introduced as conditions on the 
equations to be minimised. The conditions to be imposed 
at the fibre matrix interface are: 
(A) the interfacial shear stress in the fibre and 
matrix should be equal; 
(B) the interfacial normal stress in the fibre and 
matrix should be equal; 
(C) the strain in a direction parallel to the 
interface, for the two materials should be 
equal; 
(D) the x displacements along the interface, for 
the two materials should be equal; 
(E) the y displacements along the interface, for 
the two materials should be equal. 
Hollaway found that the polynomial function in which 
the boundary conditions were satisfied throughout the 
interface within the limited region gave the most 
accurate result when applied to a single fibre model. 
Hence, this function was used to study multi-fibre models. 
Unfortunately, the results obtained by him did not 
appear to be satisfactory. This can be seen from the 
axial stress distributions in the broken fibre, in the 
vicinity of the fibre tip, for the multi-fibre models of: 
(A) matrix filled end gap 
(B) unbonded tip 
reproduced in Figures 1.4 and 1.5. It is interesting to 
note that the axial stresses in both of the broken fibres 
remained uniform till very short distances from the 
fibre tips, i. e. two fibre widths for matrix filled end 
gap and just one fibre width for unbonded tip, this 
could only happen if: 
(A) There was no load being transferred from the 
broken fibre to the neighbouring matrix till 
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a very short distance from the fibre tip. 
This implies that the interfacial shear stress 
started somewhere near the fibre tip. 
(B) The half critical lengths were approximately 
one and two fibre widths for matrix filled 
end gap and unbonded tip respectively. In 
contrary, the half critical length for matrix 
filled end gap was indicated as 30 fibre widths 
in the half critical length plot. 
Therefore, it is rather obvious that the axial 
stress distributions obtained are difficult to justify. 
However, the method proposed by him appears to be feasible. 
Owen, Holbecke and Zienkiewicz(16) undertook an 
elastic-plastic analysis of fibre-reinforced material by 
the finite element technique. The objective of the 
analysis was to determine the behaviour of the fibre 
system when yielding of both fibre and matrix was permitted. 
The authors used constant stress triangular elements, and 
apparently the element stresses at the interface of the 
two materials were used without modifications to include 
the equilibrium and compatibility conditions. 
Owen and Lyness(17) have extended the finite element 
method to investigate the bond failure in fibre-reinforced 
materials by the introduction of special bond element. In 
their analysis they allowed the possibility of fibre/ 
matrix bond failure with no restrictions on the geometry 
of the system. This technique can be used for the study 
of interface debonding and bond shear strength of composite 
materials. 
Akbarzadeh and Adams(18) realised that the large 
errors that arose, in locations where the stress gradients 
were large, when the finite element programs which 
employed conventional simple elements, e. g. triangular 
constant stress elements, were used, could be reduced by 
the use of super(19) or primary elements (20). Thus, they 
used this method (hybrid finite element method) to analyse 
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a two-dimensional elastic body containing circular fibres 
or holes, and subjected to an in-plane loading. 
Obviously, this method can also be used to study the 
behaviour of any fibre-reinforced: materials with regions 
of high stress gradients when they are loaded. 
More recently, Ko(21) has studied the stress con- 
centration problems of two types of cracked composite 
systems: 
(A) A composite system with a broken fibre (a 
penny-shaped crack problem) 
(B) A composite system with a crack matrix (an 
annular crack problem) 
by the axisymmetric finite element analysis. The author 
avoided to tackle the interface problem by calculating 
the interfacial stresses from those matrix elements 
along the interface. Obviously, this reduces the accuracy 
of the results obtained. 
From the above review of the use of experimental 
and numerical methods for studying the behaviour of 
fibre-reinforced materials, the following observations 
can be made: 
(A) In most of the finite element analyses for 
composite materials, perfect interface 
bonding was assumed. However, the interface 
problem associated with this assumption made 
was either neglected (8,9,14,16,21) or not 
completely solved(15). 
(B) Most of the finite element programs used for 
studying the behaviour of composite materials 
were based on simple elements, e. g. the program 
developed by Wilson(10) employed constant 
stress triangular elements. The weakness of 
these programs is that large errors will 
result in regions where the stress gradients 
are large. These errors can be reduced by 
the use of complicated elements of hybrid 
finite element method(18). 
(C) Both the experimental and numerical analyses 
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have shown that there are three important 
factors which affect the behaviour of fibre- 
reinforced materials. These factors are the 
fibre volume fraction, the end gap spacing at 
a fibre discontinuity and the modular ratio. 
The nature of the end gap, i. e. either voided 
or matrix filled, is also an important factor. 
1.3 Analytical Methods 
The theoretical methods applied to tackle the 
problems of fibre-reinforced composite materials can be 
devided into two complementary families, viz. the numerical 
and analytical methods. The numerical approach provides 
more or less exact solutions of the stress fields for 
special sets of parameters. The analytical approach, on 
the other hand, makes use of comparatively crude models 
which enable the problem to be treated in a more general 
manner and to attain finally some mathematical expression 
which contains the parameters of interest. 
The most simple and widely used models of this 
kind, following Cox(l) and Dow(2), start from a char- 
acteristic composite element containing one fibre only 
embedded in a corresponding amount of matrix. The 
interaction between the fibres had been taken into account 
first by Hedgepeth and Van Dyke(22,23). They calculated 
stress increase in the fibres due to broken neighbouring 
fibres in order to obtain information on the mode of 
crack propagation. The only thing the matrix has to do 
in this model is to transfer the load from one fibre to 
another by means of shear stresses. The ability of the 
matrix to carry load by itself has been neglected. 
Chang and Conway(24), Chu and Conway(25) and 
Conway et al. (26) obtained the interfacial shear stress 
and the stress normal to the fibre axis from a viewpoint 
of bond stress. Although they calculated these stresses 
systematically by aligning many fibres regularly, the 
fibres were assumed to be one-dimensional and rigid. 
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Therefore, the concept of volume fraction and the axial 
stress of fibre could not be taken into consideration. 
Conway and Chang(27) later reported on the interaction 
of the fibre and matrix and on the macroscopic Young's 
modulus of the composite considering the fibres as 
elastic. However, the spacing between the fibres and 
the material constants were not necessarily realistic 
in their analysis. Motivated by the successful inves- 
tigation of the problem of a fibre-reinforced elastic 
sheet, Chang et al. (28) have extended the point-matching 
method, which has been employed in the previous work, to 
study the elastic constants and bond stresses of a three- 
dimensional composite reinforced by discontinuous fibres. 
Amirbayat and Hearle(29) realised that the mechanical 
properties of reinforced materials containing short fibres 
are influenced by the extent of stress redistribution and 
. slippage at 
fibre ends. They have derived some expression 
for matrix-fibre load tranfer for unit composites of any 
desired bond conditions, using the basic theory of 
elasticity. The unit composite used for the derivations 
consisted of a uniform discontinuous fibre embedded in 
a cylindrical matrix. The effect of different variables 
(e. g. Poisson ratio and elastic modulus) on the system 
has been studied for the special case of no perfect bond 
in which splippage was inhibited by frictional forces 
resulting from interfacial pressure. The weak point of 
their analysis is the negligence of the end load of the 
fibre. Thus, the results obtained are insufficiently 
accurate to permit reliable predictions to be made about 
the behaviour of reinforced materials. Amirbayat and 
Hearle(30) have also derived some expression to predict 
the longitudinal 
-modulus of unit composites with dif- 
ferent bond conditions. In his paper the effect of 
different variables of the system on the efficiency of 
reinforcement was also studied. This theoretical work 
was justified by the experimental work(31) carried out 
by the same authors. Amirbayat and Hearle(32) have also 
derived the critical loads causing crack initiation and 
loads causing crack developments to give depths at the 
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interface of the phases in unit composites. It is 
important to note that all their theoretical work are 
hampered by the difficulty of satisfying the boundary 
conditions at the termination of the fibre and thus 
resulted in an approximate treatment which does not 
take full account of the interface geometry. 
Owen(33) reported systematically about the axial 
stress of fibre and the shear stress at the fibre-matrix 
interface for both single fibre models and models of 
regular fibre array replacing the role of the fibre with 
plastic distortion. In his paper, the width of the fibre 
was taken into consideration from the outset. This 
analysis, however, was'based on the assumption that the 
stress of the fibre was constant along the effective 
length of the fibre. Obviously, this assumption can 
hardly be true in real situations. 
Fukuda and Kawata(34) reported systematically about 
the axial stress of a fibre, the shear stress at the 
fibre-matrix interface and the stress in the matrix of 
short fibre-reinforced material's under tension. The 
authors proposed a new model in which the fibre and 
: matrix did not overlap at the region corresponding to 
the fibre while they have been reported as overlapping 
in most of the former papers published by other authors. 
Both single fibre models and models of regular fibre 
array were considered, and the stress distributions 
obtained for the former models have the same trend as 
those obtained by Tyson and Davies(3) and Allison and 
Hollaway(6) for similar models. However, this analysis 
has the following weak points: 
(A) Among the forces which acted on the interfaces, 
only those concerned directly with the direction 
of the array of fibres were taken into considera- 
tion. 
(B) Although the displacements of the fibre and 
matrix must be equal at the interface, they 
were considered to be equal in the direction 
of the fibre only. 
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(C) The stress distributions of all fibres were 
considered to be identical. 
More recently, Fukuda and Kawata(35) reported about 
the stress states in a model, unidirectionally reinforced 
with continuous fibres, except for some discontinuous 
fibres, and subjected to a tensile load parallel to the 
fibre direction. The technique used for analysing the 
model was the same as that used in the previous paper. 
In this paper, the relationships between the stress 
concentration factor (Kr) and the elastic modular ratio 
(EJEm), the fibre volume fraction (Vf) and the number 
of broken fibres were systematically described. It is 
important to note that the results obtained for the 
model with single broken fibre agree with the photoelastic 
tests carried out by Hollaway(15). The weaknesses of 
this analysis are the first two of those of the previous 
analysis(34). 
The statistical analysis of the strength of fibrous 
materials has been done by many investigators. It 
started with the early work of Pierce(36) and Weibull(37) 
on the strength of chain links loaded in series. The 
complementary problem of links taken in parallel, was 
treated by Daniels(38), and their use was reviewed and 
extended by Epstein(39). Coleman(40) obtained numerical 
values for the strength of fibre bundles having a Weibull 
strength distribution, and a synthesis of all these 
approaches was undertaken by Gucer and Gurland(41). The 
statistical treatment was then extended to treat cumula- 
tive and non-cumulative fractures(42). 
The effect of a fibre strength distribution was 
studied by Paratt(43), who suggested the influence of 
fibre flaws on composite failure. In his model, failure 
occurred when the accumulation of fibre fractures 
resulting from increasing load shortened the fibre lengths 
to the point that further increase in load could not be 
transmitted to the fibres because the maximum matrix 
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shear stress was exceeded. Thus, composite failure 
resulted when a shear failure of the matrix or the 
interface occurred. 
Rosen(44) studied fibre fracture at various stress 
levels by assuming a statistical distribution of flaws 
or imperfections in fibres. The analysis assumed that 
fibres fracture at random positions and that when suffi- 
cient fractures had accumulated over a given cross- 
section, the composite was weakened to the extent that 
total failure occurred. An attempt was made to simulate 
a failure based on distributed external fractures prior 
to composite failure. Although an effort was made to 
approximate the most important parameters influencing 
failure, the model would be unlikely to provide accurate 
quantitative answer without further refinement. The 
major shortcomings of Rosen's treatment of the problem 
are the failures to consider fracture of more than one 
layer and stress concentrations in fibres adjacent to 
failure area. 
The experimental studies of Rosen, using glass 
reinforced resin, showed strengths considerably less 
than those he had predicted. This indicates that the 
theory propounded by Paratt for the mode of failure of 
glass reinforced composites is more realistic than that 
of Rosen. 
Kelly(45) expounded a theory to predict the tensile 
strength of a composite composed of a ductile matrix and 
fibres which were flawless. He has suggested that the 
high interface shearing stresses in the matrix near the 
fibre ends caused yielding of the matrix. This resulted 
in a constant shear stress along the fibre-matrix inter- 
face in the region of the fibre tip with a value equaled 
to the yield stress of the matrix. This constant shear 
stress was accompanied by a growth of tensile stress from 
the ends of the fibre, with a constant maximum value 
along the critical length. 
Kelly and Tyson(46) have developed a theory to 
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predict the tensile properties of a fibre-reinforced 
metal from the mechanical properties of fibre and 
matrix. They have shown that two modes of failure could 
occur for the composite, one is for the case where the 
fibre length was greater than a certain critical length 
and the other happened when the fibre length was shorter 
than the critical length. 
Riley and Reddaway(47) have developed a theory to 
predict the tensile strengths of fibre composites where 
the fibres were aligned in the direction of tensile 
loads, and were flawed to some extent. The authors 
combined the analysis due to Kelly(45) with a qualitative 
approach suggested by Parratt(43). 
Zweben and Rosen(48) have shown the probability of 
the formation of a given number of fibre breaks in 
boron-reinforced aluminium as a function of applied 
stress. These were compared with the experimentally 
observed range of composite failure stresses, which 
were found to correlate with the predicted stress for 
the formation of fracture nuclei containing between 
two and four broken fibres. Qualitative agreement with 
the theory was obtained in the degradation in strength 
of boron-aluminium composites after exposure to high 
temperatures(49). 
From the above review of the use of analytical 
method for studying the behaviour of composite materials, 
the following observations can be made: 
(A) Many assumptions have to be made in order to 
study a model by the analytical approach. 
However, the results obtained do provide some 
understanding to the general behaviour of 
fibre-reinforced materials. Some analytical 
results(34,35) have been compared with 
experimental data(3,6,15) and it was found 
that the two methods agree in qualitative 
terms. 
(B) The statistical approach to composite failure 
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is capable of considerable refinement. 
Anyway, one of the most outstanding contribu- 
tions of this approach at present is in the 
clarification it has brought to the distinction 
between the cumulative and non-cumulative 
failure modes. 
(C) The analytical approach can be used to study 
slender models in which the aspect ratio of 
the fibre is high. Whereas, the finite 
element method finds difficulties in studying 
those models with aspect ratio greater than 50. 
1.4 Area of Special Interest 
The finite element method has been widely used 
analyse stress distributions in fibre reinforced 
materials. But, so far, none of the investigators 
put in effort to tackle the problems associated with 
fibre-matrix interface, except Hollaway(15). Unfortunately, 
the results obtained by him was not entirely satisfactory 
(this has been pointed out in Section 1.2). However, the 
method proposed by him, in which some assumed displacement 
function was fitted within a limited region across the 
boundary of the fibre and matrix, and imposing sufficient 
and necessary equilibrium and compatibility conditions 
at this interface, by the least squares method, is q-, zite 
feasible. In view of this, the present author thought 
of dealing with the interface problem, making use of the 
ideas brought out by Hollaway. 
So far, most of the analyses being carried out to 
study the behaviour of fibre-reinforced materials were 
two-dimensional. Certainly, more realistic and reliable 
results can be obtained if one were to perform a general 
three-dimensional stress. analysis. Agarwal and Broutman 
(50) have done a three-dimensional finite element analysis 
of composites with spherical particles. They compared 
their results with those obtained by an axisymmetric 
finit element analysis. It was found that the three- 
dimensional analysis provided better results but was 
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relatively complicated and required much more computing 
time. In view of this, it was decided to analyse an 
idealised three-dimensional composite model, which 
consists of a discontinuous fibre flanked by some 
continuous fibres, by first reducing it to an axisymmet- 
ric model with the aid of a 'modified point matching 
technique'(51,52). The reduced model can then be analysed 
by a finite element program. The main advantage of this 
approach is that the computing time required is much 
lesser than that of a general three-dimensional finite 
element analysis, while the accuracy is believed to be 
more or less maintained. 
The problems that will be tackled include the 
followings: 
(A) Both the plane stress and the axisymmetric 
finite element programs, which are required 
for analysing the two- and three-dimensional 
composite models respectively, will be devel- 
oped with the introduction of some modification 
to the conventional method. 
(B) The application of the 'modified' plane stress 
finite element technique to solve the problems 
of fibre-reinforced materials. It is important 
to note that special consideration will be 
given to the determination of the stress 
distributions along the fibre-matrix interfaces. 
(C) A 'modified point matching technique' will be 
developed to enable the reduction of an idealised 
three-dimensional composite model to an axisymmet- 
ric model which can then be analysed by the 
'modified' finite element program developed 
earlier on. This approach will be used to 
analyse the three-dimensional problems of fibre- 
reinforced materials. 
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Chapter 2 
METHOD FOR ANALYSING FIBRE-REINFORCED MATERIALS 
2.1 Definition of Finite Element Method 
The finite element method is a technique for 
approximating the governing differential equations for 
a continuous system with a set of algebraic equations. 
relating a finite number of variables. The popularity 
of this method is primarily due to the ease with which 
it can be programmed. The technique was initially 
developed for structural problems, but it has since 
been extended to numerous field problems. 
One starts by discretising the continuum. This 
involves dividing up the domain into subdomains, called 
'finite elements', and selecting points, called 'nodesr, 
on the inter-element boundaries or in the interior of 
the elements. Displacement and force values at the nodes 
are taken as the discrete variables. 
Figure 2.1 shows some typical elements for various 
types of problems. Triangular and Quadrilateral elements 
are employed for plane stress, plain strain and axisymmet- 
ric problems. Shells are discretised with either flat or 
curved elements and three-dimensional solids are discre- 
tised with a combination of tetrahedral and hexahedral 
elements having straight or curved sides. 
2.2 Finite Element and Finite Difference Methods 
In both finite element and finite difference methods, 
a system which is varying continuously, is replaced by 
an "equivalent lumped system". The problem is thus 
changed from solving differential equations to one of 
solving a set of linear equations. For examples if a 
function W is varying continuously over a given domain, 
it is replaced by approximations to W at discrete points 
within this domain. 
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2.2.1 Advantages of the Finite Element Method 
The advantages are: 
(A) the elements fit the boundaries of the structure; 
(B) its matrix is symmetric, banded and positive 
definite; 
(C) each element could have different material 
properties. 
2.2.2 Disadvantages of the Finite Element Method 
The disadvantages are: 
(A) the method is not exact and there is no 
mathematical way of estimating the degree of 
approximation; 
(B) singularities present difficulties; 
(C) there is no guarantee that on decreasing the 
element size the results will converge to the 
correct solution; 
(D) the solution of the equations is more involved 
with mixed boundary conditions; 
(E) a large number of equations is required to 
represent a complex structure; 
(F) the position of boundaries must be defined. 
2.2.3 Advantages of the Finite Difference Method 
The advantages are: 
(A) it is generally easy to form the finite 
difference equations; 
(B) its truncation errors may be calculated; 
(C) its matrix is usually symmetric, banded and 
positive definite; 
(D) its coefficients are simple integers except 
at the boundaries. 
2.2.4 Disadvantages of the Finite Difference Method 
The disadvantages are: 
(A) the finite difference coefficients are more 
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difficult to form if the boundaries are 
curved or angled; 
(B) the solution of the equations is more involved 
if the domain is subjected to mixed boundary 
conditions; 
(C) singularities present difficulties; 
(D) the position of the boundaries must be defined; 
(E) errors increase with a graduated mesh; 
(F) there is no criterion to guide the formation 
of an optimum graduated mesh; 
(G) a large number of equations is required; 
(H) the method is generally restricted to one 
material. 
2.3 Finite Element and Photoelastic Methods 
The finite element method involves a great deal of 
time and skill in setting up programmes whereas the 
photoelastic method involves the accurate manufacture of 
the models required. The setting up and testing of a 
photoelastic model is a comparatively short procedure, 
the manual analysis which follows this is normally very 
time consuming and this is the major-part of the work in 
photoelastic testing. However, this analysis can be 
optimised by making use of numerical techniques under- 
taken in a digital computer(53). Generally, the finite 
element method is not necessarily cheaper or quicker, it 
requires knowledge of structural idealisation and where 
to expect high stresses. However, the finite element 
method does have some advantages, which are: 
(A) modelling requiring small displacements can 
be undertaken more satisfactorily; 
(B) it enables a parametric study to be undertaken 
more cheaply and quickly than with physical 
models; i. e. it allows: - 
(i) different types of material to be examined; 
(ii) different types of geometry to be investi- 
gated; 
(iii) different types of restraint to be applied; 
(iv) different types of load to be applied; 
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(C) thermal and body force problems can be studied 
easily. 
These advantages provide the incentive to undertake 
the very extensive effort which is required to develop 
a new finite element program. 
2.4 Plane Stress Finite Element Program 
From the above comparisons, one can clearly see 
that the finite element method is powerful for analysing 
the behaviour of fibre-reinforced materials. 
A plane stress finite element program is required 
in order to analyse the two-dimensional problems of fibre- 
reinforced composite materials. The present author has 
decided to develop an accurate plane stress program, with 
special considerations given to the determination of 
stresses at those nodes on the inter-element boundaries, 
free boundaries and interface between two different 
materials, to predict the behaviour of fibre-reinforced 
materials, since these two-dimensional results will be 
used later to compare with three-dimensional results. 
With this in mind, the present author has chosen to use 
nine node rectangular elements, instead of some constant 
stress element which have been frequently used by other 
authors, to develop his plane stress program. 
The theory of finite element method used to develop 
this program is described in Appendix A. 
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Chapter 3 
MODIFIED FINITE ELEMENT TECHNIQJE 
3.1 Introduction 
It has been pointed out in Appendix A(Section 3) 
that the conventional finite element method has the 
weakness in determining the stresses and strains at 
those nodes lying on the inter-element boundaries. 
This problem can be solved by using elements of fully 
compatible displacement field for the analysis. That 
is to say the displacement functions assumed should be 
such that the normal strains Ex and 6y are also compatible, 
in addition to the compatibility of displacement, at 
those nodes lying on the inter-element boundaries(55). 
Unfortunately, this fully conforming element can not be 
used to analyse fibre-reinforced materials because it 
will violate the conditions to be satisfied at the 
interface between two different materials. In this 
chapter, two sensible methods will be introduced to 
determine the stresses and strains at those inter- 
element nodal- points by some curve fitting technique. 
The other weakness of the conventional method is 
the determination of stress and strain distributions 
along the free boundaries of any structures considered, 
this is because they can only be obtained by either 
extrapolation or some averaging technique, and normally 
the results given by these two methods are not close to 
the free boundary conditions they are supposed to 
satisfy. A method will be introduced to solve this 
problem since it will be required for determining the 
boundary stresses along the cracks propagated in any 
fibre-reinforced materials. 
3.2 Sequence of Computer Programs 
The plane stress finite element program will be 
set up and tested base on the problem of a rectangular 
plate under two equal but oppositely directed normal 
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forces, at corresponding points of the two edges, as 
shown in Figure 3.1. This is a good example to be 
used since there is a theoretical solution to this 
problem. Moreover, the high stress concentration region, 
around the point at which the load is applied, is ideal 
for testing the accuracy of the program. 
A complete plane stress finite element analysis is 
accomplished by two programs. The reason of having two 
programs instead of one is to save computer storage, to 
store stiffness matrix for more elements, by determining 
only the nodal displacements in the first program and 
carry out the determination of stress distributions in 
the second program. This analysis has a total of 180 
rectangular elements with 9 nodal points each. 
The object of the first program is to determine the 
nodal displacements of the whole structure, the program 
consists of the following steps: 
(A) Mesh generation 
(B) Setting up the assembly stiffness matrix 
(C) Decomposition 
(D) Lower-upper treatment 
(E) Force equilibrium check 
The nodal displacements obtained is stored on a 
permanent file ready to be used in the second program. 
The objects of the second program are twofold: 
(A) To determine the strains and stresses at 
various nodal points. 
(B) To calculate and plot the principal stresses 
at various nodal points. 
3.3 Displacement Program 
The main difficulties encountered in setting up 
this program are: 
(A) The storage of the assembly stiffness matrix 
The structure has a total of 777 nodes, 
and its semi-bandwidth is 222 (N. B. Semi- 
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(B) 
bandwidth = 2*The total number of nodes in a 
row of elements parallel to x-axis). This 
gives the assembly stiffness matrix a total 
of approximately 450K elements. It is obvious 
that some sort of auxiliary storage is required 
to store all these elements and, of course, a 
systematic way of bringing the matrix elements 
to the auxiliary storage has to be worked out. 
The determination of the nodal displacements 
There is a total of 1554 nodal displace- 
ments since the whole structure has 777 nodal 
points and each nodal point has two displace- 
ment components u and v. These nodal displace- 
ments are to be determined from a set of 1554 
simultaneous linear equations which involves 
both the assembly stiffness matrix and the 
boundary conditions. Obviously, this large 
number of equations must be manipulated in a 
systematic way with the help of auxiliary 
storage. 
A force equilibrium check is carried out after 
determining the nodal displacements. It is a necessary 
but not a sufficient condition. 
The detailed development of the displacement program 
is described in Appendix B. 
3.4 Stress-Strain Distributions Program 
3.4.1 Stresses and Strains at the centre node of each 
rectangular element 
From equation (A. 14), we have, 
{E}= [S][A]-1{b) 
Since all the nodal displacements have been deter- 
mined by the procedures described in Appendix B; also, 
the matrix [A]-l is decided by the x and y ordinates of 
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all the nodal points of a rectangular element and the 
matrix [S] is decided by the x and y ordinates of the 
node at which the strain components are to be calculated. 
Therefore, the strains at the centre node of each and 
every element can be determined. The stresses at the 
centre node can also be calculated by using equation 
(A. 19). 
3.4.2 Stresses and Strains at Mid-side and Corner Nodes 
The procedure mentioned in the previous section is 
only suitable for determining stresses and strains at 
the internal node(s) of an element, preferably the 
centre node. Problem arises when the stress-strain 
distributions at those nodes lying on the inter-element 
boundaries are desirable. In order to solve the problems 
of this nature, many authors try to obtain stresses on 
the basis of some arbitrary means. But, it is essentially 
more accurate to deal with such problems by some curve 
fitting technique. 
Basically two methods have been attempted to fit a 
displacement surface (u or v) to the nodal displacements 
(u or v) of those nodes surrounding the node at which 
the strains and stresses are to be determined. The two 
methods are: 
(A) To fit the original displacement function (u 
or v) to the nine nodes surrounding (and including) 
the particular node considered. 
(B) To fit a continuous displacement surface (u or v) 
by the method of least squares to more than 
nine nodes surrounding (and including) the 
particular node considered. 
A comparison of these two methods will be made in 
the next chapter. 
3.4.2.1 Surface Fitting by using the Original Displacement 
Function (u or v) 
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With reference to Figure 3.2, it is reasonable 
to treat the shaded area as an element and, therefore, 
the original displacement function (u or v) can be used 
to fit a displacement surface to the shaded area. The 
stresses and strains obtained by this method is expected 
to be more accurate at the mid-side nodes than corner 
nodes. This is because the nine nodes involved in 
calculating the stresses and strains at mid-side nodes 
are actually from two rectangular elements only, 
whereas, the nine nodes for those corner nodes are from 
four elements. 
3.4.2.2 Surface Fitting by Least Square Method 
This method is only suitable for finding stresses 
and strains at corner nodes. With reference to Figure 
3.3, when the stresses and strains at a particular 
corner node are to be determined, all the nodal points 
of the four surrounding elements will be involved, i. e. 
a total of 25 nodes. It can be proven mathematically 
that it is impossible to fit a fifth order displacement 
function, which has 21 coefficients, to 25 nodes by 
least square method(56). Therefore, fourth order 
polynomials will be used as the displacement surfaces 
fitted, of and vf. Thus, we have, 
uf = 
vf = 
b1 
+b2x + b3y 
+b4x2 + b5xy + b6y2 
(3.1) 
+b7x3 + b8x2y + b9xy2 + blOy3 
+bllx4 + b12x3y + b13x2y2 + b14xy3 + b15y4 
b16 
+b17x + b18Y 
+b19x2 + b20xY + b21Y2 
(3.2) 
+b22x3 + b23x2Y + b24xy2 + b25y3 
+b2bx4 + b27 x3y + b28x2Y2 + b29xy3 + b30y4 
Only equation (3.1) will be used to demonstrate 
how least square method could be applied to fit a 
displacement surface to the area concerned. 
Since there is always a difference between actual 
and best fitted displacements, hence, we have, 
u=uf+e 
Where u is the actual displacement and e is the 
error term. 
The boundary conditions are, 
when x=xl, Y=yl; u=ul, e=el 
x=x2, y=y2: u=u2, e= e2 
0 
x_ x25, y_ y25, u= u25' e e25 
Therefore, we*have, 
u1 1 
u2 
a 
43224 
1 x1 Yl xl 
2 
xlyl yl 
2 
xl 
3 
X1 
2 
Y1 x1Y1 
2 
Yi 
3 
X1 X] Yl xl Y1 x1Y1 
3 
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1x 2 y2 x2 
2x 
2Y2 Y2 
2x 
23 X2 
2 
Y2 x2Y2 
2 
Y2 
3X24x23 Y2 x2 2 Y2 2x 2Y2 
3 y2 4 
U25 lx 25 q25 x25 
2x25Y25 Y25 2x 
e. ., 5 
3x 
25 
2 Y25 x25Y25 G2Y25 
3x 
25 
4x 
25 
3Y25 x25 2 y25,2x 25725 
3 y254 
In matrix symbolic form, this becomes, 
{u} = [Tc] 
{Bl} + {E} (3.3) 
where, 
Jul =A column vector of actual displacements 
[TJ = Coefficient matrix consisting of powers and 
products of x and y 
{B, }= A column vector consisting of the coefficients 
of the best fitted displacements 
{E} 
=A column vector consisting of the 
differences 
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bl 
b2 
bid 
el 
e2 
t4 
e2ý 
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between the actual and best fitted displacements 
{E}T. jE} should be minimized in order to satisfy 
least square condition. 
From equation (3.3), we have, 
{E1J = Jul - ITcl {B1} 
then, {E}T Iu1T - 
{B1}T [ Tc]T 
{E}T{E} 
_( {u}T -{B1} 
T [T]T) ({u} -[Tc] 
{Bl} ) 
i. e. 
{E}T{E} 
_ 
{u}T Jul_ IB1}T[Tc]T{u} 
-{u}T[Tc]{B1} 
+ {Bl}T[TCIT{TCIIB1} 
since 
lul"[TC]IBIJ is a scaler, therefore, 
{u}T[Tc]{B1}= (luIT[TC]t gl! )T 
_ {Bl}T[T]T{u} 
Thus, we have, 
{E}T{E} 
= 
{u}T{u}_ 2{B1}T[Tc] T{ u} 
+ 
{B1}T[T] T[Tcj{Bl} 
ETE_0 to satisfy the least 
a{B1} 
square conditicn, therefore, 
{B1} =( 
[Tc] T [Tc])-1 [T]T {u} 
The best fitted displacement function has now been 
determined. The strains and stresses can then be 
determined by the normal procedure. 
3.4.3 Stress-Strain Distributions along Free Boundaries 
It has been a common practice to determine the stress 
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distributicn along a free boundary by either extrapolation 
or some arbitrary means of everaging. Allison and Soh(57) 
have shown that these methods yield non zero values for 
the shear and normal stress components, with a corresponding 
error in the tangential stress. This is especially marked 
in the vicinity of geometric stress concentrations. 
In order to overcome this difficulty a procedure has 
been introduced in which new displacement functions are 
defined for a boundary element centred upon the particular 
rcdal point at which the stresses are to be determined. 
These new functions are determined by the nodal displace- 
ments of the boundary element and also the necessary and 
sufficient conditions to be satisfied at the free boundaries 
of the element. The procedure and potential accuracy of 
the method is illustrated in Appendix C, by considering 
the behaviour of an elastic frame under two equal but 
oppositely directed normal forces as shown in Figure 3.4. 
This is a particularly useful example, as the boundary 
stress distribution involves regions of both high and low 
stress gradients, and a precise photoelastic model of the 
problem had already been analysed(58). 
3.4.4 Principal Stresses 
With reference to Figures 3.5 and 3.6, since 
Q-X (y and TXy are known, Mohr circle can be employed to 
find the principal stresses and directions. Thus, we have, 
Q-1 = 
4ýx+ r+( ýx- ý- )2+ Txy2 
Q' X+ C TV- Ioc2+T2 
22 Xy 
= 
xy tan 20C 
2 
Ox-Ly 
(3.4) 
The last part of the program is to plot the principal 
stresses at various nodal points. This can be achieved by 
using arrcw and straight line to denote tensile and 
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compressive stresses respectively, the magnitudes or the 
principal stresses are then printed beside them. 
3.5 Plotting of Mesh by Computer 
It is advisable to plot the mesh of the structure 
by computer prior to the execution of the two prcgrams 
mentioned above, so that any specification errors can 
be detected, especially when the mesh is very complicated. 
The mesh of the rectangular plate used in the above 
analysis was plotted by the narrow plotter of ICL 1904S/ 
7600 system as shown in Figure B. 2. 
3.6 Finite Element Analysis by Triangular Elements 
The nine node rectangular elements used for developing 
the plane stress finite element program is expected to 
provide much better results than those simpler elements, 
even when the number of elements used for the analysis is 
less than that of simpler elements. In order to varify 
this point, another plane stress program is developed by 
using triangular elements of six nodes, i. e. three corner 
and three mid-side nodes, and comparisons can be made 
between the two plane stress programs. 
Figure 3.7 shows a typical triangular element used 
in the analysis. The nodes are deliberately numbered in 
a clockwise sequence to ensure that the correct sign will 
be obtained when integration for the functions of x and y 
has to be carried c"zt over the whole area of the element. 
The displacement functions are: 
u= al+ 0( 2x+ 0( 3y+ CK 4x2+ a5xy+ ot6y2 
v- o(ý+ oCax+ O(ýy+ OC10x2+ a11Xy+ ý12Y2 
(3.5) 
The mesh employed for this analysis is exactly the 
same as that of rectangular elements except that every 
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rectangle is now devided into two triangles as shown 
in Figure 3.8. The procedures used for developing this 
program are similar to those used for the rectangular 
finite element program. 
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Chapter 4 
COMARISON OF RESULTS 
4.1 Fourier Series Solution 
The stress distributions of an infinitely long rectan- 
gular plate under two equal but oppositely directed normal 
forces was evaluated by Coker and Filon(59). The plane 
stress problem investigated has a dimension ratio of a: b = 
2.7: 1 (Refer to Figure 3.1), therefore, the solution 
obtained in the form of a Fourier series for an infinitely 
long plate can be used to compare with the finite element 
solutions of the present problem. 
The three stress components at any nodal point of the 
rectangular plate are given by, 
ý (f m Cos mxý Ox t(0l mb+slnh 2mb 
ýy = 
pfl(m, y) os mxl 
m +sin _ 2m ýJ 
dm 
dm 
TXy= 7Tt 
Jfh(m, y) 
om b+sin 2mb] 
(m" sin mx) dm 
where, f(m, y)=mb"cosh mb-cosh my-sinh mb(my"sinh my+cosh my) 
g(m, y)=mb"cosh mb-cosh my-mysinh my"sinh mb+sinh mb* 
cosh my 
h(m, y)=b"sinh my"cosh mb-y"sir. h mb-cosh my 
A simple computer program was written to find 0, 
ýy and TXy by numerical integration, the results obtained 
will be used to compare with the finite element solutions 
later. 
4.2 Results of Finite Element and Fourier Series Solutions 
With reference to Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the distribu- 
tions of the normalized direct stress in the y direction, 
i. e. may/CT m, where 
is the stress due to the applied 
load distributed uniformly over the horizontal cross- 
section of the plate, are plotted along those nodal 
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points lying on the x and y axes as shown in Figures 
4.1 and 4.2 respectively. The three curves plotted 
in each of the two figures are: 
(A) A finite element solution in which the original 
displacement function is employed to fit a 
displacement surface on to the nine nodes 
surrounding (and including) the node at which 
the stress components are to be determined, 
this solution is thereafter called finite 
element solution with nine nodes. 
(B) A finite element solution in which least square 
method is employed to fit a displacement surface 
on to the twenty five nodes surrounding (and 
including) the node considered, this solution 
is thereafter called finite element solution 
with twenty five nodes. 
(C) Fourier series solution. 
Figure 4.1 shows that the three solutions have very 
good agreement except for a small region near the y-axis 
in which the finite element solution with nine nodes 
deviates slightly from the other two solutions with a 
maximum deviation of 0.9%. 
Figure 4.2 shows that the three curves agree very 
well for those nodal points far away from the point at 
which the load is applied. As the curves go nearer to 
the loading point, the finite element solution with nine 
nodes starts to deviate from the other two solutions and 
when the loading point is about to reach, the finite 
element solution with twenty five nodes starts to deviate 
from the Fourier series solution as well, after which the 
twc finite element solutions increase rapidly with 
decreasing distance from the loading point. The Fourier 
series solution does not increase that fast to match up 
with them, this shows that the finite element solutions 
are more reliable in the region around the loading point 
as the direct stress in the y direction is supposed to 
be infinity near the loading point. The deviation of the 
finite element solution with nine nodes from the other 
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two solutions is approximately 3% at y=9 (in. ), this is 
tolerable. 
The computing time required by the finite element 
solution with nine nodes is about one tenth of that 
required by the finite element solution with twenty five 
nodes. Hence, it is obvious that the former solution is 
a very efficient method of determining stresses at corner 
and mid-side nodes with good accuracy, whereas, the latter 
solution is very time consuming even though it might be 
slightly more accurate than the former solution. 
Moreover, the latter solution is only applicable to ccrner 
nodes. 
The distribution of the principal stresses, at various 
nodal points of the rectangular plate, for the finite 
element solution with nine nodes was plotted by the 
computer as shown in Figure 4.3. 
4.3 Finite Element Solutions with Different Curve 
Fitting Techniques 
The main factor for the finite element solution 
with twenty five nodes. to consume much more computing 
time than that with nine nodes is due to the larger 
amount of coefficients of the displacement functions 
assumed in the former solution (N. B. The former solution 
has fifteen coefficients for each displacement function 
assumed whereas the latter has only nine). Therefore, it 
may be possible to develop some other curve fitting 
technique, which provide better solutions as compared with 
the two solutions mentioned above, in terms of computing 
time and accuracy, by employing the original displacement 
functions (u and v) to fit displacement surfaces, to a 
region surrounding the node considered, using the least 
squares method. There are two solutions which can be 
developed base on this idea, they are: 
(A) Fitting the original displacement functions 
(u and v) to thirteen nodes as shown in Figure 
4.4. 
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(B) Fitting the original displacement functions 
(u and v) to twenty five nodes. This is 
similar to the case of finite element solution 
with twenty five nodes except that the amount 
of displacement coefficients is much lesser 
(refer to Figure 3.3). 
Table 4.1 shows some important results of four 
different finite element solutions which include the 
finite element solutions with both nine and twenty five 
nodes and also the two solutions (A) and (B) just 
introduced. It is obvious that solutions (A) and (B) 
are less accurate and more time consuming than the 
finite element solution with nine nodes. And although 
they are much better off when consumption of computing 
time is concerned they are, in fact, much less accurate 
than the finite element solution with twenty five nodes. 
4. ¢ Analysis by using Triangular Elements 
The curve fitting technique used for this analysis 
is the same as that of the finite element solution with 
nine nodes used for the rectangular elements. Since 
the u and v displacement, functions of the triangular 
elements have only six coefficients each, they cannot be 
used to fit displacement surfaces to the nine nodes 
surrounding (and including) the particular node considered. 
Therefore, the two displacement functions require three 
extra terms each. In the present analysis, the displace- 
ment functions used for curve fitting are chosen to be the 
same as those of the finite element solution with nine 
nodes. 
The stress distributions, of the normalised direct 
stress in the y direction, along the x and y axes are 
shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 respectively, for three 
different analyses including the one with triangular 
elements. It can be seen clearly that the analysis 
with rectangular elements is closer to the Fourier 
series solution. 
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4.5 Features of the Present Finite Element Analysis 
It has been a common practice(54) to determine the 
stresses at corner or mid-side nodes of an element by 
some averaging method. Obviously, the stresses obtained 
by these methods are not as accurate as those at the 
internal nodes determined from the nodal displacements 
directly, this is especially true in the region of high 
stress concentrations. In order to overcome this weakness, 
the present author has analysed a few curve fitting 
techniques, which can determine the stresses from the 
nodal displacements directly. And it appears that the 
one which employed the original displacement functions 
to fit displacement surfaces onto a small region of nine 
nodes surrounding (and including) the particular node 
considered, is the best in terms of accuracy. and computing 
time. 
The other feature of the present finite element 
analysis is the introduction of a special method to 
determine the stress distributions along free boundaries 
directly. It has been illustrated in Appendix C that the 
special method provides much better results than the 
extrapolation and averaging methods which are commonly 
used by most authors. 
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tem Max. 96 Dif- Max. % Dif- Computing Time 
Compared ference From ference From Required As A 
The Fourier The Fourier Ratio Of That 
Series Soln. Series Soln. Required By 
C In Cr/Cm In Cr/Qm At F. E. S. With 9 urve 
Fitting Along The x- x=0, y=9.4 nodes 
Techniqu Axis (in. ) 
Finite 
Element 0.9 7.2 1 Solution 
(9 nodes) 
Finite 
Element 0.4 4.5 10.0 Solution 
(25 nodes) 
Solution 
(A) 
(13 nodes, 3.0 15.9 1.1 9 coeffi- 
cients) 
Solution 
(B) 
(25 nodes, 3.0 15.0 1.3 9 coeffi- 
cients) 
Table 4.1 Comparison of Results between Four 
Different Finite Element Solutions 
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Chapter 5 
APPLICATION OF FINITE ELEMENT TECHNIQUE 
TO FIBRE-REINFORCED MATERIALS 
5.1 Introduction 
The technique of finite element analysis lies be- 
tween the realm of the experimental and the theoretical. 
It possesses much of the elegance of an exact mathematical 
procedure and yet allows for the incorporation of many 
individual irregulariti. es, such as a voided fibre dis- 
continuity or interface delamination, into a meaningful 
solution. 
Many investigators have employed the finite element 
technique to analyse fibre-reinforced materials. The 
programs they used were mostly based on constant stress, 
triangular or rectangular elements(9,14,15). It is well 
known that constant stress elements are suitable for 
modelling regions of low stress gradient, whereas, for 
areas of high stress gradient the number of elements 
required to achieve tolerable accuracy is great(18,54). 
Moreover, most of the authors obtained nodal point stresses 
indirectly by an arbitrary weighted mean of the values 
from the surrounding elements. This becomes inaccurate 
for regions of high stress gradient, such as in the 
vicinity of a fibre discontinuity. The present author's 
finite element program, which employs nine node rectangular 
elements and a curve fitting method to determine nodal 
point stresses, has overcome the above-mentioned problems. 
In most of the finite element analyses for composite 
materials, the interface bonding between fibre and matrix 
was assumed to be perfect, that is to say no slippage was 
allowed at the interface and this may not be entirely 
satisfied irl the real situations. In the present analysis, 
perfect interface bonding is also assumed. There are 
some problems at the interface which are to be dealt with 
in order to satisfy the condition of perfect bonding, 
unfortunately, this interface problem was either neglected 
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(8,9,14,60) or not ccmpletely solved(15). 
In this chapter the finite element program developed 
by the present author will be extended to consider the 
interface problem of an isolated fibre embedded in a 
matrix. 
5.2 Analysis of Single Fibre Model 
The model of an isolated fibre embedded in a matrix 
is shown in Figure 5.1. Because of symmetry about the 
x axis, only half of the model needs to be considered as 
shown in Figure 5.2. The boundary along the x axis is 
free to slide in the x direction but fixed in the y 
direction. Similarly, the boundary along the y axis is 
free to slide in the y direction but fixed in the x direc- 
tion. 
5.2.1 Loading of the Composite 
The optimum conditions for achieving the desired 
stress distribution will be obtained if Wf and Wm, the 
separate loads to be applied tc the fibre and matrix, 
are chosen to be in the ratio which provides the same 
axial strain in both fibre and matrix. For equality of 
axial strains in the two materials it can be shown that: 
Wf AfEf 
Wm AmEm 
where Af and Ef are the cross-sectional area and elastic 
modulus of the fibre and Am and Em are the corresponding 
values of the matrix. 
The elastic moduli of the two materials are deliberately 
chosen to be the same as that used by Hollaway for his 
photoelastic test(15), in which the matrix was manufactured 
from 1/16" thick sheet of Araldite CT200 of elastic 
modulus 0.47x106(psi) and the fibre was manufactured from 
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1/8" thick Dural strip of elastic modulus O. 11x108(psi). 
This is to enable the comparison of results be made later 
on. 
There are two points to be taken into consideration 
while dimensioning the model: 
(A) The fibre length should be sufficient to achieve 
a uniform state in which the axial strain in 
the fibre equals the axial strain in the matrix. 
(B) Uniform axial stress and strain should be 
developed in the unreinforced matrix below the 
tip of the fibre. 
5.2.2 Curve Fitting Technique fcr the Interface 
Figure 5.3 shows the mesh generated for the single 
fibre model. The mesh was designed in such a way that 
the sizes of the elements near the interface, especially 
the fibre tip, were relatively small compared with the 
rest of the elements. This mesh consists of 180 elements 
and 777 nodal points. 
The finite element program developed by the present 
author has to be modified in order to solve the interface 
problem directly. Considering the nine nodal points, 
three in the matrix, three in the fibre and three along 
the interface, as shown in Figure 5.4. The interface 
problem can be solved by fitting the original displacement 
functions (u and v) of the matrix and fibre to the regions 
of matrix and fibre respectively and imposing the necessary 
and sufficient equilibrium and compatibility conditions to 
the three nodal points along the interface. 
displacement functions is, 
The set of 
of = all+a12x+a13y +a14xy+a15x2+a16y2+a17x2y+ 
a18xy2+a19x2y2 
vf = a21+a22x+a23Y+a24xy+a25x2+a26Y2+a27x2y+ 
a28xy2+a29x2y2 
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a= m 
V= 
m 
The interface boundary conditions are, 
(A) The interfacial normal stress in the fibre and 
matrix should be equal. 
i. e. (ý) f= (gy)m 
(B) The interfacial shear stress in the fibre and 
matrix should be equal. 
i. e. 
a31+a32x+a33y+a34xy+a35x2+a36y2+a37x2y+ 
22 a38xy+a39xy2 
a48xy2+a49x2y2 
a41+a42x+a43y+a44xy+a45x2+a46y2+a47x2y+ 
(Txy)f 
= (Txy)m 
(C) The x displacement along the interface in the 
fibre and matrix should be equal. 
i. e. (u)f = (U)m 
(E) The y displacement along the interface in the 
fibre and matrix should be equal. 
i. e. (v)f = (V)m 
(E) The interfacial axial strain of the two materials 
should-be equal. 
(F) 
i. e. ( 
x)f -( axým 
The curvatures of the two materials along the 
interface should be equal. 
i. e. a2v a2v ýf -m 
C)X 
It is worth noting that the conditions (E) and (F) 
have been implied in the conditions (C) and (D) respective- 
ly. Thus, there are only four interface boundary conditions 
to be imposed to each of the three interface nodal points. 
For plane stress in an isotropic material we have, by 
definition, 
X= 
CX/E 
Ey =- ýcx-/E + Q'ý/E (5.2) 
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Yxy = Txy/G 
where G= E/[2(1A)] , is the mcdulus of rigidity. 
From equations (5.1) and (5.2), 
E 
= Cy- 
::: ý+ ýý) 
cy- - (1E 
öY+ 
ljäx) 
From equation (5.3) 
Txy = GYxy 
Txy - G(ä + äY) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
By using the u and v displacement functions of both 
matrix and fibre and equations (5.4) and (5.5), the four 
interface boundary conditions can be written as, 
(A) Ef av + if ( au) - 
il-ljf2) 
[(s)f f ax f- 
m 
)(y)m 
+ mýxým ý1 ým 
or (ay m+ lfýý 
äX)ý - Aim 
ý)f + -if (äx)iý =0 
Eý(1-ý, 2 ) 
where, 1 ILS 
Em(1-1Ff2) 
((a43+a44x+2a46y+a47x2+2a4, xy+2a49x2y) 
+ym(a32+a34y+C-a35x+2a37xy+a38Y2+2a39xy2A 
- Afm[(a23+a24x+2a26y+a27x2+2a28xy+2a. 29x2Y) 
+ -4( +a y+2a x+2a xy+a 
2 
+ý ý2 f al2 14 15 17 lgy a1Qxy 
A=0 
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(B) Gl ax Jy 
[(2-V), 
ay m 
or 
[(2c)x-v) 
+ (äy)mJ - Bfm 
[()f 
+ (ýy) f1 -0 J 
where, B 
Gf 
fm = Gm 
" 
[(a42+ad4y+2a45x+2a47xy+a48y2+2a49xY2) 
+ (a33+d34x+2a36y+a37x2+2a38xy+2a3ax2y)l 
Bfm[(a22+a24y+2a25x+2a27xy+a28y2+2a29 xy2) 
+ (a13+a1¢x+2a16y+a17x2+2al8xy+2al9x2y1J =0 
(C) (a31+a32x+a33y+a34xy+a35x2+a36y2+a37x2y 
+a38xy2+a3Qx2y2) - (all+a12x+a13y+a14xy 
+a15x2+a16y2+a17x2y+al8xy2+a19x2y2) =0 
(D) (a41+a42x+a43y+a44xy+a45x2+a46y2+a47x2y 
+a48xy2+a49x2y2) - (a21+a22x+a23y+a24xy 
+a25x2+a26y2+a27x2y+a28xy2+a29x2y2) =p 
These four boundary equations are to be imposed to 
the three interface nodal points and thus provide twelve 
equaticns. 
In addition, there are eighteen equations available 
from the nodal displacements of the nine nodal points 
(either twelve equations from matrix displacements and 
six from fibre displacements or vice versa). Therefore, 
a total of thirty equations is available. But there are 
all together thirty six unknown coefficients, therefore, 
six more restrictions are tc be imposed in order to obtain 
a unique solution for all the coefficients which can then 
be used to derive nodal point stresses. The easiest way 
to solve this problem is, of course, to introduce three 
neighbouring nodal points at which six independent equations 
can be written. 
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Figure 5.4 shows the six neighbouring nodal points 
which might be able to satisfy our need, since only 
three nodal points are required, it is desirable to 
analyse the possible combinations of any three out of the 
six nodal points indicated. 
A combination of the two centre nodes, i. e. nodes 
2 and 5, and any one of the four corner nodes seemed to 
be most appropriate. Unfortunately, the equations derived 
from the u (and v) displacements of the two centre nodes 
are not independent (this can be proven easily by some 
manipulations of the equations obtained). The next 
possible combinations are: 
(A) Nodes 2,4 and 6 
(B) Nodes 1,3 and 5 
Figure 5.5 shows the shear stress distributions, 
along the interface parallel to the x-axis, obtained by 
using the two combinations stated above. The two combina- 
tions show very good agreement except for those nodal 
points near the fibre tip at which the first combination's 
results are rather inconsistent. Thus, the second 
combination is preferable for determining interfacial 
stresses. It is important to note that the stress 
distributions shown in Figure 5.5 include only the mid- 
side nodes of those elements along the interface. However, 
the method proposed is also applicable to corner nodes 
except the fibre corner (this will be illustrated in the 
next section). 
Figure 5.6 shows the shear stress distributions of 
the mid-side and corner nodes, along the interface 
parallel to the x-axis. It is obvious that the two 
distributions agree with each other except for those nodal 
points within half a fibre width from the fibre corner B. 
The interfacial shear stresses at those corner nodes near 
the fibre corner do not show rapid increase tendency, as 
that shown by the mid-side nodes, while approaching the 
fibre corner. The shear stresses given by the corner 
nodes are expected to be less accurate than those of mid- 
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side codes, since the nine nodes involved in determining 
the stresses at any corner nodes are not equally spaced, 
unlike the case of mid-side nodes, these are clearly 
shown in Figure 5.6. This problem of corner nodes will 
be more severe when they are near the fibre corner. This 
explains the discrepancies observed between the two 
distributions. Stresses at mid-side nodes will be used 
in all the following investigations. 
The same procedure can be used to solve the stresses 
along the interface parallel to y-axis. The interface 
boundary conditions are: 
(A) (c)f = ýx)m 
i. e. 
_Ef 
2 [()f + 
ýf(öyf 
(1 
f) 
) 
Em2 aX 
m (1-ým ) 
or Cý a 'm + =0 + ýfý ä 
av +m öYým 
ýf öv _u vmý ay)m Afm ýxýf 
ým2 ) 
where, A=E f(1- fm Emý1 ýý 
Ra 
32 +a 34 y+2a 35 x+2a 37 xy+a 38y2+2a 39 xy2) 
+ 4m(a43+a44x+2a46y+a47 x2+2a48xy 
+2a49x2y)J - Afm[(a12+a14y+2a15x 
+2a17xy+a18y 
2 
+2al9xy2 )+ 4f(a23+a24x 
+2a26y+a27x2+2a28xy+2a29x2y)] =0 
ýB) (TXy) f= (Txy)m 
i. e. [(a 42+a44 y+2a 45 x+2a 47xy+a 48y2+2a 49 xy2) 
- Bfm((a22+a24y+2a25x+2a27xy+a28y 
) fý 
+ (a33+a34x+2a36y+a37x2+2a38xy+2a39x2y)] 
2 
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+2a29xy2) + (a13+a14x+2a16y+a17x2 
+2a18xy+2a1gx2y)] =0 
ýC) (u)f = (u)m 
i. e. (a31+a32x+a33y+a34xy+a35x2+a36y2 
+a37x2y+a38 xy2+a39x2y2) (all 
(D) (v)f = 
i. e. 
+a12x+a13y+a14xy+a15x2+a16y2+a17x2y 
+al$xy2+a19x2y2) =0 
(a41+a42x+a43y+a44xy+a45x2+a46y2 
+a47x2y+a48xy2+a49x2y2) - (a21 
+a22x+a23y+a24xy+a25x2+a26y2+a2rx2y 
+a28xy2+a29x2y2), = 0 
Note that a library subroutine can be used to solve 
the thirty six equations mentioned above. The stresses 
can then be obtained from the stress-strain relationships. 
It is worth noting that the curve fitting technique 
described above is only suitable for those nodal points on 
the interface parallel to either x or y axis but not for 
the node at which the interfaces of two different directions 
meet, i. e. the corner of the isolated fibre. This problem 
will be discussed in the next section. 
5.2.3 Boundary Conditions at the Corner of the Isolated Fibre 
The boundary conditions for both of the interfaces, 
parallel to x and y axes, are to be satisfied at the corner 
of the isolated fibre. Consider the interfacial axial 
strain and normal stress for both of the interfaces, we 
have, 
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öu 
_ 
au ý ýx f-ý dým - ux 
(ay) f=( 
ay)m 
= vy 
(ýy) f= (Cý)m 
(aX)f 
= c(Tx)m 
Substituting equation (5.4) into equation (5.8), 
we have, 
Eft 
ý ýy)f + vf( C) x 
)f 
ý[ (1- 
f) 
Em2 
)m+ ym(aX) mý 
m 
öy 
ý1-ý C ý 
or (vy + ýmuX) - Afm(vy + 4fuX) =0 
Ef(1-1ý2) 
where, Afm = 
Em(1-11f 2) 
Similarly, equation (5.9) can be expressed as, 
(ux+4mvy) - Afm(ux+ , ýfvy) =0 
From equations (5.10) and (5.11), we have, 
(Nm - Afm%ff)ux 
y Afm 
(1 - Afm)ux 
and vy = -jf _ fm m 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(;. 10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
Equations (5.12) and (5.13) are clearly incompatible 
and the inference is that the corner is a singular point. 
In reality, of course, stresses cannot become infinite, 
whether one considers the finite element approximation, 
the experimental model, or the physical composite material 
configuration. Thus, within an arbitrarily small zone at 
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the fibre corner, matrix stresses determined numerically 
or experimentally by elastic analysis are unrealistic 
because of the high probability of the existence of 
plastic deformation and/or norsharp corners in the actual 
composite. 
5.2.4 Calculations of Loads carried by Matrix and Fibre 
at any cross section 
There are two methods that can be used to determine 
the proportion of the load carried by the matrix at any 
cross section. With reference to Figure 5.7, the two 
methods are: 
(A) Consider the section shown in Figure 5.7, 
the matrix load at cross section AB is obtained 
by summing up the load at cross section CD 
together with the contribution obtained by 
integration of the interfacial shear stress 
distribution. 
i. e. W2 = Wl + Ws 
where, Ws =f Txytdx 
A 
W2 = Wl - (ý Txytdx 
A 
(B) The load at cross section AB can also be obtained 
by integrating the axial stress distribution 
across the whole section. 
i. e. W2 = 1B Q tdy 
A 
The maximum discrepancy between the results given 
by the two methods, for the model analysed, is less than 
2%, except the region between the fibre tip and the 
position of the peak interfacial shear stress, in which 
the first method is unreliable. This is because the 
interfacial shear stress distribution within that region 
was not precisely determined. Therefore, the second 
method is employed to find the matrix load distribution 
in that region, and the rest will be determined by the 
first method due to its simplicity. The fibre load 
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distribution can be derived from the matrix load distribu- 
tion. 
5.3 Comparison of Results obtained with the Photoelastic 
Test 
5.3.1 Interfacial Shear Stress 
Figure 5.8 shows two interfacial shear stress 
distributions, one is obtained by the present author and 
the other is from the photoelastic test done by Hollaway 
(15). These two curves agree very well in shape, and the 
peak values of the ratio of interfacial shear stress to 
nominal axial stress in the unreinforced matrix are 1.93 
and 2.0, for the present author's solution and Hollaway's 
test respectively. It is interesting to note that the 
peak value of the former solution occurs much nearer to 
the fibre tip than the latter. This provides some evidence 
that the physical conditions at the interface in the 
photoelastic model are not represented exactly by the 
assumption of perfect bonding. It is well known that the 
adhesive layer used in the photoelastic model is of 
slightly different properties to those of either the matrix 
or the fibre and the introduction of a flexible layer with 
a low shear strength could provide an explanation for the 
observed results. 
5.3.2 Axial Stress Distribution in the Fibre 
Figure 5.9 shows the axial stress distribution in 
the fibre in the vicinity of the fibre tip. The maximum 
fibre axial stress is about 18 times the nominal axial 
stress in the unreinforced matrix. There are large 
variations in the fibre axial stress within one fibre 
width from the fibre tip, beyond that the stress increases 
gradually till the nominal fibre stress is reached. The 
axial stress distribution across the fibre tip indicates 
that a portion of the fibre load is being transferred to 
the matrix by axial stress. It is worth noting that the 
axial stress distribution in the field, which is determined 
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by the curve fitting method developed in Section 3.4.2.1, 
agrees pretty well with that along the interface obtained 
by the special curve fitting method for interface. 
5.3.3 Load Transfer from Fibre to Matrix 
Figure 5.10 shows two different matrix load distribu- 
tions, namely, the present author's finite element solution 
and Hollaway's photoelastic results. The matrix load, at 
the section coincides with the fibre tip, are 82.9% and 
97.0% of the total load for the former and latter solu- 
tions respectively. Obviously, the fraction of fibre load 
being transferred to the matrix by axial stress is very 
small in the latter solution (only 5.5% as compared with 
31.0% of the former solution). That is to say the inter- 
face bonding at the fibre tip of the photoelastic model 
is far frcm perfect. 
The rate of load transfer, by the interfacial shear 
stress near the fibre tip, of the former solution is 
greater than that of the latter, this can be explained 
by the fact that Araldite is subjected to a small amount 
of creep at room temperature and because of this it is 
likely that the large stresses associated with the dis- 
continuity will be relaxed in the vicinity of the fibre 
tip. However, the transfer rate of the latter solution 
does not fall off as quickly as the former. 
5.3.4 Pr_ncipal Stresses 
Figure 5.11 shows the distributions of the matrix 
principal stresses along the interface. The peak value 
of the matrix tensile stress occurs at a point near the 
fibre corner and is of 3.9 times the nominal axial stress 
in the unreinforced matrix. This agrees very well with 
the results of Hollaway's photoelastic test it which the 
peak value is 4.0 times the nominal axial stress and it 
occurs at a pcint half a fibre width from the fibre 
corner. The maximum matrix shear stress of the present 
investigation and the phctoelastic test are 2.5Q'and 2.3U 
respectively. 
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It is helpful to note that the location of the maximum 
matrix tensile stress is not significantly affected by 
the flexible interface layer, and the redistribution of 
stress due to creep relaxation, in the case of photoelastic 
test. 
5.4 Reliability of the Curve Fitting Method Proposed 
The curve fitting technique which has been proposed 
to determine interfacial stresses was applied to the 
interface of an isolated fibre ambedded in a matrix. 
The results obtained have been compared with some photo- 
elastic data, and the method proposed has proven itself 
to be reliable in dealing with interface problems. 
Therefore, this method will be incorporated with the 
finite element program developed earlier on, to study 
the behaviour of fibre-reinforced materials. 
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Chapter 6 
SINGLE FIBRE MODEL WITH A TRANSVERSE CRACK 
6.1 Introduction 
A considerable amount of theoretical work has been 
published on the behaviour of a brittle-matrix composite 
reinforced by continuous high modulus fibres with single 
or multiple fractures(61-63). But most of the results 
obtained are not readily applicable to physical systems 
where significant fluctuations can occur as a result of 
accidental demage to fibres and matrices during the 
manufacturing process. There is a type of fracture which 
commonly occurs in a brittle matrix due to the failure 
of one of the flaws in the matrix at a low overall stress 
level. The axisymmetric finite element model, which 
consisted of a continuous fibre embedded in a cracked 
matrix (an annular crack), analysed by Ko(21) could have 
provided a good understanding to the above-mentioned 
fracture if his analysis were not hampered by those 
weaknesses pointed out in Chapter 1. 
In this chapter, a single fibre model with a transverse 
crack is chosen to study the stress distribution near the 
crack and also the load transfer mechanism between the 
fibre and matrix. The curve fitting techniques for both 
the nodal points along the fibre-matrix interface and in 
the field will be employed to solve the present problem. 
6.2 Analysis of Finite Element Model 
Figure 6.1 shows the model of a continuous fibre 
surrounded by a cracked brittle matrix. The crack is 
perpendicular to the fibre, and is being stopped by the 
fibre at the fibre-matrix interface. Because of symmetry 
about x and y axes, only a quadrant of the model is 
required for finite element analysis, as shown in Figure 
6.2. 
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6.2.1 Conditions at the Crack Tip 
A small region of non-linear deformation is likely 
to develop at any crack tip of either isotropic or 
anisotropic material due to the fact that an extremely 
high stress will arise at such a singularity(54). This 
is the reason why so many investigators have attempted to 
design "singular" elements for a small region around a 
crack tip, to investigate crack propagation(64,65). 
In the present investigation, the effect of non- 
linear deformation at the crack tip can be neglected, if 
it does exist, due to the following reasons: 
(A) The stresses around the crack tip are unlikely 
to be high enough to create significant non- 
linear deformation region, since the crack was 
due to the failure of a matrix flaw at a stress 
state much lower than the theoretical ultimate 
strength of the matrix. 
(B) The possibility of having a significant non- 
linear region is further reduced by the fact 
that the matrix is brittle. 
(C) The crack is prevented from further propagation 
by the fibre which is much stronger than the 
matrix. 
Thus, the existing finite element program will be used 
without any modifications to include elastic-plastic 
analysis. 
6.2.2 Setting of Boundary Conditions 
The element array utilised in this analysis was 
based on the idea that the sizes of the elements near 
the interface and transverse crack, especially the crack 
tip, were to be made relatively small by comparison with 
the rest of the elements. The element array is similar 
to that of single fibre model without crack, as shown in 
Figure 5.3, therefore, it will not be shown here. 
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The total number of elements and nodal points used 
for the analysis are 180 and 777 respectively. The 
minimum element side length is 1/10 fibre width, i. e. the 
shortest distance between any two nodal points is 1/20 
fibre width. 
Referring to Figure 6.2, the displacement constraint 
is the same as that of single fibre model without crack 
except those nodal points, in the matrix along y-axis, 
which are free to move in both directions. 
Nodal point loads applied to the composite are chosen 
to provide the uniform strain condition as given in 
Section 5.2.1. Note that the elastic moduli of the fibre 
and matrix are chosen to be the same as that of single 
fibre model without crack. 
6.3 Analysis of Results 
6.3.1 Interfacial Shear Stress 
Figure 6.3 shows the interfacial shear stress 
distribution. The interfacial shear stress increases with 
decreasing distance from the crack and it reaches a peak 
value at a position which is very near the crack. The 
maximum interfacial shear stress of the present model is 
3.4 times the average matrix stress applied to the 
composite, this is smaller than that of isolated fibre 
embedded in a matrix which has a value of 4.09 times the 
average matrix stress (i. e. 1.93 times the nominal axial 
stress in the unreinforced matrix). 
Ko(21) has plotted the distribution of matrix inter- 
facial shear stress, based on the shear stresses in those 
matrix elements along the interface, for the model 
mentioned in Section 6.1, with modular ratio as parameter. 
All the distributions obtained have the same shape as the 
interfacial shear stress distribution shown in Figure 6.3, 
except that they exist only within two or three fibre 
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diameters from the crack which are relatively very much 
shorter than that of the present investigation of more 
than 32 fibre widths. The discrepancy is due to the 
following reasons: 
(A) The axisymmetric model used by Ko has a much 
bigger interface area, for transferring matrix 
load to the fibre, as compared with the present 
model. Therefore, the latter requires a longer 
load transfer length. 
(B) Ko has avoided to solve the interface problem. 
6.3.2 Principal Stresses in the Matrix along the Interface 
Figure 6.4 shows the distributions of the principal 
stresses in the matrix along the interface. The distribu- 
tion of the first principal stress is similar to that of 
single fibre model without crack, as shown in Figure 5.11. 
Moreover, the maximum values of the two distributions are 
about the same. The present model indicates a value of 
9.1 times the average matrix stress and the former model 
has a corresponding value of 8.9 times (i. e. 4.2 times 
the nominal axial stress in the unreinforced matrix). 
The maximum matrix shear stress occurs at the same 
position as the maximum matrix tensile stress with a value 
of 3.6 times the average matrix stress. The corresponding 
value of the former model is 4.3 times (i. e. 2.050', where 
is the nominal axial stress in the unreinforced matrix). 
6.3.3 Load Transfer from Matrix to Fibre 
The load in the matrix is being transferred to the 
continuous fibre by the interfacial shear stress towards 
the transverse crack as shown in Figure 6.5. The matrix 
load is supposed to be zero at the crack since all the 
matrix load should have been. transferred to the fibre 
before the crack is reached. Therefore, the small amount 
of load at the crack shown in Figure 6.5 is obviously 
due to the accumulation errors which arised from the 
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integrations used to calculate load distribution as 
mentioned in Section 5.2.4. Anyway, the error which 
represents the amount of load at the crack as a percentage 
of total matrix load is only 3.6%, this is acceptable. 
It is also worth noting that the fibre length required 
to transfer the matrix load is approximately 40 fibre 
widths. 
6.3.4 Axial Stress Distributions in both Matrix and Fibre 
Figure 6.6 shows the axial-stress contour in the 
matrix, in the vicinity of the transverse crack. It can 
be clearly seen that the matrix load decreases with de- 
creasing distance from the crack. Drastic changes of the 
matrix axial stress are found near the crack tip, the 
maximum matrix axial stress has occurred at a point on the 
interface near the crack tip and it has a value of 4.3 Um, 
where ým is the average matrix stress. 
The axial stresses along the transverse crack are 
obtained by extrapolation. It is interesting to find 
that they agree very well with the boundary condition 
that the axial stress, (Ox-)m, should be equal to zero 
at the crack. 
The axial stress contour jr. the fibre, in the 
vicinity of the crack, is shown in Figure 6.7. There 
is no severe stress concentration in the fibre near the 
crack tip, therefore, our assumption that no plastic 
deformation is developed in the fibre can now be construed. 
The contour shows that the fibre load increases with 
decreasing distance from the crack. The maximum fibre 
axial stress has occurred at the crack tip with a value 
of 1.19cf, c, where 
(7f-c is the nominal fibre stress at the 
crack, obtained by extrapolation. 
By comparing the fibre axial stress along the inter- 
face with that in the field, one will again see that the 
two curve fitting methods, one for the interface and the 
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other for the field, are in good agreement. 
6.4 Possibility of Further Crack Propagation 
The maximum interfacial shear stress, matrix tensile 
and shear stresses have all occurred at a point very near 
the crack tip along the interface. This suggests that 
further crack propagation is likely to initiate from that 
point and propagates either along the interface or into 
the matrix, depends on the strength of the interface and 
matrix. 
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Chapter 7 
APPLICATION OF FINITE ELEMENT 
TECHNIQUE TO I'IULTI-FIBRE MODELS 
7.1 Introduction 
Many investigators have reported the variations in 
stress concentration when continuous fibres are adjacent 
to the discontinuous one. Some of these investigations 
were done by photoelastic test and they were limited to 
shear stress concentrations only(11,12). Quite a number 
of investigators employed the finite element technique 
for the analyses(8,14,15,60). But all these analyses 
have the weaknesses pointed out by the present author 
in Chapter 5. Moreover, none of these analyses provide 
a full knowledge of the load transfer mechanism and 
other important features. E. g. Iremonger and Wood(14) 
have made a systematic study of the effects of fibre 
spacing and size and nature of discontinuities for 
models with different fibre volume fractions, but the 
effects of fibre to matrix modular ratio were not 
studied. Hollaway(15) has made a study of the effects 
of modular ratio, fibre volume fraction and end gap spac- 
ing of matrix filled end gap, but the amount of work for 
void end gap is negligible. Moreover, the results 
obtained are difficult to justify. Thus, a detailed 
study by using the curve fitting method for interface 
described in Chapter 5 is desirable. 
Analytical models, idealising composites of either 
glass or carbon fibre reinforced laminates, having 
modular ratios of 20 and 100 respectively, are chosen 
in making parameter studies to determine the effects on 
the stress distributions for different end gaps (both 
matrix filled and void) and fibre volume fractions. The 
models have similar geometry, and those with the lower 
modular ratio are chosen with elastic properties similar 
to Hollaway's multi-fibre photoelastic models, to enable 
the comparison of results. Figure 7.1 shows the typical 
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fibre matrix cell. 
7.2 Two-Dimensional Multi-Fibre Finite Element Models 
Referring to Figure 7.1, because of symmetry about 
the x and y axes, only a quadrant of the model needs to 
be considered as shown in Figure 7.2. The void end gap 
shown in Figure 7.2. b is to be replaced by a number of 
fictitious elements of very small elastic modulus of 
20(psi). The displacement constraint is similar to that 
of single fibre model without crack except for the case 
of void end gap, in which the boundaries of the ficti- 
tious material lying on the x and y axes. are free to 
move in both directions, this is shown in Figure 7.2. 
The element array utilised in this analysis was generated 
in such a way that the sizes of the elements near the 
interfaces, especially the fibre tip, were relatively 
small by comparison with the rest of the elements, this 
is shown in Figure 7.3. The minimum element side length 
is 1/10 fibre width, i. e. the shortest distance between 
any two nodal points is 1/20 fibre width. The total 
number of elements and nodal points used for-the analysis 
are 320 and 1353 respectively. 
The matrix width is varied from 2 fibre widths to 
half fibre width, while the fibre width remains constant, 
to obtain fibre volume fractions of 0.33,0.50 and 0.67. 
The end gap spacings for both matrix filled and void end 
gaps are 1/8,1/4,1/2,1 and 3/2 fibre widths. 
Nodal point loads applied to the composite are 
chosen to provide the uniform strain condition as given 
in Section 5.2.1. The applied matrix tensile stress is 
maintained constant for all models analysed, therefore, 
the applied fibre tensile stress of modular ratio equals 
to 100 is 5 times of that-of modular ratio equals to 20. 
7.3 Analysis of Individual Models 
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7.3.1 Interfacial Shear Stress 
The distributions of the interfacial shear stress, 
normalised with respect to Qm which is the nominal 
matrix tension, of the two interfaces A-B-C and D-F 
for the model which has a fibre volume fraction equals 
to 0.33, a modular ratio equals to 20 and a matrix 
filled end gap of 1.5 fibre widths, are plotted against 
the distance from the fibre tip as shown in Figure 7.4. 
The shapes of the distributions are typical of all fibre 
arrays with matrix filled end gaps. The maximum inter- 
facial shear stress is 4.12 r7m and it occurs at a point 
very near the fibre corner B. The stresses around the 
fibre corner show that it is a singular point, this 
concedes with the conclusion we have drawn earlier on. 
The peak value along the interface D-F is only about 
10% of that along the interface A-B-C and it occurs at 
about 4 fibre widths from the centre line which coincides 
with the x-axis. 
A comparison of the interfacial shear stress distrib- 
utions, obtained by the present author's finite element 
analysis and Hollaway's photoelastic test, is shown in 
Figure 7.5. The two finite element solutions agree pretty 
well in shape with that of photoelastic test. Good agree- 
ment is also shown on both the. position and value of 
maximum interfacial shear stress. 
The distributions of the interfacial shear stress, 
of the two interfaces B-C and D-F of the model which is 
similar to the one used to plot Figure 7.4 but with void 
end gap, are plotted against the distance from the fibre 
tip as shown in Figure 7.6. The maximum interfacial 
shear stress is 7.6pm, which is about two fold of the 
corresponding value of the one with matrix filled end 
gap. The peak value of the interfacial shear stress 
along the interface D-F is about 8% of that along the 
interface B-C and it occurs at about the same position 
as that of matrix filled end gap shown in Figure 7.4. 
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By comparing Figures 7.4 and 7.6, one can conclude 
that the load transfer pattern of a multi-fibre model is 
more or less independent of the nature of the end gap. 
7.3.2 Load Transfer from the Discontinuous Fibre to the 
Matrix and Adjacent Fibres 
The load transfer from the discontinuous fibre to 
the continuous fibres, along the effective load transfer 
length, has been investigated for the two models describ- 
ed in the previous section.. The loads in the continuous 
and discontinuous fibres and the matrix enclosed by these 
fibres have been plotted and are shown in Figures 7.7 and 
7.8, for the matrix filled and void end gaps respective- 
ly. Note that the loads in the various components of the 
composite are derived by the two methods described in 
Section 5.2.4. 
It is observed that 40% of the load in the discontin- 
uous fibre is transferred to the matrix by axial stress 
in the case of matrix filled end gap. This explains why 
the load in the adjacent continuous fibre at the trans- 
verse centre line of the model is increased by only 14.5% 
of the nominal fibre load as compared with 23.1% in the 
case of void end gap. Also, the load in matrix B, at the 
transverse centre line of the model with matrix filled 
end gap, is 41.5% of the nominal fibre load. This is 
higher than that of the void end gap case of 30.5%. 
Figure 7.9 shows th loads in the various components 
of the composite, with modular ratio equals to 20, fibre 
volume fraction equals to 0.33 and matrix filled end gap 
of one fibre width, obtained by both finite element and 
photoelastic techniques. It is obvious that the two 
solutions agree pretty well in shape, and the difference 
in magnitude is not unexpected. The load in fibre A 
decreases rapidly towards the fibre tip for the photo- 
elastic test, in fact, only 10% of the fibre load is 
transferred through the fibre tip, the rest is by the 
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interfacial shear stress. This shows that the photo- 
elastic model behaves more like the case in which the 
fibre tip is unbonded. This confirms the inference 
made in Section 5.3.3 that the interface bonding between 
the fibre and matrix of the photoelastic model is far 
from perfect. The much higher load in the adjacent 
continuous fibre and the corresponding lower load in 
matrix B, at the transverse centre line of the photo- 
elastic model, can be explained by the above observa- 
tion. 
7.3.3 Axial Stress Distribution in the Discontinuous 
Fibre 
If the length of the discontinuous fibre is less 
than the critical length, the ultimate strength of the 
fibre is not achieved and failure will occur when the 
ultimate strength of the matrix is reached. Therefore, 
if the critical length of the discontinuous fibre is 
not reached, the stress values in the matrix for a 
constant applied load will be a function of the actual 
length of the fibre. If the length of the discontinuous 
fibre is greater than the critical length, then the 
stress pattern in the matrix for a constant applied load 
will be constant for increase in length of fibre. In 
the present investigation care was taken to ensure that 
the length of the discontinuous fibre was greater than 
the critical length. 
The half critical lenght is defined in this inves- 
tigation as the length of fibre within which the axial 
stress is less than 999 of the applied (average) fibre 
stress. The half critical lengths of various models 
will be studied, in terms of the fibre volume fraction, 
modular ratio and end gap spacing (both matrix filled 
and void), later on. 
Figure 7.10 shows the axial stress distribution in 
the discontinuous fibre in the vicinity of the fibre 
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tip for a fibre volume fraction of 0.33, modular ratio 
of 100 and matrix filled end gap of 0.125 fibre width. 
This is exactly the same model as the one used by 
Hollaway to plot for the axial stress distribution which 
has been reproduced in Figure 1.4. The present distribu- 
tion is obviously much more acceptable since the axial 
stresses in the fibre decrease gradually towards the 
fibre tip which agrees with the interfacial shear stress 
distribution, along the interface parallel to the y-axis, 
from the load transfer point of view. Severe stress 
concentration is found near the fibre corner and the 
maximum fibre axial stress is 1.61 times of the average 
(applied) fibre tension. However, this is only 25% of 
that obtained by Hollaway's solution shown in Figure 1.4, 
the discrepancy can be explained by the extremely short 
load transfer length of his solution. 
The axial stress distribution in the vicinity of 
the fibre tip, for a fibre volume fraction of 0.33, 
modular ratio of 20 and void end gap of 1.5 fibre width, 
is shown in Figure 7.11. The axial stresses in the 
fibre decrease at a much faster rate than in the case of 
matrix filled end gap. The stress concentration around 
the fibre corner is more severe than that of matrix 
filled end gap. The maximum fibre axial stress is 1.62 
times the average (applied) fibre tension and it occurs 
at a point very near the fibre corner. 
7.4 Possible Modes of Failure of Brittle-Matrix Fibre- 
Reinforced Composites 
A consideration of the brittle fracture of fibre- 
reinforced composites leads to the conclusion that five 
possible modes exist. As the applied matrix axial stress 
is increased, a fracture may be initiated as a result of 
one of the following mechanisms: 
(A) Tne ultimate tensile strength of the matrix 
material is exceeded. 
(B) The shear strength of the matrix material is 
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exceeded. 
(C) The maximum interfacial tension exceeds the 
tensile strength of the interface bond. 
(D) The interfacial shear stress exceeds the shear 
strength of the bond. 
(E) The ultimate tensile strength of the fibre is 
exceeded, but this is less likely to occur. 
These factors will be considered when the parameter 
studies are carried out. 
7.5 Parameter Studies 
7.5.1 Half Critical Length 
The half critical length, Lc/2, normalised with 
respect to the fibre width, is plotted against the end 
gap spacing, with fibre volume fraction and modular ratio 
as parameters, for the case of matrix. filled end gap and 
is shown in Figure 7.12. The half critical length of 
the fibre increases with increasing end gap between the 
discontinuous fibres, and with decreasing fibre volume 
fraction for both modular ratios. The curves obtained 
agree pretty well in shape with those of Iremonger and 
Wood(14) imposed in Figure 7.12. Figure 7.13 shows the 
similar plot but for the case of void end gap. The 
half critical length is correspondingly higher than that 
of matrix filled end gap. This is because all the load 
from the discontinuous fibre has to be transferred by 
shear to the matrix and consequently this requires a 
longer length for the transfer of load to take place 
than will be the case for a fibre which transmits some 
load across the fibre tip. 
It is worth noting that the half critical length 
increases with increasing modular ratio for both the 
matrix filled and void end gaps. Also, the half criti- 
cal lengths of those models with void end gaps become 
almost constant when the end gap spacing is greater than 
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0.5 fibre width, for various fibre volume fractions and 
modular ratios, even though they have the same trend as 
those of matrix filled end gap models. 
7.5.2 Maximum Interfacial Shear Stress 
The maximum interfacial shear stress, (Txy)int' 
normalised with respect to the applied matrix stress, 
is plotted against the end gap spacing, with fibre volume 
fraction and modular ratio as parameters, for the case 
of matrix filled end gap and is shown in Figure 7.14. 
The maximum shear stress distributions of modular ratio 
equals to 20 are similar in shape to those obtained by 
Iremonger and Wood(14) of modular ratio equals to 5, 
except that the present author's solution shows a slight 
decrease in stress when the end gap spacing is greater 
than 1 fibre width. This is because the two broken fibre 
ends have lesser effect on each other when they are 
further apart. The stress distributions for the case of 
modular ratio equals to 100 are, however, consistent 
with the distributions of modular ratio equals to 20, 
except that the peak values in the former case occur at 
much smaller end gap spacings. The present author's 
solution shows that the maximum shear stress is increased 
with decreasing fibre volume fraction for both modular 
ratios. Whereas, Iremonger's solution suggests that the 
stress is virtually independent of the fibre volume 
fraction (in fact the stress increases very slightly 
with increasing fibre volume fraction). The discrepancy 
is probably due to those weaknesses, pointed out in 
Section 5.1, of the finite element program employed by 
Iremonger. 
If the maximum interfacial shear stress of a model 
exceeds the shear strength of the interface-bond, obvious- 
ly, interface debonding will occur. 
A similar plot for the models with void end gaps is 
shown in Figure 7.15. The maximum interfacial shear 
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stress decreases with increasing end gap spacing and 
fibre v: lume fraction. This agrees pretty well with 
that obtained by Iremonger except a discrepancy similar 
to the case of matrix filled end gap. 
The maximum interfacial shear stress in the case of 
void end gap is correspondingly much higher than that of 
matrix filled end gap. 
7.5.3 Maximum Interfacial Tension 
The distribution of interfacial tension along the 
fibre tip, of a model with matrix filled end gap, is 
remarkable due to the fact that a significant amount of 
the load in the discontinuous fibre is transferred 
through the fibre tip to the matrix. Therefore, a 
detailed study of maximum interfacial tension for differ- 
ent parameters is desirable. 
Figure 7.16 shows the relationship between the 
maximum interfacial tension, normalised with respect to 
the average matrix stress, and end gap spacing, with 
fibre volume fraction and modular ratio as parameters, 
for the case of matrix filled end gap. The maximum 
tension increases with decreasing end gap spacing and 
fibre volume fraction for both modular ratios. It is 
important to note that the position, at which the maxi- 
mum tension occurs, shifts from the fibre corner to the 
centre of the fibre tip when the end gap spacing falls 
below 0.5 fibre width, and the maximum tension becomes 
very large when the end gap spacing becomes very small. 
This is especially true when the modular ratio is high. 
It implies that interface debonding is very likely to 
occur in the configuration with high modular ratio and 
small end gap spacing. Moreover, it is more likely to 
initiate from the centre of the fibre tip. 
7.5.4 Direct Stress Normal to the Interface of the 
Continuous Fibre 
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Figure 7.17 shows the relationship between the 
lateral direct stress at point A, normalised with 
respect to the average matrix stress, and the end gap 
spacing, with fibre volume fraction and modular ratio 
as parameters, for the case of matrix filled end gap. 
The results obtained by Iremonger and Wood(14) are im- 
posed in the fig-are for comparison. It is obvious that 
their results are consistent with those obtained by 
the present author for both. modular ratios. Unfortunate- 
ly, they did not account for end gap spacing greater 
than 1 fibre width. This can be the reason why some of 
the changes occur in the present author's curves are not 
seen in their curves. It is observed that all the models 
show a tensile stress normal to the fibre-matrix inter- 
face of the continuous fibre, which is adjacent to the 
discontinuous fibre, at the transverse centre line of 
the model. This interfacial tensile stress may be explain- 
ed in the following way: a tensile stress exists at the 
centre line between the two discontinuous fibres would 
create a compressive strain at right angles to its direc- 
tion if unrestrained in this direction, the relatively 
stiff adjacent continuous fibre prevents this deformation 
and consequently a tensile stress is developed at its 
interface. 
The relationship between the lateral tensile stress 
and end gap spacing depends very much on the fibre volume 
fraction. The tensile stress increases with increasing 
end gap spacing when the fibre volume fraction equals to 
0.33 for both modular ratios. Whereas, when the fibre 
volume fraction is increased to 0.50 and above, the 
tensile stress increases with increasing end gap spacing 
initially, and starts to decrease after a certain value 
of end gap spacing. The decrease of tensile stress can 
be explained by the fact that the load which is transferr- 
ed across the fibre tip by axial stress is relatively 
small when both the fibre volume fraction and end gap 
spacing are large, this leads to a smaller tensile stress 
at the centre line between the two discontinuous fibres 
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and hence a smaller pulling force on the adjacent fibre 
exists. 
Figure 7.18 shows a similar plot for the case of 
void end gap. The lateral tensile stress increases with 
increasing fibre volume fraction, and with decreasing 
end gap spacing except when the end gap spacing is small. 
7.5.5 Maximum Matrix Shear Stress 
The relationship between the maximum matrix shear 
stress, normalised with respect to the average matrix 
stress, and the end gap spacing, for the case of matrix 
filled end gap, is shown in Figure 7.19. The maximum 
shear stress increases with decreasing end.. gap spacing 
and fibre volume fraction for both modular ratios. It 
is worth noting that the modular ratio has very impor- 
tant effect on the stress. For a particular fibre 
volume fraction and end gap spacing, a change in modular 
ratio from 20 to 100 will increase the maximum matrix 
shear stress by at least two fold. 
Matrix fracture will occur if the shear strength of 
the matrix is exceeded. Thus, matrix fracture is likely 
to occur in those configurations with high modular ratio 
and small fibre volume fraction and end gap spacing. 
The relationships between the maximum matrix shear 
stress and the modular ratio, the fibre volume fraction 
and the end gap spacing,. for the case of void end gap 
are similar to the case of matrix filled end gap, this 
is shown in Figure 7.20. 
The maximum matrix shear stress for a particular 
model with void end gap is about twice of that when 
the gap is filled with matrix. Thus, if a model is 
of high modular ratio and small fibre volume fraction 
and void end gap, the possibility of having matrix 
failure is very high. 
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There is no doubt that the maximum matrix shear 
stress always occurs at a point, on the interface 
parallel to the y-axis, near the fibre corner when 
the end gap is voided. Whereas, the position in the 
case of matrix filled end gap depends very much on the 
size of end gap spacing. Normally, it occurs at the 
centre of the fibre tip when the end gap is small, when 
the end gap becomes sufficiently big the position shifts 
to a point similar to that of void end gap. 
7.5.6 Maximum Matrix Principal Stress 
If the maximum matrix tensile (or compressive) 
stress exceeds the matrix tensile (or compressive) 
strength of a composite, matrix fracture will be 
initiated. Figure 7.21 shows the maximum matrix tensile 
stress, normalised with respect to the average matrix 
stress, plotted against the end gap spacing with fibre 
volume fraction and. modalar ratio as parameters, for the 
case of matrix filled end gap. Like the maximum matrix 
shear stress, the tensile stress is also increased with 
decreasing end gap spacing and fibre volume fraction for 
both modular ratios. The modular ratio and end gap 
spacing have very important effects on the tensile 
stress, the effect of fibre volume fraction is also 
important when the modular ratio is high. Thus, it 
becomes obvious that fracture is very likely to occur 
in those configurations with high modular ratio and small 
end gap spacing and fibre volume fraction, due to failure 
in matrix tensile strength. 
Unlike the maximum interfacial and matrix shear 
stresses, the maximum matrix tensile stress in the case 
of void end gap is no longer larger than that of matrix 
filled end gap (refer to Figures 7.22 and 7.23 which 
show the distributions of matrix principal stresses of two 
similar models but with matrix filled and void end gaps 
respectively. These two plots were prod-aced by an ICI, 
plotter). In fact, it is even smaller than the 
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corresponding compressive stress when the end gap is 
voided. Figure 7.24 shows the relationship between 
the maximum matrix compressive stress and the end gap 
spacing, for different fibre volume fractions and 
modular ratios, when the end gap is voided. The trends 
of the curves are similar to those of the maximum 
matrix tensile stress when the gap is filled with 
matrix. 
7.5.7 Load Transfer Mechanism 
It is essential to understand how the load in the 
discontinuous fibre is being transferred to the neigh- 
bouring matrix and adjacent fibres in order to have a 
better understanding of the behaviour of a composite. 
The loads in the continuous fibre at the transverse 
centre line and at the fibre tip of the discontinuous 
fibre are shown in Figures 7.25. a and 7.25. b respective- 
ly, for the case of matrix filled end gap. It is not 
unexpected to find that the load in the continuous fibre 
at section D-E is increased with increasing end gap 
spacing and fibre volume fraction, since the load which 
is being transferred to the matrix across the fibre tip 
is in the reverse manner. 
The loads in both the continuous fibre and matrix, 
at the transverse centre line, are plotted against the 
size of void end gap, with fibre volume fraction as 
parameter, and are shown in Figures 7.26 and 7.27 for 
modular ratios of 20 and 100 respectively. 
When the end gap is voided, the load in the continu- 
ous fibre at the transverse centre line is larger than 
that of the case of matrix filled end gap. This is 
because in the former case the load in the discontinuous 
fibre can only be transferred to ttie neighbouring matrix 
or adjacent fibres by shear stress. 
By comparing Figures 7.26. b and 7.27. b, one might 
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have the impression that the matrix load, at the trans- 
verse centre line, for modular ratio equals to 20 is 
correspondingly higher than that of modular ratio equals 
to 100, since it has a higher load ratio. This is not 
true because the nominal fibre load, for modular ratio 
equals to 100, is five fold of that of modular ratio 
equals to 20. In fact, when the modular ratio is 100, 
the matrix load at the transverse centre line is generally 
about twice of that when the modular ratio is 20. 
The elevation of load in the continuous fibre, which 
increases w_th increasing fibre volume fraction and end 
gap spacing, is consistent with the variation of the 
matrix load at the transverse centre line from the load 
distribution point of view. 
7.6 Possibility of Crack Initiation 
A systematic study of the effects of fibre volume 
fraction, modular ratio and end gap spacing on both 
matrix filled and void end gaps in stress concentrations 
and load transfer mechanisms has been completed, hence, 
the following conclusions can be made: 
(A) The half critical length, maximum interfacial 
and matrix shear stresses of a particular 
multi-fibre model with void end gap are 
correspondingly higher than those of the same 
model but with matrix filled end gap. Whereas, 
the problems of maximum interfacial and matrix 
tensions are more severe when a multi-fibre 
model is with matrix filled end gap. 
(B) A multi-fibre model with void end gap will be 
subjected to very high interfacial shear stress 
and matrix shear stress concentrations if it 
has a high modular ratio, a small fibre volume 
fraction and an extremely small end gap spacing. 
Interface debonding or matrix failure is likely 
to occur in such a situation. 
(C) A multi-fibre model with matrix filled end gap 
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will be subjected to very high interfacial 
tensile stress, matrix tensile stress and 
matrix shear stress concentrations if it has 
a configuration similar to the one mentioned 
in (B). Interface debonding or matrix failure 
is also likely to occur in such a case. 
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Chapter 8 
MULTI-FIBRE ARRAY WITH A TRANSVERSE CRACK 
8.1 Introduction 
It has been pointed out in Chapter 7 that the 
maximum interfacial tension and matrix shear and tensile 
stresses are increased with decreasing end gap spacing 
when the end gap is filled with matrix (refer to Figures 
7.16,7.19 and 7.21). Therefore, the three maximum 
stresses become very high when the end gap is very small. 
Moreover, it has also been observed in the previous 
chapter that these maximum stresses occur at the centres 
of the fibre tips when the end gap is small. Thus, when 
the two fibre tips are very close to each other, one of 
these maximum stresses may become so high that it exceeds 
the corresponding strength limit. Fracture is then 
initiated from the centres of the fibre tips by either 
interface debönding or matrix failure. There is a 
possibility that the crack propagates in a direction 
perpendicular to the fibres and is stopped by the adja- 
cent continuous fibres (refer to Figure 8.1). This type 
of fracture has been observed in some experimental work 
(66,67). Figure 8.2 shows a typical multi-fibre array 
which consists of such a fracture. Since the fracture 
is a potential source of total failure of the composite, 
a good knowledge of the stress field and the load transfer 
mechanisms between the discontinuous and continuous fibres 
and also the matrix is desirable. A systematic study of 
such a model has been carried out with different fibre 
volume fractions (i. e. 0.33,0.50,0.67 and 0.80) and 
modular ratios (i. e. 20 and 100) considered. 
In practical composites, there is no doubt that a 
small region of non-linear deformation is likely to occur 
in the matrix surrounding the crack. However, such a 
non-linear region is normally very small, if it does 
exist, as far as brittle matrix is concerned (42). 
Therefore, non-linear deformation can be neglected without 
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introducing significant errors. 
8.2 Multi-Fibre Finite Element Model with a Transverse 
Crack 
With reference to Figure 8.2, only a q-iadrant of the 
model is required for finite element analysis as shown 
in Figure 8.3. The displacement constraint is also shown 
in the figure in which the boundary along the y-axis is 
free to slide in the y direction but fixed in the x 
direction, and the boundary along the x-axis is free to 
slide in the x direction but fixed in the y direction, 
except the crack which is allowed to move in both direc- 
tions. 
The element array is similar to that of the multi- 
fibre model shown in Figure 7.3. The array was based on 
the idea that those elements near the interfaces and 
crack, especially the crack tip, were to be made relative- 
ly small by comparison with the rest of the elements. 
The total number of elements and nodal points used 
in this analysis are 320 and 1353 respectively. The 
minimum element side length is again 1/10 fibre width. 
Nodal point loads are applied to the composite by 
the same method used for multi-fibre models with matrix 
filled and void end gaps. 
8.3 Analysis of Individual Model 
8.3.1 Interfacial Shear Stress 
Fig-are 8.4 shows the interfacial shear stress 
distributions along the following interfaces: 
(A) The interface between the broken matrix and 
the discontinuous fibre, i. e. interface B-C. 
(B) The interface between the continuous fibre, 
which is adjacent to the discontinuous fibre, 
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and the broken matrix, i. e. interface D-E. 
The model used for this study has a fibre volume 
fraction of 0.67 and modular ratio of 20. 
Tne interfacial shear stress distribution along 
the interface B-C has the same shape as that of any 
multi-fibre model with void end gap (refer to Figure 
7.6. a) except that the peak of the present distribution 
is further away from the broken end as shown in Figure 
8.4. a. 
It is worth noting that the maximum interfacial 
shear stress no longer occurs on the discontinuous fibre 
interface and has, in fact, moved to the continuous 
fibre interface at a position very near the crack tip, 
with a value of 3. O5m, where (Tm is the average (applied) 
matrix stress. This value is approximately 1.2 times 
the peak value of the interfacial shear stress distribu- 
tion, which is 2.56 times the average matrix stress, 
along the discontinuous fibre interface. 
By comparing Figures 7.4. b and 8.4. b, it will be 
observed that the present interfacial shear stress 
distribution, along the continuous fibre interface, 
shows a rapid increase in stress as the transverse 
centre line is approached. Whereas, the distribution in 
Figure 7.4. b, for the case of multi-fibre model with 
matrix filled end gap, shows that the interfacial shear 
stress changes gradually. 
8.3.2 Load Transfer in the Composite Model 
The load distributions in various components of the 
model, which has a modular ratio of 20 and a fibre volume 
fraction of 0.67, with a transverse crack are shown in 
Figure 8.5. The matrix load does not show any changes 
till a short distance from the crack within which the 
matrix releases all its load. The discontinuous fibre 
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releases 99.1% of its load before the crack is reached, 
this means that the accumulation error is only 0.9% 
which is obviously acceptable. The load in the continuous 
fibre which is adjacent to the discontinuous fibre is 
almost constant from the uniform strain section to about 
10 fibre widths from the crack, beyond which it increases 
with decreasing distance from the crack. The load is 
increased by 41.5%, at the transverse centre line, which 
is higher than those of the multi-fibre models, of the 
same modular ratio and fibre volume fraction, with both 
matrix filled and void end gaps. 
8.3.3 Axial Stress Distributions in the Fibres 
The axial stress distribution in the broken fibre, 
in the vicinity of the crack, is shown in Figure 8.6. 
The contour is quite similar to that of any multi-fibre 
model with void end gap except that the stress concentra- 
tion near the crack is not as severe as that of the void 
end gap case near the fibre corner. The other point 
which is worth mentioning is the fibre axial stresses 
across the fibre tip, obtained by extrapolation as shown 
in Figure 8.6. These stresses are consistent with the 
boundary condition that the fibre axial stresses across 
the fibre tip should be equaled to zero. 
The axial stress distribution in the continuous fibre, 
in the vicinity of the crack, is similar to that of single 
fibre model with a transverse crack as shown in Figure 6.7 
and will not be shown here. 
8.4 Parameter Studies 
8.4.1 Half Critical Length 
The half critical length, normalised with respect to 
the fibre width, is plotted against the fibre volume 
fraction, for modular ratios of 20 and 100, and is shown 
in Figure 8.7. The half critical length increases with 
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decreasing fibre volume fraction for both modular ratios. 
This type of trend is just what we expect to obtain. By 
comparing Figure 8.7 with Figures 7.12 and 7.13, it will 
be observed that the half critical length of the present 
model is correspondingly higher than those of multi-fibre 
models wit: matrix filled and void end gaps for both 
modular ratios. This is reasonable since the load in 
the discontinuous fibre can only be transferred to the 
adjacent continuous fibres, and further away, when the 
model has a transverse crack. 
8.4.2 Maximum Interfacial Shear Stress 
The relationship between the interfacial shear 
stress, normalised with respect to the average matrix 
stress, and the fibre volume fraction, for the modular 
ratios of 20 and 100, are shown in Figure 8.8. The 
maximum interfacial shear stress increases with increas- 
ing fibre volume fraction for both modular ratios. This 
is different from the trend observed in the case of 
multi-fibre models with both matrix filled and void end 
gaps, in which the maximum interfacial shear stress 
increases with decreasing fibre volume fraction for 
different end gaps and modular ratios, as shown in Figures 
7.14 and 7.15 respectively. The other point which is 
worth noting is that the problem of interfacial shear 
stress concentration of the present model is not as severe 
as that of the corresponding model with a small void end 
gap. 
8.4.3 Load in the Continuous Fibre 
A detailed study of the elevation of load in the 
continuous fibre, which is adjacent to the discontinuous 
fibre, at the transverse centre line is desirable, since 
this provides the information about the transfer of load 
from the broken material to the unbroken composite. The 
continuous fibre load, normalised with respect to the 
nominal fibre load, is plotted against the fibre volume 
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fraction, with modular ratio as parameter, and is shown 
in Figure 8.9. This load increases with decreasing fibre 
volume fraction and modular ratio. This is just the 
reverse of the trend observed from the multi-fibre models 
with both matrix filled and void end gaps, in which the 
fibre load increases with increasing fibre volume fraction 
and modular ratio, as shown in Figures 7.25. a, 7.26. a and 
7.27. a. Anyway, the present observation can be explained 
by the fact that the load in the broken material is most- 
ly transferred to the adjacent continuous fibres and a 
decrease in fibre volume fraction, which means an increase 
in matrix volume fraction, will cause more load to be 
transferred to the continuous fibres, since the load in 
the broken matrix is increased. Furthermore, the ratio 
of the broken matrix load to the nominal fibre load is 
increased when the modular ratio becomes smaller. 
8.4.4 Maximum Matrix Principal Stress 
Figure 8.10 shows the relationship between the maxi- 
mum matrix tensile stress, normalised with respect to the 
average matrix stress, and the fibre volume fraction, with 
modular ratio as parameter. The maximum matrix tensile 
stress, which always occurs on the continuous fibre inter- 
face at a point very near the crack tip, decreases slight- 
ly with increasing fibre volume fraction for both modular 
ratios. By comparing Figures 7.21 and 8.10, it will be 
observed that the maximum matrix tensile stress has de- 
creased tremendously after the formation of the crack. 
Thus, one can conclude that the matrix tensile stress 
concentration is reduced by the fracturing process. 
8.4.5 Maximum Matrix Shear Stress 
The maximum matrix shear stress, normalised with 
respect to the average matrix stress, increases with 
increasing fibre volume fraction for both modular ratios, 
as shown jr.. Figure 8.11. By comparing Figures 7.19 and 
8.11, it will be observed that the maximum matrix shear 
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stress is also decreased tremendously by the fracturing 
process. Therefore, the matrix shear stress concentra- 
tion problem is no longer severe except when both the 
fibre volume fraction and modular ratio are large. 
8.5 Possibility of Further Crack Propagation 
A systematic study of multi-fibre models with 
transverse cracks has been completed, hence, the follow- 
ing conclusions can be made: 
(A) The maximum interfacial shear stress occurs on 
(E) 
the continuous fibre interface at a point very 
near the crack tip. Obviously, further crack 
propagation is likely to take place by splitting 
of the interface from the crack tip, since the 
interfacial shear stress concentration is high, 
especially when both the fibre volume fraction 
and modular ratio are high. For example, the 
maximum interfacial shear stress for fibre 
volume fraction equals to 0.80 and modular ratio 
equals to 100 is 9.14 times the average matrix 
stress (Figure 8.8). 
Both the matrix shear and tensile stress con- 
centrations have been reduced due to the fractur- 
ing process, this shows that a crack that prop- 
agates in a brittle matrix may be stopped when 
it reaches the fibre-matrix interface. 
(C) There is a possibility that the transverse 
crack may propagate through the adjacent continu- 
ous fibres, especially when both the fibre volume 
fraction and modular ratio are low, due to the 
great amount of loads being transferred to these 
fibres. For example, the load in the continuous 
fibre, at the plane of the transverse crack, for 
fibre volume fraction equals to 0.33 and modular 
ratio equals to 20 is about 1.48 tines the nom- 
inal fibre load (Figure 8.9). 
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Chapter 9 
METHOD FOR ANALYSING THREE- 
DIMENSIONAL MULTI-FIBRE MODELS 
9.1 A Simplified Solution to the Three-Dimensional Problem 
Although the application of two-dimensional analysis 
to the problems of fibre-reinforced composites has provided 
a good understanding of the behaviour of composite mate- 
rials, more realistic and accurate predictions can be ob- 
tained by using general three-dimensional stress analysis 
techniques. Unfortunately, both the computer storage and 
ccmputir_g time required to carry out a complete three- 
dimensional analysis of any practical problem is very 
large. To realise the order of magnitude of this dif- 
ficulty let us assume that the accuracy of triangle in two- 
dimensional analysis is comparable to that of a tetra- 
hedron in three dimensions (note that the triangular and 
tetrahedral elements are the simplest elements of the two- 
and three-dimensional analyses respectively). If an ade- 
quate stress analysis of a square, two-dimensional region 
requires a mesh of some 20x20=400 nodes, the total number 
of simultaneous equations for two displacement variables 
at each node is 800. An equivalent three-dimensional 
region is that of a cube with 20x2Ox20=8000 ncdes. The 
total number of simultaneous equations is now 24,000 since 
three displacement variables have to be specified. With 
the usual solution techniques the computation effort is 
roughly proportional to the number of equations, thus, the 
magnitude of the problem can be readily appreciated. 
Moreover, the interface problem will be very complicated 
when a general three-dimensional analysis is employed to 
analyse fibre-reinforced materials. Hence, an immediate 
question is whether a three-dimensional finite element 
analysis is necessary, or it can be avoided by idealising 
the three-dimensional problems, in order to provide more 
realistic and accurate solutions as compared with those of 
two-dimensionnal analysis. 
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With reference to Figure 9.1, the fibres are assum- 
ed to be arranged in a hexagonal array although in reality 
they are arranged at random. However, the fibre arrange- 
ment assumed is capable of predicting the behaviour of 
real composites(5l). The three-dimensional model to be 
analysed consists of a centre hexagon (the fibre in the 
hexagon may be assumed to be discontinuous when the stress 
concentrations around a broken fibre are to be studied) 
surrounded by six hexagons as shown in the figure. To 
carry out a three-dimensional finite element analysis for 
this model will be very expensive and difficult. In fact, 
this model can be idealised to become an axisymmetric 
model which can be studied by an axisymmetric finite 
element program. The idealisation is done by assuming 
that the matrix layer in the centre hexagon is cylindri- 
cal (this is justified by the work carried out by Chhatwal 
(68)), and replacing the six surrounding hexagons by a 
cylindrical composite layer. The cross-sectional view of 
the idealised model is shown in Figure 9.2. A further 
difficulty with this idealisation is the prediction of the 
mechanical properties of the composite layer to be used to 
replace the six hexagons. It is reasonable to assume that 
the mechanical properties of this composite layer are 
similar to those of the hexagonal array shown in Figure 
9.1. Therefore, the macro behaviour of the composite 
layer can be predicted by studying the mechanical prop- 
erties of the whole hexagonal array. It is important to 
note that although this idealised model is a crude one 
but it can provide a more realistic prediction of the 
behaviour of real composites than a two-dimensional model. 
Moreover, the problems encountered by a three-dimensional 
finite element analysis can now be reduced. 
9.2 Mechanical Properties of an Anisotropic Composite 
All fibrous materials are normally anisotropic, i. e. 
stress-strain relations depend on orientation even though 
the component materials may be isotropic. In the problem 
to to ccnsidered here, the composite is also anisotropic. 
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The determination of the elastic moduli of such an 
anisotropic composite by mathematical analysis is the 
principal concern of this section. 
The theory of elasticity is used throughout. This 
means that no assumptions are made as to distribution of 
stresses in either fibre or matrix as might be made in a 
strength-of-materials approach. However, since the 
analysis is mathematical, assumptions must be made. Many 
of these assumptions are made to simplify the problem and 
therefore may not always be as realistic as desired. The 
analysis is made on the assumptions : 
(A) that fibres are circular and have equal and 
uniform size; 
(B) that the composites are homogeneous in macroscopic 
sense; 
(C) that both matrix and fibres are homogeneous and 
isotropic on the microscopic level; 
(D) that there is perfect bonding between fibre and 
matrix. 
The microscopic elements which are geometrically 
similar and experience the same mechanical behaviour are 
called the repeating elements. The present method is to 
impose to a repeating element arbitrary composite strains. 
By using stress functions or displacement functions and 
by requiring the continuities of stresses and displace- 
ments at the boundaries between fibre and matrix and be- 
tween repeating elements, the composite stresses can be 
related to those imposed composite strains. Thus, com- 
posite elastic constants can be obtained from these 
relationships. 
It is important to note that the composite being 
analysed is transversely isotropic and, therefore, there 
are five independent elastic constants in the stress- 
strain relationships. Also, the continuity conditions 
to be imposed at the boundaries mentioned above are: 
(A) the normal stresses of the two components 
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sharing the boundary are to be equal; 
(B) the tangential shear stresses of the two com- 
ponents sharing the boundary are to be equal; 
(C) the normal displacements of the two components 
involved should be equal; 
(D) the tangential displacements of the two com- 
ponents involved should be equal. 
These conditions are imposed at the boundaries by the 
method of least squares. 
The determination of the elastic ccnstants is given 
in detail in Appendix D. 
9.3 Numerical Examples 
To determine the composite elastic constants for 
fibre-reinforced plastics, Chen and Cheng(52) have suggest- 
ed the use of a combination of the least squares method 
and the Fourier method. Their results appear to be sat- 
isfactory.. In order to test the reliability of the method 
proposed, two problems which have heen analysed by Chen 
and Cheng have been solved to provide results for comparison. 
(A) Homogeneous Case 
The first problem is a homogeneous material 
where the properties of the fibres and matrix 
are equal. The input data are, 
b=1.2a (refer to Figure 9.1) 
Vf = 0.2 , Gf = 4x106 
(psi) 
m=0.2 , 
Gm = 4x106 (psi) 
Table 9.1 shows the elastic constants determined 
by both the present author, and Chen and Cheng. 
Obviously, the two solutions give almost exactly 
the same results. 
(B) Norhomogereous Case 
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The second prcblem is a nonhomogeneuos 
material with the following input data, 
b=1.2a 
lf = 0.2 , 
Im = 0.34, 
Gf = 4.17x106 (psi) 
Gm = 1.85x105 (psi) 
The input corresponds to E-glass fibre and 
epoxy resin as the constituent materials. The 
fibre volume fraction is approximately 63%. 
Table 9.2 shows two different solutions as those 
of Table 9.1. The maximum relative discrepancies 
are between H11 and H22 where the errors are 
0.6% and 1% for the solutions of the present 
author, and Chen and Cheng respectively. 
Thus, it becomes obvious that the proposed method is 
capable of determining the elastic constants of the fibre- 
reinforced composites sufficiently accurate for the present 
purpose. Hence, the mechanical properties of the composite 
layer mentioned in Section 9.1 can be predicted and the 
idealisation of a three-dimensional model to become an 
axisymmetric model can be carried out. 
9.4 Elastic Mcduli of the Three-Dimensional Models to be 
Analysed 
Once the determination of the elastic constants of 
the composite layer, to be used to replace the six hexagons 
mentioned in Section 9.1, has been completed, the stress- 
strain relationships of the composite layer can be written 
in the followii; g form: 
Ez - Gz/Ec2 - 
Jc2Lr/Ec2 
vc2LG c2 
Er = -ýc20 /Ec2 + C-/Ecl ýc1C9/Ecl 
E6 = -4c2LI-Z/Ec2 1Jcia-/Ecl + 0A/Ecl 
'rz = Zrz/Gc2 
to fit the axisymmetric finite element analysis. 
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The three-dimensional models to be analysed in the 
following chapters consist of three different fibre 
volume fractions of 0.31,0.46 and 0.63, and two differ- 
ent modular ratios of 20 and 100. The elastic moduli of 
all these models are obtained from the proposed method 
and shown in Table 9.3. 
9.5 Axisymmetric Finite Element Program 
Ar. axisymmetric finite element program is required 
for analysing the idealised model. The prcblem which is 
to be considered in setting up the program is a hollow 
cylinder subjected to uniform pressure on the inner surface 
as shown in Figure 9.3. This is a particularly valuable 
example as there is a theoretical solution to this problem 
due to Lame and Clapeyron(70) and thus a comparison of 
results between the finite element and theoretical solu- 
tions can be made easily. 
The theory of finite element method used to develop 
this program is described in Appendix E. The programming 
problems associated with the axisymmetric stress analysis 
are similar to those of the plane stress analysis (Chapter 
3), and these will not be reiterated here. 
9.5.1 Lame Equations 
The analytical solution to the problem considered has 
the hoop and radial stresses in the form, 
22 
pr 1 
or =2-. r) 
r2 -rl )r (9.1) 
22 
and Q"e= 
p2 1 (1+-- - 
(r2 -r1 )r 
with all other stress components being zero, 
where, 
0g = Hoop stress 
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0r = Radial stress 
p= Internal pressure 
r= The radial distance from the cylinder axis 
to any point within the material 
rl = The internal bore radius 
r2 = The outside radius 
The solution to the problem first appeared in a paper 
by Lame and Clapeyron in 1833. The formulae for stresses 
arise from the solution to a differential equation which 
was based on the following postulates, 
(A) All stresses and displacements are independent 
of 9 (axial symmetry). 
(B) All stresses are independent of z, thus u is 
independent of z. 
(C) Considering plane stress, then (TZ=O. 
It follows that u=u(r) only, 
V=O, 
and w=w(z). 
By virtue of the equation of equilibrium in the radial 
direction, and using the strain displacement equations, the 
radial displacement is expressed in the form of a differ- 
ential equation, 
d2u 1 du u 
_L+r a-r 
0 
which has a general solution, 
u=C1r+ 
C2 
r 
The stress components can then. be expressed as, 
Q'e =E ý- ((i-, ý)cl + (1-ý)ý ) (1-1ý )r 
c,. 
Q'r =( 
lEýý 
( (1-ll) C1 - (1-ý()ý ) 
r 
(9.2) 
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By substituting the boundary conditions into 
equations (9.2), equations (9.1) can be obtained. 
9.5.2 Results of Finite Element and Lame Solutions 
The curve fitting technique used for the axisymmetric 
finite element analysis is exactly the same as that of the 
finite element solution with nine nodes used in the plane 
stress case. 
Figure 9.4 shows the finite element and Lame solu- 
tions of the distributions of hoop and radial stresses, 
against the inverse of the square of radial distance. It 
is obvious that the two solutions are in good agreement, 
there is only a small region, near the internal bore, in 
which the two solutions show a slight deviation, and the 
maximum differences between the two solutions are approxi- 
mately 2.1% and 3.6% for the hoop and radial stresses 
respectively. This deviation is probably due to the 
replacement of the internal pressure applied by the nodal 
forces imposed at the internal bore. 
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Chapter 10 
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF 
'SIMPLIFIED' THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS 
10.1 Introduction 
The problems associated with the stress concentra- 
tions around the tip of a discontinuous fibre, which is 
flanked by some continuous fibres, have been studied in 
detail by a two-dimensional finite element technique in 
Chapter 7. Since a technique has been developed to study 
idealised three-dimensional models, this technique can be 
employed to tackle the above-mentioned problems to check 
the reliability of the two-dimensional analysis. 
The idealised three-dimensional model proposed in 
Section 9.1 may be used for the study of a model involv- 
ing a discontinuous fibre by replacing the fibre in the 
centre hexagon of the proposed model by a discontinuous 
one. In practice, the end gap between the two broken 
ends of the discontinuous fibre can be either matrix 
filled or voided just like the case of two-dimensional 
analysis, this is shown in Figure 10.1, and it is pro- 
posed to study both cases. 
10.2 Axisymmetric Finite Element Models 
It is obvious that only halves of the 'reduced' 
axisymmetric models shown in Figure 10.1 need to be 
considered due to symmetry, this is shown in Figure 10.2. 
The element array utilised in this analysis has the same 
pattern, and the same total number of elements and nodal 
points, as that of the two-dimensional multi-fibre finite 
element models, therefore, the element array will not be 
shown here. The displacement coi, straint to be imposed 
on the element array is also the same as the two- 
dimensional case. The minimum element side length is 
1/20 fibre diameter. 
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In the present analysis, the modular ratios of 20 
and 100, fibre volume fractions of 0.31,0.46 and 0.63, 
and end gap spacings (for both matrix filled and void 
end gaps) of 1/8,1/4,1/2,1 and 3/2 fibre diameters 
are chosen in making parameter studies. All these 
parameters are deliberately chosen to provide results 
which can be directly ccmpared with those of two- 
dimensional analysis. It is helpful to note that the 
fibre volume fractions of the three-dimensional analysis 
are slightly different from those of the two-dimensional 
analysis due to the ccrvenience of choosing the ratios 
b/a (refer to Figure 9.1). 
Just like the two-dimensional analysis, the nodal 
point loads to be applied to the composite are chosen to 
provide uniform strain condition at the end section of 
the model, 
i. e. 
Wm 
__ 
Wf Mcl_ 
AmEm AfRf - Ac1Ec2 
where Wcl, Acl and Ec2 are the load to be applied at the 
end section, the cross-sectional area and the elastic 
modulus in the z direction (refer to Figure 10.2) of the 
composite layer respectively. And, Wm, Am and Em, and 
Wf, Af and Ef are the corresponding values of the matrix 
and fibre respectively. Unlike the elastic moduli of the 
matrix and fibre, Ec2 varies with fibre volume fraction. 
The values of Ec2 required for the parameter studies 
have been determined and shown in Table 9.3. 
10.3 Analysis of Individual Models 
10.3.1 Interfacial Shear Stress 
The distributions of the interfacial shear stress, 
normalised with respect to the average matrix stress, 
along both the interfaces between the discontinuous fibre 
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and matrix, and between the composite layer and matrix 
are plotted against the distance from the fibre tip, as 
shown in Figures 10.3 and 10.4 for the models of matrix 
filled and void end gaps respectively. Both of the 
models have a fibre volume fraction of 0.31, a modular 
ratio of 20 and an end gap spacing equals to 1.5 fibre 
diameters. The distributions of the interfacial shear 
stress, along the interface between the broken fibre and 
matrix, of the corresponding two-dimensional models are 
imposed in the figures to compare with the three- 
dimensional results. 
Figure 10.3.. a shows that the distributions obtained 
from the two- and three-dimensional (thereafter called 2- 
and 3-D) analyses are of the same shape. However, the 
normalised maximum interfacial shear stress, which always 
occurs somewhere near the fibre corner, of the 2- and 3-D 
solutions are 4.12 and 3.17 respectively, this means that 
the prediction obtained from the 3-D analysis is about 
23% lower than that of 2-D analysis. It is important to 
note also that the 2-D analysis predicts a much longer 
critical length for the load in the broken fibre to be 
transferred to the surrounding matrix and continuous 
fibres. This can be clearly seen from the figure in 
which the 2-D stress distribution exists over a much 
longer fibre length. 
The interfacial shear stress distribution, along 
the interface between the composite layer and matrix, 
shown in Figure 10.3. b, can be used to estimate the 
amount of load being transferred from the broken fibre 
to each of the six surrounding continuous fibres (this 
will be explained in the next section). Therefore, this 
distribution has to be studied. It is interesting to 
note that this interfacial shear stress distribution has 
the same shape as that of the corresponding 2-D model 
along the interface between the adjacent continuous fibre 
and the matrix (refer to Figure 7.4), except that the 
peak value of the former distribution occurs much nearer 
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to the centre line, which coincides with the transverse 
plane of symmetry. This is due to the fact that most of 
the load in the broken fibre is being transferred to the 
surrounding continuous fibres and the two distributions 
merely illustrate how the load is being transferred to 
the continuous fibres. 
Figure 10.4. a shows that the 2- and 3-D inter- 
facial shear stress distributions, along the interface 
B-C for the case of void end gap, have the same shape too. 
The maximum interfacial shear stress of the 3-D solution 
is 29.2% lower than that of the 2-D solution, and the 
2-D analysis, again, predicts a much longer critical 
length than the 3-D analysis. 
The interfacial shear stress distribution, along the 
interface D-E-F, shown in Figure 10.4.. b has'the shape 
similar to the corresponding 3-D solution with matrix 
filled end gap. This shows that the load in the broken 
fibre is being transferred to the surrounding continuous 
fibres in a manner independent of the nature of the end 
gap spacing, this inference is supported by the 2-D 
analysis too (refer to Figures 7.4 and 7.6). 
10.3.2 Load Transfer from the Disccntinuous Fibre to 
the Surrounding Continuous Fibres 
The load transfer from the discontinuous fibre to 
the surrounding continuous fibres, along the effective 
load transfer length, has been investigated for two 3-D 
models, which are, 
(A) a 3-D model with matrix filled end gap, 
end gap spacing= one fibre diameter 
modular ratio= 20 . 
fibre volume fraction= 0.46 
(B) a 3-D model with void end gap, 
end gap spacing= one fibre diameter 
modular ratio= 20 
fibre volume fraction= 0.31 
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It is important to note that the distribution of load in 
each of the surrounding continuous fibres cannot be 
determined directly from an interfacial shear stress 
distribution, as can be done in the 2-D analysis, since 
these fibres have been replaced by composite. Therefore, 
this load distribution can only be estimated by assuming 
that the load being transferred to the composite layer is 
taken by the six surrounding hexagons, which have been 
replaced by the composite layer, in such a way that 
uniform strain condition is maintained at all sections 
along the z-axis. 
The estimated load in one of the continuous fibres 
and the load in the discontinuous fibre have been plotted 
and are shown in Figures 10.5 and 10.6, for the matrix 
filled and void end gaps respectively. Note that the 
corresponding 2-D solutions are imposed in the figures 
for comparisons. 
Referring to Figure 10.5, the 3-D solution indicates 
that the discontinuous fibre starts to transfer its load 
to the surrounding matrix and continuous fibres at a 
distance of about 10 fibre diameters from the fibre tip. 
This is much shorter than the corresponding distance of 
the 2-D solution which is more than 23 fibre. widths. 
However, the 3-D solution shows a much greater rate of 
load transfer from the discontinuous fibre than the 2-D 
solution. As a result, the 3-D model has a smaller load 
at the fibre tip which is to be transferred to the matrix 
by axial stress. This can be seen from the figure in 
which the loads at the fibre tips are 42.5% and 29.5% of 
the nominal fibre load for 2- and 3-D solutions respective- 
ly. 
The estimated load distribution, in any of the 
continuous fibres of the 3-D model, is much lower than 
the load distribution of the corresponding 2-D model. 
This is because there are six continuous fibres surround- 
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ing the discontinuous fibre in the 3-D model, whereas, 
in the 2-D model, even though there are four continuous 
fibres, the load in the discontinuous fibre is mostly 
transferred to the twc adjacent fibres. Obviously, the 
3-D solution is more realistic because in the real 
situation the load in a discontinuous fibre will be 
transferred to quite a number of surrounding continuous 
fibres even though these fibres are randomly situated. 
The maximum increment of load in the continuous fibres 
of the 2- and 3-D models are 16.7% and 8.8% of the 
nominal fibre load respectively. 
With reference to Figure 10.6, the conclusions 
drawn from the case of matrix filled end gap are also 
true for the models with void end gaps, except that the 
loads at the fibre tips, of both the 2- and 3-D models 
with void end gaps, are very close to zero which almost 
completely satisfy the requirement that no load is 
supposed to be transferred through the fibre tipýwhen the 
end gap is voided. The maximum increment of load in the 
continuous fibres of the 2- and 3-D models with void end 
gaps are 20.1% and 9.7% of the nominal fibre load respec- 
tively. 
10.3.3 Axial Stress Distribution in the Discontinuous 
Fibre 
The axial stress distributions in the discontinuous 
fibres, in the vicinity of the fibre tips, of the follow- 
ing models, 
(A) a 3-D model with matrix filled end gap, 
end gap spacing= 0.125 fibre diameter 
modular ratio= 100 
fibre volume fraction= 0.31 
(B) a 3-D model with void end gap, 
end gap spacing= 1.5 fibre diameter 
modular ratio= 20 
fibre volume fraction= 0.31 
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are plotted and shown in Figures 10.7 and 10.8 respec- 
tively. 
By comparing Figure 10.7 with Figure 7.10 which 
shows the same distribution for the ccrresponding 2-D 
model, one can clearly see that the 2- and 3-D analyses 
give the same pattern of axial stress distributions. 
The stress concentrations due to the fibre corners affect 
only a very small region around the corners in both of 
the analyses. The maximum fibre axial stresses obtained 
from the 2- and 3-D analyses are 1.61 and 1.53 times of 
the average (applied) fibre tension respectively, i. e. ' 
the maximum value of the 3-D solution is only about 5% 
lower than that of the 2-D solution. It is important 
to note that the fibre axial stresses at the fibre tips 
of the 2- and 3-D models have their maximum values, which 
are 0.73 and 0.57 times of the average fibre tension 
respectively, occur right at the centres of the fibre 
tips. Also, from the two figures one can safely say that 
the 3-D analysis indicates a smaller load being transferr- 
ed by direct stress through the fibre tip to the matrix, 
as compared with the 2-D analysis. This tallies with 
the similar conclusion drawn for another two models in 
Section 10.3.2. 
With reference to Figures 10.8 and 7.11, the latter 
shows the axial stress distribution for the corresponding 
2-D model with void end gap, the two distributions are of 
the same pattern like the case of matrix filled end gap. 
It is worth noting that the discontinuous fibre of the 
3-D model transfers 90% of its load into the surrounding 
matrix and fibre within a distance of five fibre diameters 
from the fibre tip. Whereas, in the 2-D model the propor- 
tion of load being transferred out within a distance of 
five fibre widths from the fibre tip is only 65%. This 
implies that the influence created by the discontinuous 
fibre is over-estimated in the 2-D analysis. Another 
point which is to take note is that both the 2- and 3-D 
analyses satisfy the condition that the fibre axial 
stresses at the fibre tip should be equal to zero. As 
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for the maximum fibre axial stresses of the two analyses, 
the 2- and 3-D values are 1.62 and 1.32 times of the 
average fibre tension respectively. 
10.4 Parameter Studies 
10.4.1 Half Critical Length 
The half critical length normalised with respect to 
the fibre diameter, Lc/4a, is plotted against the end 
gap spacing, with the fibre volume fraction and modular 
ratio as parameters, for the 3-D models with matrix filled 
and void end gaps, as shown in Figures 10.9 and 10.10 
respectively. The corresponding 2-D solutions are imposed 
in the figures for comparisons to be made with the 3-D 
solutions. It is to note that 2-D solutions will be 
imposed in all the 3-D plots for parameter studies. 
The observations made from Figure 10.9 are: 
(A) Both the 2- and 3-D analyses show that the half 
critical length increases with increasing end 
gap spacing and modular ratio, and with decreas- 
ing fibre volume fraction. However, in the 3-D 
analysis the half critical length becomes more 
or less independent of the end gap spacing when 
the latter is greater than one fibre diameter, 
this is not observed in the 2-D analysis. 
(B) The half critical lengths obtained from the 
3-D analysis are correspondingly shorter than 
half of those obtained from the 2-D analysis. 
This shows that the 2-D solutions are much more 
conservative. 
Similarly, by comparing the half critical length 
)lots of the 2- and 3-D analyses for models with void end 
gaps, as shown in Figure 10.10, the following observatios 
can be made: 
(A) Just like the case of matrix filled end gap, 
the two plots also show that the half critical 
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length increases with decreasing fibre volume 
fraction and with increasing modular ratio. 
But, in this void end gap case, the half crit- 
ical length is almost independent of the end 
gap spacing except when the end gap is very 
small, i. e. less than 0.5 fibre width for 2-D 
analysis and 0.125 fibre diameter for 3-D 
analysis, in which case the half critical 
length increases with increasing end gap spac- 
ing. 
(B) The half critical lengths predicted from the 
3-D analysis are generally only slightly greater 
than one-third of those obtained from the 2-D 
analysis. 
10.4.2 Maximum Interfacial Shear Stress 
The importance of investigating the maximum inter- 
facial shear stress has been explained in Section 7.4, 
therefore, it will not be reiterated here. Figures 10.11 
and 10.12 show the two plots, in which the maximum inter- 
facial shear stress normalised with respect to the average 
matrix stress, (Trz)int /gym' is plotted against the end 
gap spacing with the fibre volume fraction and modular 
ratio as parameters, for the 3-D models with matrix filled 
and void end gaps respectively. 
By comparing the 2- and 3-D solutions for the case of 
matrix filled end gap shown in Figure 10.11, some points 
can be noted: 
(A) Basically, the two plots are of the same pattern. 
This is quite obvious since all the curves show 
that the maximum interfacial shear stress in- 
creases with increasing end gap spacing till a 
certain size of end gap, after that it decreases 
while the end gap spacing is increasing. More- 
over, the maximum interfacial shear stress in- 
creases with decreasing fibre volume fraction, 
and with increasing modular ratio in both of the 
plots. However, there are some differences 
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between the two plots. In the first place, the 
3-D plot shows that the maximum interfacial 
shear stress becomes independent of the end gap 
spacirg when the size of the end gap is suffi- 
ciently big, i. e. about 0.6 and 1.3 fibre dia- 
meters of end gap spacings for modular ratios 
of 20 and 100 respectively, but this is not 
observed in the 2-D plot. Furthermore, the 
range of end gap spacing, in which the maximum 
interfacial shear stress decreases with increas- 
ing end gap spacing, is almost zero for the 3-D 
models with modular ratio equals to 20, this 
is different from the 2-D case. 
(B) The maximum interfacial shear stresses obtained 
from the 3-D analysis are generally much lower 
than the corresponding stresses of the 2-D 
analysis. 
tC) It is also helpful to note that in the 3-D 
analysis the fibre volume fraction appears to 
be a less important factor for the maximum 
in, terfacial shear stress, since the curves for 
different fibre volume fractions of a particular 
modular ratio are relatively closer as compared 
with those of the 2-D analysis. 
With reference to Figure 10.12 for the case of void 
end gap, it can be clearly seen that the two plots are of 
the same pattern. But, like the case of matrix filled 
end gap, the 3-D analysis again snows much lower values 
of maximum interfacial shear stresses as compared with 
the 2-D analysis. And, the curves for different fibre 
volume fractions, of a particular modular ratio, in the 
3-D plot are again relatively much closer to each other 
as compared with those of the 2-D plot. 
10.4.3 Maximum Interfacial Tension 
The maximum interfacial tension, normalised with 
respect to the average matrix stress, is plotted against 
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the end gap spacing with the fibre volume fraction and 
modular ratio as parameters, as shown in Figure 10.13 
for the 3-D models with matrix filled end gaps. By 
comparing the 2- and 3-D solutions, the following 
observations can be made: 
(A) The two plots are of the same pattern. 
(B) The maximum interfacial tensile stresses of 
the 3-D models are lower than those of the 
corresponding. 2-D models, except when the 
models are of modular ratio equals to 100, 
fibre volume fraction equals to 0.63 and end 
gap spacing greater than 0.74 fibre diameter. 
It is interesting to note that the maximum 
interfacial tensile stresses of the 2- and 
3-D models, with modular ratio equals to 20, 
are quite close to each other. 
10.4.4 Maximum Matrix Shear Stress 
Figures 10.14 and 10.15 snow the maximum matrix 
shear stress plots for the 3-D models with matrix filled 
and void end gaps respectively. 
Similar conclusions can be drawn from Figures 10.14 
and 10.15. These conclusions are: 
(A) All the 2- and 3-D plots show that the maximum 
matrix shear stress increases with decreasing 
end gap spacing and fibre volume fraction, and 
with increasing modular ratio. However, the 
3-D analysis shows that the fibre volume frac- 
tion is a less important factor for the maximum 
matrix shear stress, except when the end gap 
spacing is very small, say 0.3 fibre diameter 
for the case of matrix filled end gap and even 
much smaller when the end gap is voided. 
(B) The maximum matrix shear stresses of the 3-D 
models become independent of the end gap spac- 
ing at much smaller end gaps,, i. e. about 1.0 
and 1.5 fibre diameters for those with modular 
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ratios equal to 20 and 100 respectively (note 
that this is valid for both matrix filled and 
vcid end gaps), as compared with the 2-D 
analysis. 
(C) The maximum matrix shear stresses obtained 
from the 3-D analysis are generally much lower 
than the corresponding stresses of the 2-D 
analysis. However, this discrepancy normally 
decreases with increasing fibre volume fraction 
and end gap spacing, and with decreasing modular 
ratio. 
10.4.5 Maximum Matrix Principal Stress 
The maximum matrix tensile stress plots for the 2- 
and 3-D models with matrix filled end gaps are shown in 
Figure 10.16. By comparing these two plots, the follow- 
ing observations can be made: 
(A) The two plots are. consistent in the sense that 
the maximum matrix tensile stress decreases 
with increasing end gap spacing and fibre 
volume fraction, and with decreasing modular 
ratio. 
(B) The maximum matrix tensile stresses estimated 
frcm the 3-D analysis are lower than the 
corresponding stresses of the 2-D analysis. 
However, the discrepancies are almost neg- 
ligible when modular ratio equals to 20. More- 
over, this discrepancy between the 2- and 3-D 
results decreases with increasing fibre volume 
fraction and end gap spacing and with decreas- 
ing modular ratio. 
The plots of the maximum matrix compressive stress 
for the 2- and 3-D models with void end gaps are shown in 
Figure 10.17. By comparing these two plots, the follow- 
ing observations can be made: 
(A) Like the maximum matrix tensile stress plots 
mentioned above, the maximum matrix compressive 
stress is also decreased with increasing end 
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gap spacing and fibre volume fraction, and with 
decreasing modular ratio in both of the plots. 
However, the fibre volume fraction is shown to 
be a less important factor for the maximum 
matrix compressive stress in the 3-D plot since 
the curves for different fibre volume fractions 
are much closer to each other as compared with 
those of the 2-D plot. 
(B) The maximum stresses of the 3-D solution are gen- 
erally lower than those of the 2-D solution, 
except for those models with high modular ratio 
and fibre volume fraction, and with sufficiently 
big end gap spacing. E. g. the model with 
modular ratio=100, fibre volume fraction=0.63 
and end gap spacing=l fibre diameter has a maxi- 
mum matrix compressive stress of 18.0 times the 
average matrix stress which is slightly higher 
than that of the corresponding 2-D model of 17.4 
times the average matrix stress. 
(C) Like some of the previous plots, the discrepancy 
between the 2- and 3-D results is also normally 
decreased with increasing fibre volume fraction 
and end gar spacing. But, this discrepancy is 
not always decreased with decreasing modular 
ratio. 
10.4.6 Load Transfer Mechanism 
In the 2-D analysis, the load distributions in the 
surrounding matrix and continuous fibres can be determined 
accurately from the interfacial shear stress distributions. 
But, this is impossible for the present 'simplified' 3-D 
analysis and the only possible solution is to estimate the 
load distribution in each of the continuous fibre by the 
method mentioned in Section 10.3.2. The estimated load in 
any of the surrounding continuous fibres, at the section 
which coincides with the r-axis, is plotted against the 
end gap spacing, with the fibre volume fraction and modular 
ratio as parameters, for the 3-D models with matrix filled 
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and vcid end gaps, and are shown in Figures 10.18 and 
10.19 respectively. The load which is being transferred 
by direct stress across the fibre tip of the discontinu- 
ous fibre is also investigated, for the 3-D models with 
matrix filled end gaps, and as shown in Figure 10.20. 
The following points have been noted from Figures 
10.18 and 10.19: 
(A) The 3-D results are much lower than the 
corresponding 2-D results even though they are 
of the same pattern. 
(B) The discrepancy between the 2- and 3-D results 
increases with increasing end gap spacing, fibre 
volume fraction and modular ratio for both the 
matrix filled and void end gap cases. This 
trend is much more obvious in the former case 
than the latter. The greatest discrepancies 
found in the cases of matrix filled and void end 
gaps are 0.18 and 0.23 times the norminal fibre 
load respectively. 
(C) In the 3-D analysis, the elevation of load in 
the continuous fibre at section A-B becomes 
more or less independent of the end gap spacing 
when the size of end gap is sufficiently big, 
i. e. greater than about 1.0 and 0.5 fibre dia- 
meters for the cases of matrix filled and void 
end gaps respectively. However, no such observa- 
tion can be made from the 2-D analysis. 
By comparing the 2- and 3-D solutions in Figure 10.20, 
one can clearly see that the two solutions are having the 
same trend. However, the load, which is being transferred 
by direct stress across the fibre tip of the discontinuous 
fibre, obtained from the 3-D analysis is always much lower 
than that obtained from the 2-D analysis. 
10.5 Comparison cf the Twc- and Three-Dimensional Analyses 
From the above parameter studies, one can say that the 
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3-D analysis is sensible for the study of the behaviour 
of multi-fibre models. Moreover, the results obtained 
are normally lower than the corresponding 2-D results. 
This is especially true for the following parameters: 
(A) half critical length 
(B) maximum interfacial shear stress 
(C) maximum matrix shear stress 
(D) the elevation of load in any of the surrounding 
continuous fibres 
in both the cases of matrix filled and void end gaps. 
Table 10.1 shows a comparison of the 2- and 3-D 
solutions for both the cases of matrix filled and void 
end gaps. The 2- and 3-D models chosen for comparison 
have fibre volume fractions of-0.33 and 0.31, and end gap 
spacings of 0.125 fibre width and 0.125 fibre diameter 
respectively. Both of the models have modular ratios 
equal to 100. 
The behaviour of fibre-reinforced composites depends 
very much on the nature and size of end gap, the fibre 
volume fraction and the modular ratio. These factors 
have been thoroughly investigated in the parameter studies 
of the 2- and 3-D analyses, and they do have some differ- 
ent effects on the behaviour of the 2- and 3-D composites. 
These effects will be discussed in the following sections. 
10.5.1 The Size of End Gap Spacing 
It has been demonstrated in the above parameter 
studies that the end gap spacing of the 3-D model does 
not have any significant effects on those important para- 
meters analysed, except when the size of end gap is small 
(less than one fibre diameter in most cases). This is 
true for both the cases of matrix filled and void end 
gaps. Whereas, in the 2-D analysis the end gap spacing 
is one of the most important factors, if not the most 
important factor, which affects the performance of the 
composites. The only exceptional case happens to the 
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half critical length, of the 2-D model with a void end 
gap, which is almost independent of the end gap spacing 
when the size of end gap is greater than 0.5 fibre width. 
10.5.2 Fibre Volume Fraction 
In most of the parameters analysed, the curves, 
which represent different fibre volume fractions of a 
particular modular ratio, of the 3-D models are normally 
relatively closer to each other than those of the 2-D 
analysis. This is especially so for the following para- 
meters: 
(A) maximum interfacial shear stress 
(B) maximum matrix shear stress 
in the cases of matrix filled and void end gaps. Thus, 
it becomes obvious that in the 3-D analysis the fibre 
volume fraction, normally, does not affect the performance 
of the composites as much as that in the 2-D analysis. 
However, the two analyses agree that composite fail- 
ure is more likely to occur when the fibre volume fraction 
is small, this can be clearly seen from those figures in 
Section 10.4. 
The 3-D analysis is much more reliable, as far as 
the investigation for the influence of fibre volume frac- 
tion is concerned, for the following reason. i. e. The term 
fibre volume fraction, which is defined as the ratio of 
the total volume of fibre components to the total volume 
of the composite model cornsiGered, in both the 2- and 3-D 
analyses, is obviously more meaningful in the latter than 
the former analysis. This is because in the 2-D models 
the fibres are arranged to be side by side with the matrix, 
and not surrounded by the matrix as is the case for a real 
composite and the 3-D models and thus the fibre volume 
fractions of the 2-D models do not represent the real 
situations accurately. 
10.5.3 Modular Ratio 
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Both the 2- and 3-D analyses show that the modular 
ratio is an important factor of'the fibre-reinforced 
ccmposites, since this factor plays a great role in the 
performance of the composites. This agrees with the 
study carried out by MacLaughlin and Barker(13). It is 
also helpful to note that both the interfacial shear 
stress and matrix stress ccncentration problems become 
more severe when the modular ratio beccmes higher, for a 
given average matrix tensile stress. This is true in 
both 2- and 3-D analyses. 
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Chapter 11 
MULTI-FIBRE MODELS WITH INTERFACIAL CRACKS 
11.1 Introduction 
It has been shown in Figure 10.12 that the maximum. 
interfacial shear stress of any multi-fibre model with 
void end gap is very large, in both the 2- and 3-D 
analyses . Moreover, this maximum interfacial shear 
stress, which always occurs at a point very near the 
fibre corner of the broken fibre, increases with decreas- 
ing end gap spacing. Thus, there is a high possibility 
that the shear strength of the interface bond may be 
exceeded by the interfacial shear stress when the end 
gap spacing is very small, and hence a delamination 
initiates from the fibre corner and proceeds along the 
interface between the broken fibre and matrix. 
Obviously, it is worth studying such a failure in 
detail in order to achieve a good understanding of how 
this failure could lead to a total failure of the com- 
posite. In this chapter, a detailed 3-D analysis'is 
carried out by assuming that interfacial cracks have 
propagated in the 3-D models which have extremely small 
void end gaps. Different crack lengths are assumed in 
the study to simulate different stages of interface 
delamination. Various fibre volume fractions and modular 
ratios are also chosen in making parameter studies. 
11.2 Axisymmetric Finite Element Models 
The 3-D models to be analysed can again, be reduced 
to axisymmetric models by the method described in Chapter 
9. Only half of a 'reduced' model need to be considered 
in doing axisymmetric finite element analysis. Figure 
11.1 shows the typical finite element model to be 
studied. 
It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to set 
up an element array for the present analysis by using 
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rectangular elements. This is due to the presence of a 
crack in the model. In order to solve this problem, the 
axisymmetric finite element program, which has been set 
up by using rectangular elements in Chapter 9, is altered 
to enable the use of quadrilateral elements. Since this 
alteration dces not impose any significant changes to the 
original program, moreover, it is a very simple procedure 
(54), therefore, it will not be described here. 
Figure 11.2 shows the element array generated by 
using quadrilateral elements. The total number of el- 
ements and nodal points used for this analysis are 320 
and 1353 respectively. It is important to note that the 
crack in the element array is deliberately chosen to be 
wide enough to ensure that the two edges of the crack 
will not be in contact when the composite is loaded (the 
maximum width of the crack is assumed to be 1/2500 of 
the fibre diameter in all the analyses). However, in 
the practical situations the two edges are normally in 
contact and a pressure may exist between the two edges. 
Fortunately, the pressure is small, if it does exist, as 
, compared with 
the average matrix stress(27) and since 
the length of crack to be considered is always quite 
short (the maximum crack length to be analysed is 3 
fibre diameters), the effect of this pressure can be 
neglected. 
In the present analysis, the modular ratios of 20 
and 100, fibre volume fractions of 0.31,0.46,0.63 and 
0.75, and crack lengths of 1/2,3/4,1,3/2,2,5/2 and 
3 fibre diameters are chosen in making parameter studies. 
Nodal point loads are applied to the composite by 
the method used in the previous chapter. 
11.3 Analysis of Individual Model 
11.3.1 Interfacial Shear Stress 
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Figure 11.3 shows the interfacial shear stress 
distributions for the 3-D model with fibre volume frac- 
tion of 0.31, modular ratio of 20 and crack length of 
0.75 fibre diameter. By comparing these two distributions 
with the corresponding distributions of the 3-D model, 
which has the same fibre volume fraction and modular 
ratio and with a void end gap of end gap spacing equals 
to 1.5 fibre diameters, as shown in Figure 10.4, one will 
find that these distributions are almost identical. This 
is not unexpected because the two models are identical 
except that the present model has an extra piece of fibre, 
which is separated from the matrix by the crack, and this 
piece of fibre is unlikely to affect the behaviour of the 
model significantly. 
The maximum interfacial shear stress obtained from 
this analysis is 5.1 times of the average matrix stress, 
this is slightly lower than that of the model with void 
end gap which has a value of 5.38 times of the average 
matrix stress. 
11.3.2 Load Distributions in the Composite 
Figure 11.4 shows the distributions of loads in both 
the discontinuous fibre and the surrounding contir: uous 
fibres. These distributions have the typical shapes of 
3-D models with void end gaps. This confirms that the 
piece of fibre which is unbonded from the matrix does not 
have much effect on the overall performance of the com- 
posite since the load in it is insignificant. 
The estimated maximum elevation of load in the continu- 
ous fibre is 1096 of the nominal fibre load, this is just 
slightly higher than that of the corresponding 3-D model 
with void end gap which has a value of 9.75% of the nominal 
fibre load (refer to Figure 10.19). 
11.3.3 Axial Stress Distribution in the Discontinuous 
Fibre 
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Figure 11.5 shows the axial stress distribution in 
the discontinuous fibre in the vicinity of the fibre 
tip. There is no axial stress in the piece of fibre 
which is unbonded from the matrix, except for a small 
region near the end of the bonded fibre. However, the 
axial stresses in this small region are negligible. 
Like the interfacial shear stress distribution, 
the present axial stress distribution is also similar to 
that of the corresponding 3-D model with void end gap 
shown in Figure 10.8. The maximum axial stress of the 
present analysis is 1.16 times of the nominal fibre stress, 
this is lower than that of the void end gap case in which 
the value is 1.32 times of the nominal fibre stress. 
11.4 Parameter Studies 
11.4.1 Maximum Interfacial Shear Stress 
It has been shown in Section 11.3.1 that the maximum 
interfacial shear stress of a particular 3-D model with 
interface delamination is very large. And, since this 
stress occurs at a point very near the crack tip, there 
is a high possibility that the crack will continue to 
propagate. Therefore, it is worth studying the variations 
of maximum interfacial shear stress with different crack 
lengths. 
Figure 11.6 shows the relationship between the maxi- 
mum interfacial shear stress and the crack length for 
various fibre volume fractions and modular ratios. It is 
obvious that for a particular fibre volume fraction and 
modular ratio, the maximum stress is always decreased 
with increasing crack length. That is to say the maximum 
stress is reduced to resist the continuation of interface 
delamination, this is the behaviour of a stable system. 
However, the maximum stress will not reduce any more after 
a certain crack length, it implies that if the shear 
strength of the interface bond is still lower than the 
maximum stress, the crack may continue till the whole 
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fibre is sheared off from the matrix. 
Figure 11.7 shows both the relationships between 
the lowest value of the maximum interfacial shear stresses 
and the fibre volume fraction, and between the crack 
length, at which the lowest value of the shear stresses 
occurs, and the fibre volume fraction. The plots show 
that both the stress and crack length are decreased with 
increasing fibre volume fraction for different modular 
ratios. 
11.4.2 Maximum Matrix Shear Stress 
Like the maximum interfacial shear stress, the 
maximum matrix shear stress is also found at a point very 
near the crack tip of any 3-D model with interface de- 
lamination. Moreover, the maximum matrix shear stress is 
always much larger than the average matrix stress, there- 
fore, it is helpful to study the possibility of matrix 
failure. 
The maximum matrix shear stress, normalised with 
respect to the average matrix stress, is plotted against 
the crack length, with the fibre volume fraction and 
modular ratio as parameters, as shown in Figure 11.8. 
The fact that the maximum matrix shear stress is decreased 
with increasing crack length, for a particular fibre 
volume fraction and modular ratio, suggests that the 
possibility of having matrix failure is decreased with 
the progress of interface delamiration. It is interest- 
ing tc note that the maximum matrix and interfacial shear 
stress plots are of the same pattern and the former is 
always slightly greater than the latter. 
11.4.3 Radial Compressive Stress near the Crack Tip 
It has been observed that the radial direct stress 
at a point, along the fibre-matrix interface, near the 
crack tip is always compressive for all the models 
analysed. This illustrates the behaviour of a stable 
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system since further interface delamination is resisted 
by such a compressive stress. 
It is helpful to study the relationship between the 
radial compressive stress and the crack length, for 
various fibre volume fractions and modular ratios, in 
order to have a better understanding of the resistances 
provided by the radial stress at various stages of inter- 
face delamination. Figure 11.9 shows such a relationship. 
It is interesting to note that the radial compressive 
stress decreases with increasing crack length initially, 
until a certain crack length of around one fibre diameter 
in most of the cases, then it increases rapidly with in- 
creasing crack length. Obviously, the radial stress 
plays an important role in resisting the broken fibre 
being completely pulled off. 
11.5 Progress of Interface Delamination 
It has been shown above that the maximum inter- 
facial shear stress decreases with increasing crack 
length. Moreover, the radial stress near the crack tip, 
along the fibre-matrix interface, is always compressive. 
Therefore, these are the two factors which hinder the 
progress of interface delamination. It is helpful to 
note that the frictional forces, which have been neglected 
in the present analysis, resulting from the interfacial 
pressure at the delaminated region also serve to prevent 
the progress of interface delamination. 
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Chapter 12 
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSICNS 
12.1 Analysis of Composite Problems 
In crder to rationalize the design of reinforced 
materials, it is important to establish the possible 
modes of failure and also to determine the extent of the 
control which may be exercised over these by changes in 
manufacturing processes or the properties of the materials 
involved. In the case of composites which embody a brittle 
matrix, matrix fracture is a potential source of failure, 
in addition tc the possibility of loss of adhesion at the 
fibre-matrix interface. 
The stress distribution in a composite material is 
likely to be complex and will certainly be so, even for 
simple forms of loading, if the composite embodies dis- 
continuous fibres. The values of the stresses at the 
critical points from which failure may initiate are deter- 
mined by the interface geometry, the form of the applied 
load and the physical properties of the materials which 
are involved, and it is clear that a relatively detailed 
knowledge of the stress distribution induced by the 
applied loads is required if the relative importance of 
bond, fibre and matrix strengths are to be assessed, and 
the correct mode of failure deduced. 
Many practical reinforced materials incorporate 
disccrntinuous fibres which are often oriented, in order 
to obtain the maximum reinforcing effect, in the direc- 
tion of the applied load. There are two types of fibre 
discontinuity which are commonly found in reinforced 
materials, these discontinuities are: 
(A) The matrix filled end gap which arises at the 
time of fabrication when the fibres butt to- 
gether allowing matrix to fill the space be- 
tween them. 
(B) The void end gap, which occurs when a flaw 
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exists in the fibre at the time of fabrication. 
No matrix is able to penetrate the flaw but a 
void is realised at the time of loading the 
composite. 
In the present analysis, both 2- and 3-D finite 
element models have been devised to study the above- 
mentioned problems. The 3-D model is believed to be the 
most sophisticated and realistic mcdel as compared with 
those utilised for similar purposes so far(9,13,14,15). 
Some fracture problems have also been studied to 
predict the possibilities of further crack propagation 
and also to determine the extent of control which may be 
exercised over these by changing the properties of the 
materials involved or manufacturing processes. Three 
different finite element models have been devised to 
analyse those fracture problems which are: 
(A) A fracture which occurs in a brittle matrix, at 
a low overall stress level, due to failure at 
one of the flaws in the matrix. This matrix 
fracture is stopped by a fibre which is 
perpendicular to the crack. 
(B) An interface debonding or matrix fracture 
initiates from a fibre discontinuity which has 
a matrix filled end gap, this crack propagates 
in a direction perpendicular to the discontinuous 
fibre and is stopped by the adjacent continuous 
fibres. This type of failure mechanism has been 
observed by Mullin et al. (66) for boron filaments 
in epoxy and by Mullin and Mazzio(67) for carbon 
fibres in epoxy. 
(C) An interface delamination is initiated from a 
fibre discontinuity which has a void end gap. 
This type of fracture is commonly observed in 
many real ccmposites(66,67,73). 
2- and 3-D finite element models have been utilised 
to analyse the first two and the third prcblems respective- 
ly. 
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12.2 Firite Element and Experimental Methods 
The conventional finite element method is a-power- 
ful analytical tcol for discovering the internal states 
of stress in shcrt fibre-reinforced materials. This is 
especially so if the method were modified to take into 
consideration of the boundary conditions of the fibre- 
matrix interface. Further improvement to this methcd 
can be made by using the curve fitting techniques, which 
have been developed by the present author, to determine 
the stresses at mid-side, corner and free boundary nodes 
of the element array employed. 
Photoelasticity is the most widely used experimental 
technique for determining the internal states of short 
fibre reinforced materials. The advantage of this 
experimental technique is that the boundary conditions of 
the interface are automatically satisfied provided full 
bond is maintained between the two composite components. 
However, this technique has two drawbacks: 
(A) Tc obtain the readings for one model is a long 
and tedious process even with the aid of a 
digital computer(53), and thus not suitable for 
making mass parameter studies. 
(B) It is possible to study the effect only with 
relatively small variations in the modular 
ratio of the fibre to the matrix. 
Whereas, the finite element technique does not encounter 
these problems. 
From the comparisons of the finite element and photo- 
elastic results made in Chapters 5 and 7, one can clearly 
see that the agreement between the results obtained from 
the two techniques is acceptable. The discrepancies 
found are mainly due to the fact that the interface bond 
of any finite element mcdel used is assumed to be perfect, 
but this is not the case of protoelastic model since the 
interface bond is, normally, similar to a rubber-like low 
modulus adhesive layer. 
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Other experimental analyses by methods other than 
protcelasticity, such as analyses by means of the moire 
strain method(13,74) and of strain gauges(75), have also 
been attempted. However, these methods are not commonly 
used due tc the difficulties encountered in determining 
the internal states of fibre-reinforced materials(76). 
12.3 Load Transfer Mechanisms 
The matrix transfers the load to the fibre at the 
fibre-matrix interface so in the case of a void end gap 
the load is transferred entirely along the edges of the 
fibre by shear forces. When the end gap is filled with 
matrix material the load can also be transmitted through 
the fibre ends by axial forces. 
12.3.1 Load Transfer Across Tip of Fibre 
The theories of Cox(l) and Dow(2) neglect the stress 
concentrating effect of the fibre ends and also any tensile 
load transfer across these ends. But, Iremonger and Wood 
(9,14) and Hollaway(15) have shown that when twc fibre 
ends butt together considerable load transfer can take 
place within the end gap. This finding is supported by 
the present investigation for both the 2- and 3-D analyses. 
It has been shown in both Chapters 7 and 10, for 2- 
and 3-D analyses respectively, that the transfer of load, 
normalised with respect to the nominal fibre load, across 
the tip of a matrix filled fibre discontinuity, for a 
particular fibre volume fraction and end gap spacing, is 
greater for a modular ratio of 20 rather than 100. 
Furthermore, the constraint on the matrix betweer 
the fibre ends makes it behave more like the fibre as the 
end gap spacing decreases thereby increasing the direct 
stress transfer. The maximum interfacial tension follows 
the same trend as shown in Figure 10.13, for both the 2- 
and 3-D analyses. Thus, for a very small end gap the 
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maximum interfacial tension is very high and early de- 
lamination in this region is to be expected. The region 
would then behave in a similar manner to a very small 
void end gap and the maximum interfacial shear stress 
wculd become considerably higher. This high shear stress 
may lead to a further interface delamination along the 
edges of the discontinuous fibre, which is similar to the 
fracturing process analysed in Chapter 11(3-D analysis). 
There is another possible fracturing process, which may 
occur after the interface delamination at the twc fibre 
ends, in which matrix fracture initiates from the fibre 
corners and propagates in a direction perpendicular to 
the disconti: 
_u_: o_: s fibre. This type of fracture has been 
analysed in Chapter 8(2-D analysis). 
The maximum matrix tensile stress and maximum matrix 
shear stress also occur at the centres of the tips of a 
matrix filled fibre disccntinuity, when the size of end 
gap is small. This is obviously due to the large amount 
of load being transferred across the fibre tip by inter- 
facial tensile stresses. These two maximum stresses will 
cause the initiation of matrix fracture from the centres 
of the fibre tips unless the tensile and shear strengths 
of the matrix are greater than 20 and 6 times of the 
applied matrix stress, for modular ratio equals to 20, 
and greater than 70 and 25 times of the applied matrix 
stress, for modular ratio equals to 100, respectively. 
Note that all the values given are based on the 3-D 
analysis. The values given by the 2-D analysis are more 
conservative (refer to Figures 10.14 and 10.16). 
12.3.2 Load Transfer by Interfacial Shear Stress 
Both the 2- and 3-D analyses show that the transfer 
of load by shear from the discontinuous fibre to the 
adjacent continuous fibres causes high interfacial shear 
stresses in the vicinity of the tip of the discontinuous 
fibre, for both the cases of matrix filled and void end 
gaps. For example, in the case of matrix filled end gap, 
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the maximum interfacial shear stress can be as high as 
13.5 times the applied matrix stress when modular ratio 
equals to 10C and fibre volume fraction equals to 0.31 
(3-D results). The corresponding value for the case of 
void end gap is very much higher than 30 times the applied 
matrix stress (refer to Figures 10.11 and 10.12). There- 
fore, if the fibre-matrix interface in the region of the 
fibre discontinuity is weak, the high interfacial shear 
stresses associated with a fibre end can cause delamina- 
tion along the edges of the discontinuous fibre. This 
is particularly true for glass fibre reinforced resins 
(77) and ceramic whisker reinforced metals(78). At 
fabrication residual stresses are developed in the com- 
posite due to the difference of coefficient of thermal 
expansion of the fibre and matrix(79). Schuster and 
Scala(12) have noted that due to these residual stresses 
smaller stress concentrations around the fibre have resulted. 
This may be explained by realising that as the matrix 
shrinks on to the fibre at fabrication it causes a certain 
amount of frictional traction along the interface at the 
time of delamination. 
The interfacial shear stress distribution along the 
adjacent continuous fibre interface also has a peak 
value. However, the value is much lower than that along 
the discontinuous fibre interface. Thus, delamination 
is unlikely to occur along any interface between a continu- 
ous fibre and matrix. 
The interfacial shear stress prcblem in the case of 
a multi-fibre model with a transverse crack (refer to 
Chapter 8) is different from the two cases discussed 
above, since the high interfacial shear stress region has 
shifted to the adjacent continuous fibre interface. 
That is to say delamination is more likely to occur along 
the continuous fibre interface of the cracked model. 
It has been shown in Figure 10.9 that the critical 
length of the fibre, for the configuration with a matrix 
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filled end gap, increases with decreasing fibre volume 
fraction and with increasing end gap spacing and modular 
ratio, in both the 2- and 3-D analyses. The trend of 
these results are in agreement with those of Iremonger 
(80), Kelly and Tyson(46) and Cooper and Kelly(81). All 
of these workers made use of composites having modular 
ratios of 3 tc 5 and obtained values of Lc/2d varying 
from 3 to 10. 
By considering Figures 10.18 and 10.9, it will be 
seen that, for the case of matrix filled end gap, the 
higher the fibre volume fraction of the composite the 
larger is the extra load carried by the fibres adjacent 
to the discontinuity but the smaller is the critical 
length. This is also true for the case of void end gap 
as can be seen from Figures 10.10 and 10.19. However, 
when the configuration consists of a transverse crack, 
the higher the fibre volume fraction the smaller are the 
extra loads carried by the adjacent fibres and the criti- 
cal length. This can be seen from Figures 8.7 and 8.9. 
12.4 The Fracture of Brittle Matrix Fibre-Reinforced 
Composites 
In order to gain a greater understanding of brittle 
matrix composite materials, it is convenient to consider 
the ways in which failure of such a composite material 
may be initiated. 
Brittle fracture occurs when the cohesive forces 
between atoms are broker down. It follows therefore that 
brittle fracture occurs with little or no plastic flow. 
According to Griffith(82) the energy required for 
fracture of a brittle material is not uniformly distributed 
over the volume of the material, but there are regions of 
energy concentration produced by minute faults and cracks 
in the material. The strength of brittle materials depends 
greatly upon its surface conditions, especially on the 
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presence of minute cracks and flaws around which stress 
concentrations are formed. 
The stress-strain curve of a composite with a brittle 
matrix has been discussed by Aveston and Kelly(83). In 
general, there is an initial steeply-rising portion, 
before cracking has begun, when the stiffness of the com- 
posite is given by the "rule of mixtures". When the matrix 
cracking begins, the compliance of the composite begins to 
increase, and the slope of the stress-strain curve decreases. 
(The slope will fall to zero if the matrix has a constant 
failure strain, but in general the curve will still be 
rising slowly as the failure of the stronger regions will 
require a somewhat greater stress than those areas which 
are the first to crack). Finally, the matrix will be 
broken down into blocks of length between x and 2x, where 
Vm 
mud x=Vf" 1 
(0mu and T are the strengths of the matrix and interface 
in tension and shear respectively, and d is the fibre 
diameter). When cracking is complete, the slope of the 
stress-strain curve will again increase. Under these 
conditions, the fibres will be sliding through the blocks 
of matrix under constant stress, and the modulus of the 
composite will then be EfVf, a value which will be retained 
until failure of the fibres. This type of failure mode is 
typical of reinforced ceramics of all sorts, from cement 
and plaster reinforced by glass(84-86) to glass and 
aluminosilicate matrices reinforced by carbon(87-90). 
From the analyses of the two configurations, namely, 
a sii: gle fibre model with a transverse crack and a multi- 
fibre model with a transverse crack, carried out in 
Chapters 6 and 8 respectively, one can safely say that 
if the shear strength of the interface bond is weak, 
interface delamination is likely to occur and it reduces 
the possibility of further matrix fracture. That is 
to 
say a weak interface bond may be introduced in a composite 
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to prevent excessive matrix fracture which may lead to a 
total failure of the composite. 
12.5 Failure of the Individual Composite Materials 
Most materials fracture at stress levels much below 
their theoretical strength. This is due to the effects 
of stress-raising flaws which range from included dust 
particles, gels, salts and catalysts to scratches, bubbles, 
voids and other defects. 
Cooper(91) has discussed the general conditions 
which must be fulfilled for fracture to occur in a com- 
posite material. He proposed that fracture, like any 
other physical process, will not occur unless two separate 
criteria are fulfilled. These are in general terms the 
kinetic and thermodynamic criteria, by which it was under- 
stood that the former required that the process could be 
initiated by achieving some activation energy or by pass- 
ing a critical initiation point, while the latter required 
that in the further development of the process, there 
wculd be a net energy loss to the system. 
12.5.1 Fibre-Matrix Interface Failure 
Considering a fibre discontinuity with matrix filled 
end gap, if the brittle matrix is associated with an inter- 
face bond which is weaker than the matrix material as is 
the case for glass fibre reinforced resins(77), the high 
interfacial shear stress concentration which exists near 
the fibre corner, when the composite is subjected to a 
tensile stress, is likely to cause delamination along the 
edges of the fibre. The method of load transfer will then 
be by frictional forces only, as the matrix attempts to 
slide over the surfaces of the fibre. The normal pressure 
at the interface which gives rise to this frictional effect 
is due to the shrinkage effect of the matrix on this fibre. 
The interface bond at the end of a discontinuous 
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fibre is likely to be weak and will be particularly so 
when another fibre is butted against it, because of the 
difficulty of filling the space between the fibre ends 
during fabrication. As the maximum interfacial tension 
increases rapidly with decreasing end gap spacing(Fig. 
10.13), early delamination in this region is to be expected. 
The fibre then behaves in a similar way to an unbonded tip 
fibre. Further fracture is likely to occur either due to 
matrix failure or interface delamination depends on the 
increments of the maximum matrix tensile stress and maxi- 
mum interfacial shear stress after the delamination at 
the fibre tip, and also the strength of the matrix and 
interface bond. 
For a fibre discontinuity with void end gap, if the 
brittle matrix is stronger than the interface bond, the 
extremely high interfacial shear stress concentration 
(e. g. the maximum interfacial shear stress for modular 
ratio equals to 100 and fibre volume fraction equals to 
0.31 can be much higher than 30 times the applied matrix 
stress when the void end gap is very small) which exists 
near the fibre corner is very likely to cause delamination 
along the edges of the discontinuous fibre. The configura- 
tion which consists of an interfacial crack, analysed in 
Chapter 11, is due to such a failure. It has been shown 
in the chapter that the interfacial shear stress concentra- 
tion decreases with increasing crack length. This factor 
together with the compressive radial stress, which occurs 
at a point near the crack tip along the interface, hinder 
the progress of interface delamination. Furthermore, the 
frictional forces at the delaminated region also have the 
effect of preventing the progress of interface delamination. 
12.5.2 Fibre or Matrix Material Failure 
For the case of a fibre discontinuity with matrix 
filled end gap, if the brittle matrix is associated with 
an interface bond which is stronger than the matrix 
material, the stress concentration due to the maximum 
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interfacial tension at the fibre ends can only be relieved, 
as the nominal matrix tension is increased, by crack 
extension into the body of the matrix. Because of this 
the nucleation and propagation of a crack will tend to 
reduce the effectiveness of the load transfer across the 
tip of the fibre with a consequent increase in critical 
length of the fibre and axial stress concentrations in 
the adjacent fibres. The configuration which has a 
transverse crack, analysed in Chapter 8, may be due to 
such a matrix failure. It has been shown in the chapter 
that both the matrix shear stress and matrix tensile 
stress concentrations have been greatly reduced due to 
the crack (e. g. the reductions in maximum matrix shear 
and tensile stresses are about 79% and 85% respectively, 
for a composite with modular ratio equals to 100 and 
fibre volume fraction equals to 0.33), and since the inter- 
face bond is strong, there is a high possibility that the 
crack will be arrested. However, there is still a possibil- 
ity that the adjacent fibres may give way due to the axial 
stress concentrations induced in the fibres (note that 
the maximum axial stress is less than 2 times the applied 
fibre stress in most situations). Such a failure is more 
likely to occur when both the modular ratio and fibre 
volume fraction are low. 
For a fibre discontinuity with void end gap, if the 
brittle matrix is weaker than the interface bond, the 
extremely high matrix shear stress concentration which 
exists near the fibre corner is very likely to initiate 
a crack propagation in the matrix. It is also important 
to note that the matrix load in the region adjacent to 
the void end gap (refer to Figures 7.26. b and 7.27. b for 
the 2-D analysis) is considerably higher than would be 
the case if the void does not exist. Thus, there is a 
possibility that this region of matrix may not be able 
to take the load and hence matrix failure occurs. 
12.6 Composite Failure 
Many non-metallic solids, for example, some simple 
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compounds of silicon, have very desirable properties for 
certain engineering applications such as high modulus, 
hardness, yield strength and low chemical reactivity. 
However, Tetelman and McEvily(92) have shown that these 
materials possess minimal tensile ductility and hence 
minimal notch toughness. Consequently, there are two 
serious disadvantages associated with their use in bulk 
form. These disadvantages are: 
(A) The materials are not easily joined by conven- 
tional means. 
(B) Failure in these materials almost invariably 
starts at a surface flaw. 
The first point mentioned above means that the small- 
est fabrication, defect could lead to a brittle failure in 
service, and the second means that their surfaces must be 
carefully prepared and a high degree of surface perfection 
must be maintained during service. 
One way of using these strong brittle solids with a 
high degree of reliability is to disperse them in a matrix 
of softer material. The current study has been based upon 
the stress analysis and failure criteria in a composite 
when the hard phase is aligned in the form of long thin 
fibres which are either continuous or discontinuous. 
Systems in which the volume fraction of the hard phase is 
large, usually between 25 and 80 percent, and the strengthen- 
ing being achieved primarily by the load carrying capacity 
of the hard phase are known as composites. 
Two views may be taken of the failure of composite 
material. The first is that damage accumulates progres- 
sively throughout the volume of the composite as the load 
is increased. This damage may take the form of fibre 
fractures, regions of failure of the interface, or the 
formation of voids and fractures in the matrix. As load- 
ing is continued, these points of damage will multiply 
until a point of instability is reached and the material 
fails. This fracture mode is termed cumulative failure, 
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Cumulative failures are typically observed in weakly-bonded 
composites reinforced by fibres with a wide. scatter in 
strength. The fracture is normally very irregular, and may 
often be described as shaving-brush-like. At the opposite 
extreme, non-cumulative failure is obtained when the 
coupling between the elements of the composite is so 
good that the failure of any element is communicated to 
adjacent elements which fail in their trun and so precip- 
itate failure of the whole composite. Failure thus 
occurs from the severest individual flaw at the moment 
when it reaches its own growth stress. Non-cumulative 
fractures are characteristic of well-bonded systems 
reinforced with uniform fibres; metal-metal systems 
normally show this type of behaviour. 
12.6.1 Elastic-Brittle Matrix with Strong Interface Bond 
Matrix cracking is the criterion that is able to 
relieve the high stress concentrations that exist at a 
fibre discontinuity. Since the nucleation and propagation 
of cracks depend upon the fracture toughness of the matrix, 
the crack will grow away from the fibre ends if the matrix 
cannot absorb sufficient energy, and if it propagates 
across the matrix to an adjacent fibre at which there is 
a coherent interface the crack is not prevented from 
fracturing the fibre (refer to Chapter 8) and thence 
continuing across the composite. Catastrophic failure 
may then result as the load must be taken by fewer fibres. 
As the coherent fibre-matrix interface is unable to 
deflect cracks and because of the high velocity with which 
these cracks travel(92) the fibre discontinuity is a 
potential source of total composite failure. In order to 
reduce the possibility of total composite failure, it is 
suggested that by sufficiently weakening the fibre-matrix 
interface, cracks could be blunted by a process of splitt- 
ing or delamination ahead of the crack. This mechanism 
fulfills the requirement for fracture prevention since if 
the interface delaminates, the stress concentration at the 
root of the crack disappears, and the next unbroken fibre 
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cannot be fractured until the overall stress reaches the 
un-notched fracture stress. Another method which can be 
used to prevent crack propagation is by placing a suffi- 
ciently strong barrier in the path of the crack(93,94). 
12.6.2 Elastic-Brittle Matrix with Weak Interface Bond 
With reference to Figures 10.11 and 10.13, one can 
see that in the case of matrix filled end gap, the most 
severe interfacial tensile stress condition will exist 
when the end gap spacing is very small, for a particular 
fibre volume fraction and modular ratio. Whereas, the 
most severe interfacial shear stress condition will result 
when the end gap spacing reaches a certain value which 
depends very much on the modular ratio. If the tensile 
strength of the interface fails first a severe crack 
normal to the direction of loading will develop. This 
can result in a crack entering the body of the matrix. 
If however the shear strength of the interface fails 
first it is likely that more load will be transferred 
via the fibre tip and thus increasing the maximum inter- 
facial tensile stress up to failure. 
For the case of void end gap, interface delamination 
is likely to occur along the edges of the discontinuous 
fibre, especially when the end gap spacing is very small. 
Such a failure is obviously better than matrix fracture, 
which may occur if the interface is strong, since a rapid 
moving matrix crack can hardly be arrested by a coherent 
interface. 
12.7 Suggestions for Further Work 
The analysis presented in this thesis has been under- 
taken for models with only one fibre discontinuity. It 
will be helpful to devise a 2- or 3-D model, which is 
unidirectionally reinforced with continuous fibres, except 
for some discontinuous fibres, and subjected to a tensile 
load parallel to the fibre direction. This model can be 
used to study the stress concentration problems due to the 
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fibre discontinuities, and thus the possible failure modes 
of the composite can be predicted. Similar study can be 
carried out with the model being subjected to transverse 
load(18). 
In order tc have a better understanding of how a 
crack propagates, so that appropriate steps can be taken 
to prevent crack propagation, it will be useful to devise 
a 2- or 3-D finite element model in which a crack is 
propagating in the matrix and coming close to a fibre- 
matrix interface. An analysis of such a configuration 
will provide us with some idea concerning the direction 
of crack propagation towards the interface. It is worth 
developing some special 'singular' elements for the region 
surrounding the crack tip and use 'regular' elements for 
the remaining region(95). 
The 'simplified' 3-D finite element analysis carried 
out in the present research does not have any 3-D photo- 
elastic data to compare with. This is due to the dif- 
ficulties encountered in preparing 3-D photoelastic models. 
As the fibre and matrix would necessarily have different 
mechanical properties, the differential contraction of the 
two components, on reducing the composite to room tempera- 
ture at the conclusion of the stress freezing cycle, would 
set up internal stresses which would result in residual 
fringes. Therefore, if a fabrication technique can be 
developed to enable the continuous fibres to be properly 
aligned with the discontinuous fibres, then a 3-D photo- 
elastic test can be carried out to confirm the finite 
element results. 
12.8 Conclusions 
The conventional finite element technique has been 
modified in order to study the behaviour of fibre- 
reinforced materials. The modifications include: 
(A) A curve fitting technique to determine the 
stresses at those modes lying on the inter- 
element boundaries. 
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(E) A special method to determine the stress 
distribution along a free boundary. 
(C) A curve fitting technique to deal with the 
problems associated with a fibre-matrix inter- 
face. 
The modified finite element technique has been proven 
to be versatile for the analysis of composite materials. 
A 'simplified' 3-D finite element technique has been 
proposed jr. the present thesis, in addition to the 2-D 
analysis, for the study of composite materials. A 
comparison has been made between the 2- and 3-D finite 
element analyses for multi-fibre models with both matrix 
filled and void end gaps. It has been found that the 2-D 
analysis is capable of predicting the behaviour of fibre- 
reinforced materials, except that the problems due to the 
fibre discontinuities are normally over estimated. 
Generally speaking, composite failure is more likely to 
occur in those configurations with small end gap spacing 
and fibre volume fraction and with high modular ratio, 
this is true for both the cases of matrix filled and void 
end gaps. 
The present analysis has shown that for a brittle 
matrix reinforced by high strength fibres, composite fail- 
ure will be initiated either by interface delamination or 
by crack-propagation from the discontinuity through the 
body of the matrix. These mechanisms were identified in 
the failure of boron-epoxy by Mullin and Mazzio(67). 
Clearly, the latter condition could lead to propagation 
of a crack through both matrix and. fibres, and might 
result in a catastrophic failure of the composite. It 
appears that delamination is a preferable mode of failure 
initiation as this will not immediately produce final 
failure in the composite. Thus, cornpcsites such as a 
glass fibre reinforced epoxy resin are tough despite both 
constituents being brittle. 
Further investigation of how a matrix crack could 
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possibly lead to a total composite failure has also been 
carried out (Chapter 8), by using a 2-D finite element 
model which consists of a matrix crack. It has been shown 
that both the matrix tensile stress and matrix shear stress 
concentrations have been reduced due to the matrix crack, 
that is to say the possibility of having further matrix 
crack prcpagation is reduced. However, there is still a 
possibility that either interface delamination or fibre 
fracture may occur depending on the shear and tensile 
strength of the interface and fibre respectively. 
Obviously, if the fibre breaks the composite load will 
then be carried by fewer fibres, and this could lead to 
a non-cumulative composite failure. 
The initiation of a matrix crack propagation is not 
always due to a fibre discontinuity, it may also due to 
the failure of one of the flaws in the matrix at a low 
overall stress level (Chapter 6). Such a matrix failure 
should not be ignored because it could lead to a catas- 
trophic failure of the composite when the applied load 
is increased. 
It has been shown in the analysis of the configura- 
tion, in which an interface delamination exists (Chapter 
11), that the matrix stress concentration is decreased 
with the progress of interface delamination. That is to 
say the interface delamination has the effect of reducing 
the possibility of matrix failure. Therefore, it is a 
desirable property. It is also important to note that 
the radial stress near the crack tip along the interface 
is always compressive, obviously, this is also a desirable 
property since it hinder the progress of interface de- 
lamination. 
Although t}le behaviour of real composites can be 
expected tc differ in many respects from the observations 
made by the finite element technique, the knowledge gained 
from this kind of study has been invaluable in determining 
the effects of broken fibres and matrix flaws on fracture 
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prccesses. The ultimate goal is to improve the perform- 
ance of bulk composites as well as our ability to predict 
their behaviour. 
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FIG 9.1 IDEALISATION OF 3-0 PROBLEMS 
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APPENDIX A 
THEORY OF FLANE STRESS FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
A. 1 Concept of Finite Element Method 
In many phases of engineering the solution of stress 
ar_d strain distributions in elastic continua is required. 
Special cases of such problems may range from twc- 
dimensional plane stress or strain distributions, axi- 
symmetrical solids, plate bending, and shells to fully 
three-dimensional solids. In all cases the number of 
interconnections between any 'finite element' isolated 
by some imaginary boundaries and the neighbouring elements 
is infinite. It is therefore difficult to see at first 
glarce how such problems may be discretized, the difficulty 
can be overcome (and the approximation made) in the follow- 
ing manner: 
(A) The continuum is separated by imaginary lines or 
surfaces into a number of finite elements. 
(B) The elements are assumed to be interconnected at 
a discrete number of nodal points situated on 
their boundaries. The displacements of these 
nodal points will be the basic unknown parameters 
of the problem. 
(C) A function (or functions) is chosen to define 
uniquely the state of displacement within each 
finite element in terms of its nodal displacements. 
(D) The displacement functions now define uniquely 
the state of strain within an element in terms 
of the nodal displacements. These strains, 
together with any initial strains and the elastic 
properties of the material will define the state 
of stress throughout the element and, hence, also 
on its boundaries. 
(E) A system of forces concentrated at the nodes and 
equilibrating the boundary stresses and any 
distributed loads is determined. 
Clearly a series of approximations has beer_ introduced. 
Firstly, it is not always easy to ensure that the chcsen 
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displacement functions will satisfy the requirement of 
displacement continuity between adjacent elements. 
Secondly, by concentrating the equivalent forces at the 
nodes, equilibrium conditions are satisfied in the cverall 
sense only. 
So far, the process described is justified only 
intuitively, but what in fact has been suggested is 
equivalent to the minimization of the total potential 
energy of the system. 
The approach outlined here is known as the displace- 
ment formulation. 
A. 2 Element Characteristics 
A. 2.1 Displacement Functions 
Figure A. 1 shcvis the nine node rectangular element 
ccrsidered, with corner nodes i, j, k, l numbered in the 
anti-clockwise manner. 
by 
nnnn77 
u1xy xy xlý y4 xGy xyG X"-Y"- 0000CCCC0 
ItL0000 000001xy xy x2 y2 x2y xy2 x2y 
«1 
*ý2 
vl 
IO 
0C00C0001x7 xy X2 y2 x2y xy2 x2y2 
The displacements within the element are represented 
I 
u=oc1+o(2x+a3y+o(4 xY+o(5x2+o(6y2+oG7x2Y+o(8xy2+oc9x2y2 
(A. 1) 
v=alO+o(llx+oc12y+a13xy+ocl4x2+oc15y2+°c16x2y+oc17xy2+o(18x2Y2 
In matrix form this becomes, 
J 
A 
)I 
a18 
(A. 2) 
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ul 
u2 
u9 
and, 
vl 
v2 
9 V 
ý 
ý 
In matrix symbolic form this becomes, 
{f}= 
Lx1(o'} 
The boundary conditions are, 
When x=xl, y=yl; u=ul, v=vl 
X=x2, Y=Y2; u=u2, V=v2 
. 
X=x9' Y=Y9; u=u9, V=v9 
Thus, we obtain, 
1 xi yl xlyl Xi 
2 Y1 2x xlyl 2 xl2 yl 2 
1 X2 y2 X2y2 X2 
2 
y2 
2X22 
y2 X2y2 
2X22 
y2 
2 
1x9 Y9 x9Y9 92 Y9 
2X9 2Y9 x9Y9 2x92 Y9 
2 
x 
22x 2y Xy2x22 1 xl Y1 Xlyl xl yl 11111 yl 
1 x2 Y2 x272 X2 
2 
Y2 
2 
x2 
2 Y2 x2Y2 
2 
x2 2 Y2 
2 
IY iT Xv_ x_2 v_2 x,. 
2v,. x.. v,. 2 x_2v_2 - "9 ,9 . _911 9 . _9 11 9 --y Iy y 9 --y ., 9 
In matrix symbolic form these beccme, 
{su} = 
[Al {R} 
J 
Dq 
0(2 
O(g 
P 
0410 
0(11 
0(18 
(A. 3) 
(A. 4. a) 
(A. 4. b) 
(A. 5. a) 
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and, {i-_Z, y} = [Al {? 
Combine these two equations we obtain, 
bu A *_ I CG Ioi 
A* 
i. e. {$}= [A]{oC} 
where, 
{o(} = [H: ) 
*i 
[A] = --rt- ý 
0iA 
{ý} 
Multiply both sides by (A] -1 
Therefore, {oC}=[A]-l{SI 
Substitute (A. 8) into (A. 3), therefore, 
u X_l{S) ff} [) tA) 
V. 
-1 X] [A] where, 
i. e. {f} = [T]{5} 
A. 2.2 Stresses and Strains 
(A. 5. b) 
(A. 6) 
(A. 7) 
(A. 8) 
(A. 9) 
(A. 10) 
For the case of plane stress, the total strain at 
any point within the element can be defined by its three 
components which contribute to internal work. 
le}= 
IEX 
lrXyj 
V 
_ý 
L 
au/ ax 
av/ ay 
öu/ ay+ 3V/ax 
(A. 11) 
Using equation (A. 2), we have, 
o1 1 
0. l 
ý2 
{E}= 
010y 2x 0 2xy y2 2xy2 000000000 
001x0 2y x2 2xy 2x2y 010y 2x 0 2xy y2 2xy2 
0CC0C0000001x0 2y x2 2xy 2x2y 
a 
°417 
018 
(A. 12) 
In matrix symbolic form, this becomes, 
lE}= CS] {d. } (A. 13) 
Usir. F, equation (A. 8), we have, 
{E}= [S] [A]-'[ 9} 
Let [B]= [S] [A] -1 
Therefore, we have, 
{E}= [BJ { s} 
(A. 14) 
(A. 15) 
(A. 16) 
Neglect the initial strains, for plane stress in an 
isotropic material we have, by definition, 
EX = OX-/E - 1j0y/E 
Ey = -11ýX/E + dy/E 
-ýXy= 2(1+1) Týxy/E 
Thus, we have, 
O-X 
Uy 
TX 
Uy 
TXy 
E 
(1-ý2) 
1ý0 
\1 10 
00 (1-ý)/2 
EX 
Ey 
ÖXy 
4 
(A. 17) 
(A. 18) 
In matrix symbolic form, this becomes, 
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where, 
{a-} = [D1(E} 
1ý0 
[D] _ ý- 0 (1-ý )00 (1-4)/2 
(A. 19) 
(A. 20) 
A. 2.3 Equivalent Nodal Forces 
Let {F} be the nodal forces which are equivalent 
statically to the boundary stresses and distributed loads 
on the element. The distributed loads(P) are defined as 
those acting on a unit volume of material within the element 
with directions corresponding to those of the displacements 
{f} at that point. 
To make the nodal forces statically equivalent to the 
actual boundary stresses and distributed loads, the simplest 
prccedure is to impose an arbitrary (virtual) nodal displace- 
ment and to equate the external and internal work done by 
the various forces and stresses during that displacement. 
Let such a displacement be d{g} at the nodes. This 
results, by equations (A. 9) and (A. 16), in displacements 
and strains within the element equal to, 
d{f} = [T] d{S} (A. 21) 
d{6} = [B] d{S} (A. 22) 
The work done by the nodal forces is, 
(d(S) )T. {F} 
The internal work per unit volume done by the stresses 
and distributed loads is, 
(d {E} )T-{0j- (d{f} )T" {P} 
Therefore, the total internal work for the element is, 
J [((6 } )T{Q} - (d{f} )T{P}] d(vol) 
vol 
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Equating the external and internal work we have, 
(d{Sj)T {F} =I 1[(d{E))T{(d(f} )T{p}] d (vol) 
=fvol[(d{S})T[B]T{0M-(dfs))T[T]T{p}] d(vol) 
It is obvious that (d{S})T could be carried out of the 
integral since it is constant over the whole element, 
thus we have, 
JF) = Jvol 
[[B] '{O-}- [T] '{PI] d( vol ) 
The internal work done contributed by the distributed 
loads is normally small compared with that contributed by 
the stresses, therefore, it could be neglected. Hence, we 
have, 
{F} = Jvol 
[B]T{(T}d(vcl) 
By substituting {Q}= [D]{E}and {E}= [B]{S}, this equation 
becomes, 
{F1 = 
rvcl [B] T [D][BI5} d(vol) 
i. e. {F} = 
[fvc1 [B] 1 [B][B] d(vol)1 {ö} 
This equation can be further expressed as, 
{F} = [K){s} 
where, [K] = 
fvol[B]T [D][B] d(vol) 
(A. 23) 
(A. 24) 
is termed as the stiffness matrix of the element. 
Since [1] = [SJA]-1', equation (A. 24) becomes, 
[K] = ([A]-l)Tfvol[S] 
T[DIS] d. (vol) ([A]-l) (A. 25) 
The product of the matrices [S] 
T [D][S] is an 18 by 18 
matrix. 
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A. 3 Solution of Structural Problems 
All the element stiffness matrices can be determined 
by equation (A. 25) and then assembled to form the assembly 
stiffness matrix by the procedure which will be explained 
in the next chapter. The assembly stiffness matrix together 
with the applied loads and the constraints to some of the 
nodal displacement components, which are imposed to ensure 
that the displacements will conform to the actual deforma- 
tion pattern, will provide sufficient informations to solve 
for all the nodal displacements. The stresses and strains 
within any element can then be determined by, 
{E}= [B] [9) 
and {Q'} _ [D] (E) 
The above-mentioned procedure is only suitable for 
determining stresses and strains at the internal nodes of 
an element. Problem arises when one starts to find the 
stresses and strains at those nodes lying on the inter- 
element boundaries, this is because different results will 
be obtained from different elements. Many authors(54) try 
to obtain stresses on the basis of some arbitrary means. 
The present author suggests to fit a displacement surface, 
which is described by the original displacement function, 
to the particular node considered and its surrounding 
nodes (refer to Figure A. 2). The strains and stresses at 
the node considered can then be easily obtained from the 
displacement surface fitted. This method will be clearly 
illustrated in Chapter 3. 
A. 4 Convergence Criteria 
It is worth noting that the displacement function 
chosen for a particular case considered will affect the 
convergence of result, to ensure convergence to the correct 
result certain simple requirements have to be satisfied. 
They are, 
Criterion 1. The displacement function chosen 
should be such that it does not permit 
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straining of an element to occur when 
the nodal displacements are caused by 
a rigid body displacement. 
Criterion 2. The displacement function has to be of 
such a form that if nodal displacements 
are compatible with a constant strain 
ccndition such constant strain will in 
fact be obtained. This criterion was 
first stated by Bazeley et al. in 1965. 
Criterion 3. The displacement function should be so 
chosen that the strains at the inter- 
face between elements are finite (even 
though indeterminate). 
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APPENDIX B 
DEVELOPMENT OF DISPLACEMENT PROGRAM 
B. 1 Mesh Gereratior. 
With reference to Figure 3.1 which shows a rectangular 
plate under two equal but oppositely directed normal forces, 
at corresponding points of the two edges. It is necessary 
to consider only a quadrant as shown in Figure B. 1. The 
boundary along the x-axis is free to slide in the x direc- 
tion but fixed in the y direction. Similarly, the boundary 
along the y-axis is free to slide in the y direction but 
fixed in the x direction. 
Fig-are B. 2 shows the mesh generated for the structure 
considered. It is designed in such a way that the sizes 
of the elements near the concentrated load are very small 
compared with those elements far away from the point at 
which the load is applied. 
The node numbers are generated in such a way that 
they proceed consecutively in the x direction layer by 
layer. These node numbers generated are then assigned 
with their x and y ordinates, all these data are stored or. 
a permanent file to be used later not only within this 
program, therefore, a local file cannot be employed for 
this purpose as it will be erased once the program is 
completed (With reference to CDC 7600 machine). The next 
step is to index all the rectangular elements in row-wise 
manner and also to specify the node numbers of the four 
corners of each element. All the data obtained are stored 
on a local file to be used later. The last step of the 
mesh generation is to read in the previous file and assign 
x and y ordinates to every corner node of each element. 
These informations are required for plotting principal 
stresses in the next program, therefore, they have to be 
stored on the permanent file. 
B. 2 Setting up Assembly Stiffness Matrix 
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The biggest problem encountered in setting up the 
assembly stiffness matrix is, of course, the storage of 
the matrix elements in a systematic way so that they can 
be used when required. The following notes explain how 
a s, -)ecial matrix procedure 
and partitioning of the assembly 
stiffness matrix can be done to ease the problem. 
It has been mentioned in Section 3.3 that the total 
number of elements of the assembly stiffness matrix is 
approximately 450K. Whereas the ICL 1904S/7600 system has 
a fast store of approximately 100K words only. Further- 
more, the size of this assembly matrix requires considera- 
tion be given tc the method of treatment to avoid the 
accumulation of errors. Such a method requires extra space. 
Therefore, it is evident that auxiliary storage is required. 
Three kinds of auxiliary storages are available, 
(A) A Local file which has rapid access and very big 
storage capacity but it will be erased once the 
program is completed. 
(B) A Permanent file which has rapid access but is 
limited in the volume of data it will hold. The 
file is not actually "permanent" but it will not 
be erased for a period of time. 
(C) A Magnetic tape which is ideal for storing large 
amounts of data but it has slower access. It is, 
of course, permanent. 
Since the assembly stiffness matrix is not required 
for the second program, local file is employed to store it. 
To economize and make the most efficient use of space, 
the data in the fast store is limited to that currently in 
use. Hence the data for one rectangular element is read 
and everything relevant to that element is calculated and 
cleared before proceeding to read the data of the next 
rectangular element. A row stiffness matrix is employed 
tc store the element stiffness matrices, of a row of elements 
parallel to the x-axis, on the proper positions. The 
problem now is to decide what to do with the row stiffness 
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matrix, it is obvious that certain stiffness coefficients 
of adjacent rectangular elements need to be added are to 
be retained, whereas, some stiffness coefficients to 
which no further additions are to be made should be dumped 
to the local file to avoid occupying useful current 
storage space. A row of rectangular elements has three 
rows of nodes, only the first and third rows of nodes are 
common to two adjacent rows of rectangular elements. As 
there are two displacement numbers for each node, odd for 
u displacement and even for v displacement, it can be seen 
that the first third of displacement numbers are common to 
the previous adjacent row of elements (if any) and the 
last third is common to the following row of elements (if 
any). The matrix relating forces to displacements has the 
same number of rows (representing forces) as the number 
of columns (representing displacements). Hence it is a 
square matrix. If the rows and columns are each divided 
into three equal bands, then it is only the first and 
third of these bards that are concerned with the adjacent 
rows of elements (refer to Figure B. 3). Therefore, out 
of these nine squares of stiffness coefficients only the 
first square of the first row of small squares has been 
concerned with the additions of stiffness coefficients 
from the previous row of elements (if any) and only the 
third square of the third row of small squares will be 
concerned with the addition of the next row of elements 
(if any). Hence the partitioning of the row stiffness 
matrix naturally suggests itself from physical considera- 
tions. 
It is now obvious that as soon as a row stiffness 
matrix is formed, the first eight small squares of the 
partitioned matrix are dumped onto the local file, the 
ninth small square is retained in order that the stiffness 
coefficients of the next row stiffness matrix can be added 
to it. 
Figure B. 3 shows the layout of the assembly stiffness 
matrix. Each large square matrix overlaps the preceding 
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and the succeeding large square matrices by the first and 
ninth s, al squares respectively. The complete chain is 
the assembly stiffness matrix of the whole structure. 
B. 3 Deccmposition of the Assembly Stiffness Matrix 
Once the assembly stiffness matrix is formed the 
next step is to decompose it as a step towards solving 
the s_multaneous equations to give displacements. The 
restraints to some of the nodal displacements should be 
applied before the decomposition is carried out. 
Referring to Figure B. 3, any row of stiffness 
coefficients within the third row of small squares could 
be interchanged with any row of stiffness coefficients 
within first or second row of small squares. Since the 
third row consists of five small squares, the first and 
second rows should have two additional small squares each, 
of zero elements, to accommodate the interchange. 
The addition of small squares with zero elements to 
the assembly stiffness matrix can be done by transferring 
all the small squares of stiffness coefficients from the 
old file to a new one and add in small squares with zero 
elements at the correct positions. Figure B. 4 shows the 
first five rows of small squares on the new file. 
A matrix of three small squares high and five small 
squares long is employed to hold three rows of small squares, 
this matrix is called a treatment matrix as decomposition 
will be dcne in it. At this juncture, the restraints to 
some of the nodal displacements should be applied by setting 
the row of stiffness coefficients, corresponding to the 
nodal displacement to be restrained, to zero except the 
diagonal coefficient which is to be changed to a very large 
value, say 1020. 
A pivotal elimination method is employed to decompose 
the treatment matrix. Refer to Figure B. 5, all the coeffi- 
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cients in the first column from second row onwards are to 
be eliminated and the places where the coefficients have 
been eliminated are replaced by the corresponding multi- 
pliers. It is worth ncting that the first coefficient of 
all the rows have to be compared with each other and 
whichever row having the largest first coefficient, in 
absolute sense, will be interchanged with the first row 
prior tc the elimination, this has to be carried out to 
improve the results even though the matrix is positive 
definite. The same process is carried out to decompose 
the treatment matrix into upper and lower factors along 
the leading diagonal as far as the end of second column 
and second row of small squares as shown in Figure B. 5. 
The lower factor, which consists of the multipliers, 
together with the locations of interchanges of rows are 
written onto a local file. The main purpose of storing 
the above-mentioned informations is to enable us to trace 
the changes in the array of applied forces, due to the 
pivotal elimination, in a later stage. Note that this 
method of storing multipliers enables us to deal with more 
than one array of applied forces. 
The upper factor which consists of the modified 
coefficients of the upper portion is written onto another 
local file. 
The last three small squares 'shown in Figure B. 5 is 
transferred to become the first three small squares of the 
new treatment matrix as shown in Figure B. 6. The rest of 
the small squares of the new treatment matrix is taken 
from the row stiffness matrix to be considered. Again, 
pivotal elimination method is employed to decompose the 
treatment matrix. The same process is carried out until 
the last row stiffness matrix is reached. With reference 
to Figure B. 7, the treatment matrix of the last row stiff- 
ness matrix has only three columns of small squares instead 
of five in the previous treatment matrices. The same 
decomposition method is carried out to the end of second 
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column and secc. d row of small squares. The lower and 
upper factors are stored onto the local files leave be- 
hind the last small square of modified coefficients. The 
last small square is then transferred to a new treatment 
matrix which is only one small square in size. This. treat- 
ment matrix is decomposed till the end of second last 
column and second last row, the lower and upper portions 
of this matrix is again stored onto the local files and 
. thus complete the whole 
decomposition process. 
B. 4 Lower-Upper Treatment 
After decomposing the assembly stiffness matrix, the 
next step is to find all the displacement components by 
using backward substitution method. 
It should be noted that the assembly stiffness matrix 
has been decomposed without imposing changes to the array 
of applied forces on the other side of the simultaneous 
equations. Therefore, the applied forces have to be 
treated before backward substitution method can be applied 
to find the displacement components. 
The s-multaneous equations for the whole structure 
are: 
K11 Sl+Kl2 s2+K13 b3+. ......... +Kln Sn= F1 
K21 S1+K22 s2+K23S3+. ........ . +K2n8n = F2 
Knl Sl+Kn2 b2+Kn3 53+. ......... +KnnSn - Fn 
(B. 1) 
After eliminating the coefficients K21, K31' 
Knl the above equations become, 
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K11 sl+ K12 S2 +. ..... + K1n Sn = F1 
(K22 K21K12)s2+...... +(K2n K21Kln)ýn = F2-K21F1 ll 11 11 
(K32 K31K12)S2+...... +(K3n K31Kln)Sn = F3-K31F1 11 11 11 
0 
(K 
n2 
K 
K12)s2+..... +(Knn-Kn1Kln)8n = Fn-Kn1F1 
11 11 11 
It is obvious that the changes of the applied forces 
is determined by the multipliers which have been stored on 
the local file. Therefore, the treatment to the array of 
applied forces can be done by using the local file which 
consists of the multipliers and the locations of inter- 
changes of rows. 
Having done the above, it is now possible to find the 
displacements by using the backward substitution method. 
Since the last equation has only one unknown displacement, 
it can be calculated easily,. The second last equation is 
now having one known displacement and one unknown displace- 
ment, so this unknown displacement can be resolved. This 
procedure is repeated until all the unknown displacements 
are resolved. 
B. 5 Force Equilibrium Check 
A finite element program can hardly be accepted as 
correct if a force equilibrium check was not carried out. 
With reference to Figure B. 8, the sum of the vertical 
force components acting or. the nodal points along the x- 
axis has to balance out the concentrated load applied. 
Therefore, a force equilibrium check can be easily carried 
out by multiplying the assembly stiffness matrix to the 
displacements obtained and then sum up the appropriate 
force components to compare with the concentrated load 
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applied. Note that the assembly stiffness matrix used 
should be the one without having any restraints imposed 
on it. The force equilibrium check of the present author's 
program shows almost no difference between the applied 
load and the sum of the balancing forces. 
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FIG B. 3 LAYOUT OF THE ASSEMBLY STIFFNESS MATRIX 
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FIG B. 4 ADDITION OF SMALL SQUARES 
WITH ZERO ELEMENTS 
FIG 8.5 DECOMPOSED TREATMENT MATRIX 
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1 2 
FIG 8.6 NEW TREATMENT MATRIX 
FIG 8.7" DECOMPOSITION OF THE TREATMENT MATRIX 
OF THE LAST ROW OF STIFFNESS MATRIX 
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FIG B. 8 FORCE EQUILIBRIUM CHECK 
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APPENDIX C 
DETERMINATION OF BOUNDARY STRESSES 
C. 1 Analytical Procedure 
The finite element program used for this investigation 
en-, ploys nine noded quadrilateral elements. The displace- 
ments within each element are represented by functions of 
the form: 
u= a1+a2x+0(3y+oc4xy+°c5x2+°46y2+oG7x2y+oC8xy2+o(9X2y2 () 
v- 0( 10+a'1. lx+o(12y+0(13xy+0(14x2+C(15y2+0(16x2y+oc17xy2+t4,8 x2y2 
(C. 2) 
Figure C. l shows the mesh generated for the finite 
element analysis. It is helpful to note that the symmetry 
of the structure implies that it is sufficient to consider 
one quadrant only which is represented by a mesh consisting 
of 180 elements and 777 nodal points. 
The theoretical basis of the finite element method 
for _lar. e stress analysis has been described in detail 
in Appendix A and the general principles will not be 
reiterated here. The traditional procedure is used to 
determine all the nodal displacements without modification. 
Once the nodal displacements are obtained, the method for 
determining the stresses along the free edges of the 
portal frame is different from the conventional one. In 
the present method, the two displacement functions u and 
v are redefined to include more terms than the correspond- 
ing original displacement functions. The number of extra 
terms added to the newly defined functions is equal to 
the number of conditions to be imposed at the free bound- 
aries of the element involved. Figure C. 2 shows a typical 
element which has a free boundary, with three nodes lying 
on it. Since the tangential shear stress, Tns, and the 
normal stress, (Tn , along the free boundary are zero, these 
two conditions are to be imposed at each of the three nodes 
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lying on the free boundary. Therefore, the new u and v 
displacement functions are subjected to six restrictions 
at the free boundary, and it is obvious that the new dis- 
placement functions should include three additional terms 
when compared with the corresponding original functions. 
Assume that the new displacement functions are: 
u -A1+P2x+ß3y+ß4Xy+fl5X2+ß6Y2+ß7X2Y+ß8xy2+ß9X2y2 
+ß10X3+ß11Y3+ß12X3Y3 
V -ß3+ß14X+ß15y+ß16Xy+Pl7X2+ß18y2+ßi9X2y+P20Xy2 
+ß21X 2y 2+ ß22X 
3 
+p23y 
3 
+p24 X3 Y3 
(C. 3) 
(C. 4) 
With reference to Figure C. 2, it can be shown that: 
ýn - ýxcos2oC+ Qysin2o(- 2TXysino(coso( 
(C. 5) 
y) sin 
oc cos o(+ TXy cos 2o( (C. 6) Tns- (fix -(T 
These two stresses can then be expressed as: 
ý 
(-ý2) 
{Clr2-C2r3+(C1y-C2x)r4+2C1xf5-2C2yß6 
+(2Cly-C2x)xß7+(Cly-2C2x48 
+(Cly-C2x)ß9+3C1x2ß10-3C2y2k1 
+3(Cly-C2 X)X2y2r12-C2P14+C3P15 
+(C3x-C2y)P16-2C2xP17+2C3yY18 
+(C3x-202y)xp19+(2C3x-C2y)yý20 
+2(C3x-C2Y)xYP21-3C2x2P22+3C3y2r23 
+3(C3x-C2y)x2y2r 24) 
ý 
(c. 7) 
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Tns -2 1E + 
{2C4ß2+C5ß3+(2C4y+C5x)ß4+4C4xP5 
+2C5yP6+(4C4y+C5x)xP7+2(C4y+C5x)yý8 
+2(2C4y+C5x)xyh +6C4x2ý10+3C5y2ý 11 
+3(2C4y+C5x)x2y2ý 12+C5ß, 4-2C4P15 
+(C5y-2C4x)ý16+2C5117-4C4yP18 
+2(C5y-C4x)xß, 9+(C5y-4C4x)yß20 
+2(C5y-2C4x)xy, B21+3C5x2ß22 
-6C4y2P23+3(C5y-2C4x)x2y2B24) 
where C1 = cos2o(+ 4sin20( 
C2 = (1-'1) sin of cos of 
C3 = sin2o(+'1cos2 0( 
C4 = sin o(cos of 
C5 = cos 2o(. 
(C. 8) 
By setting the normal stress, Qn, and the tangential 
shear stress, Tns' to zero at the three nodal points lying 
on the free boundary, six equations are obtained; the 
nodal displacements of all the nine nodes provide another 
eighteen equations. Therefore a total of twenty-four 
equations are available to provide a unique solution to 
the coefficients Al, ß21 ", A24' 
The stress components at the centre node of the free 
boundary are given by: 
O-x E2 {(P2+A4yc+2ß5xc+2ß7xcyc+ß8yc2+2ß9xcyc2 
(1-V ) 
+3plOxc2+3r12xc2yc3)+ý(P15+ß16xc+2rl8yc+ý19xc2 
+2P20xcyc+2P21xc2yc+3923yc2+3P24xc3yc2)} (C. 9) 
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Q- - 
_ý2ý 
{(t'15+r1cxc+2p 
18yc+Pl9xc2+2ý20xcyc 
1 
+2ß21xc2yc+3Y23yc2+3Y24xc3yc2)4(( 214yc+2ß5xc 
+2ß7xcyc+Y8yc2+2p9xcyc2+3piCxc2+3r12xc2yc3)} 
(C. 10) 
Txy - 777+4T { R3+R4xc+2r6yc+/ 7xc2+2P8xcyc+2r"9 cc 
+3/'llyc2+3ý12xc3yc2+P14+p16yc+2pl7xc+2ý19xCyc 
+ß20yc2+2p21xcyc2+3P22xc2+3P24xc2yc3} (C. 11) 
where xc and yc represent the x and y co-ordinates of the 
centre node respectively. 
The tangential direct stress along the free boundary, 
Qs, is given by: 
C-x sin2oC + a- y ccs2 
a+ TXy sin 20C (C. 12) 
s 
C. 2 Some Conventional Methods 
Two methods are commonly employed by finite element 
users in determining tangential stresses at points or the 
free boundaries of a plane structure. These are: 
(A) Graphical extrapolation based on the values of 
the stresses determined for internal elements 
in the vicinity of the boundary node point 
being considered. For the data presented in 
Figure C. 3, six nodal points have been used in 
making extrapolations to determine 0'x, Uy and 
Txy at each node point along the free boundary 
of the portal frame. The values of (7,, ()7_ and 
Tns are then determined using the Mohr circle. 
(B) The stress components at a boundary node point 
are evaluated by taking the weighted average of 
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the corresponding components at the surround- 
ing nodes. For simplicity, the three stress 
components at the boundary node considered 
in Figure C. 4 are given by: 
p-X =4 {(ýX)1 + 2(0-X)2 + (6X)3} 
C)7, y =ý 
{(ý)1 + 2(ýy)2 + (ýy)3} 
Tx-y= 4 {(TXV)1 + 2(TXy)2 + (TXV)3} 
The values obtaired by the proposed method are compared 
with conventional results in Figure C. 5. It appears that 
the commonly accepted procedure substantially underestimates 
the values of the peak stress at critical locations, 
although satisfactory agreement is obtained in areas where 
the stress gradient normal to the boundary is low. 
C. 3 Comparison with Photoelastic Test Data 
A photoelastic model of the ccmplete frame, manufactured 
from Araldite CT 200 sheet was subjected to opposing tensile 
forces and observations were made of the fractional fringe 
numbers at a series of points around the inner and outer 
boundaries using the Senarmont technique. As the boundary 
stresses are of special interest, particular care was taken 
to ensure that the model was free from the effects of time 
edge stress. To minimise calibration errors the boundary 
stresses have been expressed in terms of the mean tensions 
acting upon the sides of the frame. This value can be 
determined directly in terms of optical measurements made 
on the mode. and it follows that the normalised boundary 
stress values are independent of the applied load and the 
optical sensitivity of the photoelastic material. 
Values obtained by the modified finite element procedure 
are compared with the photcelastic test results in Figure 
C. 6. The latter are estimated to be within 4% of the correct 
value, and it follows that the difference between the an- 
alytical and experimental data is insignificant even at the 
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fillet stress concentration. 
C. 4 Discussion of Results 
Figures C. 5 and C. 6 show that the modified finite 
eaemert and photoelastic results are in good agreement, 
and that the results are superior to the conventional 
finite element solutions, especially in the region where 
high stress concentrations occur. 
The improvement made by the use of the modified 
analysis procedure is entirely due to the imposition of 
the correct free boundary conditions by setting (Tn and 
Tns tc zero. It is a salutary experience tc observe the 
magnitude of the unbalanced stress components, shown in 
Figure C. 7, which are yielded by the extrapolation and 
averaging methods. The high values of (Tn and T develop- 
ed around the internal fillet of the portal frame provide 
an adequate explanation for the error observed in the 
tangential boundary stress when this is calculated by the 
conventional method. 
C. 5 The Applicability of the Proposed Method 
This method is not confined to quadrilateral elements, 
but is equally applicable to all other element configura- 
tions. The number of extra terms required for the new 
displacement functions depends on the number cf nodes lying 
on the free bcundary and these extra terms must be chosen 
with care and skill. The additional term: are best chosen 
to include the lowest possible power terms in such a way 
that the x and y co-ordinates are given equal weight. 
An important advantage of the technique is that it 
may be applied to data obtained using existing fä. rnite 
element suites without the need to re-write large parts of 
the existing program. 
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FIG C. 2 A TYPICAL BOUNDARY ELEMENT 
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FIG C. 3 STRESS COMPONENTS OBTAINED BY 
EXTRAPOLATING INTERNAL VALUES 
Nodal Point Considered 
üx= 4(((Tx), +2(ax)2+(0x)3) 
6y=4 ((CTy), +2(vy)2+((Ty )3) 
Txy =ä ((Txy), +2 (Txy)2+(Txy)3 ) 
FIG C. 4 STRESS COMPONENTS OBTAINED BY 
AVERAGING INTERNAL VALUES 
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APPENDIX D 
DETERMINATION OF THE ELASTIC 
COI'STAN^S OF AN ANISOTROPIC COMPOSITE 
D. l Analysis of Hexagonal Array Reinforcement 
For the hexagonal array shown in Figure D. 1, the 
repeating elements could be the hexagon with center at 
D or the rhombus ABCD with center at 0, the latter one 
wi*'l be analysed here. A coordinate system will be set 
for each fibre area and matrix area with origin at the 
center of the area. Since the geometry is unaltered by 
each rotation of 1r/3 about the z-axis passing through 
the center of a fibre, the body is said to have an axis 
of elastic symmetry of the sixth order(69). Accordingly, 
it has a type of anisotropy called transversely isotropic, 
fcr which there are five independent elastic constants 
and the stress-strain relationships become, 
SX = C11Ex + Ci2ýy + C13Ez 
S3- = C12Ex + CilEy + C13ýZ 
sG = C13Ex + C137ZY + C33EZ 
sxz= C44'xz 
syz= C4JyZ 
sxy= i(C11-C12)Uxy 
D. 1.1 Determination of Constants C11' C12' C13' 
The elastic constants C11' C121 C13 and C33 can be 
calculated by considering the triaxial normal stresses 
Sx, Sy and Sxy, when constant normal strains 9x, Ey and 
rýZ are imposed to the composite under consideration. It 
is sufficient to consider only a quarter portion of the 
rhombus such as OAB, since the strain and stress distribu- 
tions for each matrix and each fitre will be symmetrical 
with respect to two geometrically symmetrical axes at 
9=0 and 9=1f/2 for each area, under the imposed composite 
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straits. 
Since the macroscopic strains are the same every- 
were and with the assumption of uo=0, vo=0 the rigid 
body displacements of the various 
follows, 
uA = ýXJJ b cos 9A 
VA = -ýXJ-3 b sin 9A 
UB =b sin 9B 
vB = ýy b cos OB 
areas will be as 
uE = gxJ7 b cos GE + ýy b sin AE 
VE = -EXF3 b sin 0E+?! y 
b cos 9E 
where the subscripts 0, A, B, E refer to the area under 
consideration. Due to the symmetry. the Airy stress 
junctions for each fibre may be written as, 
a 
Of = Bor2 +(Arn+Bn rn+2) cos n8 (D. 1) 
n=2,4,6 
and for each matrix as, 
0m = D0r 
2+ (Cr' 
_n+ 
Dnrn+2) cos no 
1+9v 
(D. 2) 
When the Airy stress functions are used, the micro 
stresses are found from the formulas, 
1ö 
Orrarr7 
ci9 
0'g ar 
(D. 3) 
(D. 4) 
ý (D. 5) 
ar r öA 
ý(O"r + CO-) + 2(1+4) G EZ (D. 6) 
aý 
ý 
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Under the assumption of plane strain (öxz= =off , 
the micro displacements are given by, 
+/ dr (D. 7) ur = ur + 
ve = vg + 
A2G(1+77 
týg-ý6r-ýý ] -url d8 
where ur and ve are rigid body displacements. 
(D. 8) 
By using equations (D. 1) and (D. 3)-(D. 6), the fibre 
stresses, which are the same for all fibres, can be 
obtained. They are given by, 
(0 )f=2Bo+ (-n(n-l)Anrn-2+(l+. n)(2-n)Bnrn]cos n9 
n=2,4,6 
at 
(D. 9) 
(C-)f-2Bo+7 [n(n-1)Anrn-2+(n+2)(r, +1)Bnrn 
n=2,4, 
]cos n9 
(D. 10) 
(Tre)f =2n [(n-1)Anrn-2+(n+1)Bnrn]n sin ne (D. 11) 
= ,6 
(ý2)f-411f(Bo+ 
---ý, ý-- 
(n+1)Bnrncos n8]+2(1+4f)G f*g z 
(D. 12) 
n- ,4 ,6 
The fibre displacements can be obtained by substitut- 
ing equations (D. 9), (D. 10) and (D. 12) into equations (D. 7) 
and (D. 8). They are given by, 
Bo(1-24f)r 
(ur) 
f=rf- ý(fEZ r+ Gf 
(D. 13) 
a 
ý°6)f 
- (ý8) f+ 2 '57 
[r. Anrn-1+(n+4-41ýfýBnrn+lýx 
f n=2,4,6 
sin nA 
C( 
+ ýG 
a 
nAnrn-l+(2-n-41ýf)Bnrn+l]cos n8 
f n=;, 4, 
ý 
(D. 14) 
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Similar expression for stresses and displacements 
in tine matrix can be obtained by replacing An, Bn, Vf, 
Gf by Cn, Dr, 'am, Gm respectively in the foregoing and 
using the appropriate pair of coordinates for each matrix 
area. 
The conditions of continuity to be satisfied at each 
of the fibre-matrix interfaces (Sl and S2) are, 
(A) the normal stresses of the fibre and matrix 
are to be equaled, 
i. e. ýý)f = (Ln)m 
(B) the tangential shear stresses of the fibre 
and matrix are to be equaled, 
i. e. (Tnt)f = (Tnt)m 
(D. 15 ) 
(D. 16) 
(C) the normal displacement of the fibre should 
equal to that of the matrix, 
i. e. (un)f = (un)m (D. 17) 
(D) the tangential displacement of the fibre should 
equal to that of the matrix, 
i. e. (vt)f = (vt)m (D. 18) 
The normal and tangential components of the micro 
stresses and displacements at a boundary are given by 
the formulas, 
ýI-n J(or+0e) + J(Qr-Lg) cos 2(9-o() Tresin 2 (8-o() 
(D. 19) 
(D. 20) Tnt' J((T-oe)sin 2(9-0() + Trecos 2(e-o0 
un = urcos (e-OL) -V 9 sin 
(E)-DL) 
vt = ursin (e-0() + vecos (e-oc) 
where o(is the direction of the outer normal to the 
boundary element in question. 
(D. 21) 
(D. 22) 
The normal and tangential components of the micro 
stresses and displacements of the fibre along the inter- 
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face S_ can be obtained by using equations (D. 9)-(D. 11), 
(D. 13)-(D. 14) and (D. 19)-(D. 22). They are given by, 
(ý)f =( ar- 
A)f 
a 
= 2B0 += ýn(n-1)Anan-2+(1+n)(2-n)Br, an]cosn9A 
n=2,4, 
(D. 23) 
(Tnt)f = (TrA9A)f 
oc 
[(n-1)Anan-2+(n+1)Bnan]n sin n9 
n=2,4,6 
(D. 24) 
(un)f = (ur 
A 
)f 
(vt)f 
- ý_- XNý ., %, vA yf %-ZµT Gf 
-C r nnc ý-\1 L 'at 
+, 
a 
[-nAnan-1+(2-n-411f)Ban+llcos 
f n=2,4,6 
=(v9A)f 
n8A 
(D. 25) 
a( 
nAnan-1+ -ýxff b sin AA+ý- ý-;;, 
4,6 f 
(n+4-411f)Bnan+ljsin n9A (D. 26) 
Similar procedures can be applied to obtain the micro 
stresses and displacements of the matrix along the inter- 
face Sl. They are given by, 
a 
(Cn)m = 2Do-= n(n-1)Crlron-2cos 
n=2,4,6 
«r 
I 29A+(r. -2)190) 
+= (1+n)Dr0 nj 2cos n9o-ncos[ 2AA+(n-2)Aojý 
n=2,4,6 
(D. 27) 
oe 
(7nt) 
m= 
Sý (n-1)Crron-2sin( 2AA+(n-2)Ao] 
n=2,4,6 
+r, (n+1)Dnr0 sin( 29A+(n-2)9o) (D. 28) 
_^ 
Bc (1-21f)a 
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oc 
(u )= nC r n-1+(n+4-41) )Dr n+l)sin n9 x `ý in ý n=2,4, 
[6 
nomno0 
DG(1-2ým)ro 1 
s4n A-o) 
ýmEZra+ + 2G 
Z: 
mn n=2,4,6 
[-nCnron-1+(2-n-4ým)Dnron+l]cos noo cos (9A-9o) 
(D. 29) 
oc 
(°t)m - 2G [nCnron-1+(n+4-4ý1m)Dnron+l]sin nAo x 
r, z n=2,4,6 
Do(1-2ým)ro. 1x 
cos (9ý 9o) --lTmzzro+ Gm+ 2G 
n=2 46 , 
1-nCnron-1+(2-n-44m)Dnron+l]Cos n9o1 sin (8A-9o) 
(D. 30) 
Substituting equations (D. 23) and (D. 27) into equation 
(D. 15), we have, 
x n-2 
2Bo + n(n-1)Ana +(l+n)(2-n)Ban]cos noA 
n=2,4,6 
-2D0 +> n(n-l)Crron-2cos ( 29A+(n-2)901 
n=2,4,6 
(1+n)Dnron 2cos n9o-n cos( 20A+(n-2)9oj =0 
"717- 
(D. 31) 
Substituting equations (D. 24) and (D. 28) into equation 
(D. 16), we have, 
a 
[(n-1)Aran-Z+(n+i)Bnan]n sin n9A - 
n=2,4, 
ý(n-1)Cr, 
ron-2sin (26A+(n-2)Ao 
n=2,4, 
n(n+1)Dnronsin( 29A+(n-2)90 ][=0 
cc 
(D. 32) 
By equating equation (D. 25) to equation (D. 29) to 
satisfy the condition of continuity of the normal displace- 
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ment stated in equation (D. 17), we have, 
Ld ac Bc(1G f)^ 
+ 2G 
ý [-nAnan-1+(2-n-4Yf)Bnan+l]cos nAA 
ff n=2,4,6 
Do(1-2ým)ro cos (9A-9o) 1 : 
4, 
cnron_1x -+G 
1 
cos A +(n-1)8o] 2Gm n-=;, 
[ 
4,6 
+ (2-n-4"m)cos nAo cos (AA-9o)] Dnron+l = -EXJ7 b cos 9A 
+ Hfa - \I ro cos (AA-9o)3Ez (D. 33) 
Similarly, by equating the tangential displacements, 
we have, 
ý jlAnan1_1+(fl+4_4&)Bnan1+u}sin n9A + 
f n- 4, 
Do(1-24m)rosin (9A-90) 
_1 n-1 Crx Gm 2Gm n=2,4, no 
sin (@+(n-1)9]1+ 
1Dn n+l (2-n-44)x 
A0' n=2,4,6 nom 
cos n9o sin (8A-9o) - (n+4-41m)sin n8o cos (8A-8o) 
=, f b sin 9A + 1fmEzro sin ( 9A-9o ) (D. 34) 
At any point of the interface S1, eo and r0 can be 
expressed in terms of 8A as, 
-1 a sin eA 
60 = tan (D. 35) 
(f b+a cos 9A) 
and ro = 
J(J-3-b 
+a cos 0 A)2 + a2sin2 9A (D. 36) 
The similar procedures can be used to obtain the 
four continuity ccnditions to be satisfied along the fibre- 
matrix interface S2. The four continuity equations in the G 
oc 
I 
ýn+4-4VmJsin ndosin tk9A-k3o) 
1\". (\.. / .ý 
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order o normal stress, tangential shear stress, normal 
displacemer.: t and tangential displacement are, 
a 
2B0 +[ n(n-l)Anan-2+(l+n)(2-n)Bnan]Cos noB 
n=2,4,6 
oc 
-2D0 +ý n(n-l)Cnron-2cos. [29B+(n-2)GO ] 
r, =2,4,6 
(1+n)Dnron 2cos n9o-n cos [298+(n-2)90] =0 
n=2,4,6 
(D. 37) 
n=2,4, 
j (n-1)Anan-2+(n+1)Bnan)n sin nAB - 
I-n 
4n(n-1)cnro"sin ( 28B+(n-2)9o ]+ 
n- , 4, 
ec 
n(n+1)Dnronsin (29B+(n-2)9o3} =0 (D. 38) 
cos[ AB+(n-1)00] 2G 
[(n+4-4m)sin nAo sin (OB-go) 
m , 4, 
Gf t 2cf Lý4,9 - nnu ý-ýl-YV f, n- 
, l: Vný 11ý8 
Do(1-2)m)ro cos (eB-8o) 1 ac n-1 + nCn rox Gm m 
K=;, 
4, 
Bo(1-2ýf)a 1 oc an+li,,, ý ,o r_rn 1M 
+ (2-n-44m)cos no,, cos (8B-8o)]Dnron+l 
-b sin 9B +( lfa - 
ýmro cos (9B-9o)) Ez (D. 39) 
and x 
Arran-1 + (n+4-4f)Bnan+1 sin nAB + 
f n=2,4,6 
Do(1-2'lm)ro sin (AB-8o) 1 '7 ec 
Gm 2Gm 
n-2 4, 
ý nCnron-1 x 
.r-.,.,. l. 1 ýoc " ,.. _ n+l ,-. t. 1) r --' -{ ( ý, ' -n-4V 1Y no- -- m, m n= , 4,6 
cc 
cos n90 sin (9B-9o) - (n+4-41fm) sin n9o cos (9B Ao) 
= -? 7yb cos 0B+ 4n. ýro sin (AB-9o) 
At ay point of the interface S2, go and ro 
expressed in terms of 0B as, 
-1 
Lb+a 
sin 8B 
0= 
tar 
a cos B 
B)2 and ro = 
Ja2cos2 
9B + (b +a sin 9 
(x. 41) 
(D. 42) 
The cc: lýinuityý equations to be satisfied along the 
matrix-matrix interface S3 can also be obtained by the 
same procedures. They are, 
(A) for normal stress, 
a a n(n-1)Cn rEn-2 cos[ 2(k) + (n-2)9E) - 
n=2,4,6 
oc 
r° n-2 cos (2(j) + (n-2)9011+ 
nL=;, 6 
(1+n)Dnx 
Jr0n[2cos 
n6o 
2 Tr 
-n cos (+ n-2 6o)] - 
rEn[2ccs n9E -n cos (ý+ -n -7- 6E)] =0 
(B) for tangential shear stress, 
cc 
n(n-1)Cn ron-2sin[ 2(ý) + (n-2)Ao] 
n=2,4,6 
(D. 43) 
rEn-2 sin ( 2(*) + (n-2)AE]r+ 
_m 
n(n+l)Dnx 
Jn4,6 
{ro'sin 
(2(i) + (n-2)9o]- 
=0 
(C) for normal displacemert, 
n (ß_2, f 
rEn sin (2(-1) + (n-2)Q E] 
(D. 44) 
oc 
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(D. 40) 
can be 
Gn 
[ro ccs (Ao) - rE cos (AE)] 
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nCn1 r,, cos[ + (n-1)9, ] 
m n=2,4,6 y'I "-'U- 
cc 
r n-1 cos [i + (n-1)e ]+1D 00 2Gm n= n , 4,6 
(r. +4-Y4m)(ron+l sin n9o sin 
+00) 
- rEn+lX 
sir nAE s; n (-AE)ý + (2-n-4 'Jron+1 cos nAox )[ 
cos (-90) - rEn+l cos n9E cos (7-8 E)] 
0)1 
1 
Z -r E cos 
AE)+r0 cos (-9 
E 17 b -E T3 b 
+x2+ -ý-- 2 
(D) for tangential displacement, 
D0(1-2'Im) 
G 
[rE sin (i-9E) - r0 sin (-80 + 
m 
(D. 45) 
oc ý 
nCn ron-1 sin( + (n-1)Aý - rEn-lX 
M 
ý, 
4,6 
a 
sir. t + (n-1)QE] + 2G Dn (2-n-44m) x 
in n 
W94,6 
IrEn+1 cos neE sin ('T-6E) - r0n+l cos neo sin (f-A0)] 
- (n+4-4Ym)( rE 
b j 
n+l 
r0n+l sin n90 cos ('90 ), } -, z )mýZ 
( -r0 sir, ( -90 ) 
+ rE sir. (J-eE)I - 
sin n9E cos (f0E) - 
37X b 1ý; 
V 
b 
-ý- +2 
At any point of the interface 
be expressed in terms of go 
r0 = 
as, 
2sin (ýTf - 80) 
(D. 46) 
S3, r0, rE and 0E can 
cc 
(D. 47) 
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rE _ (b - r0 sin 90) 
2+ (' b- r0 cos 90)2 (D. 48) 
3 -1 
fb- r0 ccs 90 
AE =2 1T - tan b-r sin 9) 
(D. 49) 
00 
Theoretically, the arbitrary constants An, Bn, Cn 
and Dn in the series can be determined by choosing some 
points from each of the three interfaces Sl, S2 and S3 
to satisfy the conditions of continuity, so that there 
are sufficient equations to provide a solution to all 
the constants assumed in the Airy stress functions. But 
the number of boundary points required for achieving 
reasonably good accuracy is quite large which means that 
the number of arbitrary constants, used for-the Airy 
stress functions, has to be large too. Obviously, it is 
very difficult to find an accurate solution to the 
continuity equations formed in such a case since the 
order of magnitude of the coefficients associated with 
the arbitrary constants varies greatly. This problem can 
be solved by using least squares method. 
The twelve continuity equations can be written in 
the following forms, 
(A) along Sit 
1 (ý) 
f]A - 
ý(Q'n)m]a = I1 =0 
((Tnt) f)A -ý 
(Tnt)m)o = I2 =0 
=0 C (un)f3A - l(un)m)o = 13 
=0 E(vt)f3A - t(vt)m3o = 14 
(B) Along S2, 
((Tn) 0B- ((OnWo = I5 =0 
ý (lnt)f3 BI (Tnt)m3 0 I6 =0 
(D. 5o) 
(D. 51) 
(D. 52) 
(D. 53) 
(D. 54) 
(D. 55) 
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=0 f(a,., )y] B- [(un), J 0 17 
=0 [(V t)t] B 
[(Vt)m] 
0= 
18 
(C) Along S3, 
[( C7n -)J o- [(On -7 )J E= Ig =0 
[ (Tnt)jo [(Tnt)JE = I10 =0 
[ (un) ýo- [(un)m] E- I11 =0 
[ (vt)m] 
0- 
[(vt)m] 
E= I12 =0 
(D. 56) 
(D. 57) 
(D. 58) 
(D. 59) 
(D. 60) 
(D. 61) 
These requirements can be satisfied approximately 
when only a finite number of terms are used in the series 
but the e_-rors can be minimized in the sense of least 
square. The necessary equations for solving arbitrary 
ccnstants will be set up as following. Let Wi =Z: Ii2 = 
the sum of the squares of the errors in continuity condition 
i for all the chosen points along the appropriate boundary 
segment, and let 
U= W1 + W2 + W5 + W6 + 4GmG f 
(W3 + W4 + W7 + W8 ) 
+ W9 + W10 + 4Gm2(W11 + W12) (D. 62) 
these equations are then obtained by, 
ýu =o 
ý-0 
K=2,4,6, ..... (D. 63) 
K=0,2,4,6, ..... (D. 64) 
au 
-=0K=2,4,6, ..... (D. 65) R 
au =0K=0,2,4,6, ..... (D. 66) 7ý 
By partial differentiating U with respect to Ak, we 
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have, 
aJ awl aw2 aw5 aw6 aw3 aw4 
ýý+ aAK + ýK + aAK +4 GmG f(ý + aAK 
aW7 aw8 aW aW1: 0 2 ll aw12 + äAK + öAK) + 
(ý + ý) + 4Gm aAK '+ aAK 
) 
au aIl aI2 a15 aI6 i. e=2 FI + 2FI2aA+ 2ý15ý- + 2EI6aA -AK l äT gKK 
aI3 aI4 aI7 aI8 + 8Gm" (ýI3ý +ZI4aA +ýI7ý +ýI8ý 
KKKK 
aI ýj' +2 TI9ý + 2TI10ý- + 8Gm2 `ý+I119A + KKK 
Z6,12) =0 I12aAk 
Similar procedures can be applied to equations (D. 64) 
(D. 65) and (D. 66) to obtain another three equations in 
terms of the four unknowns AK, BK, CK and DK. Hence there 
are four equations for four unknowns AK, BK, CK and DK. 
Since U contains the rigid body displacements expressed 
in terms of fix, gy and "gZ, when the four equations are 
solved, the unknown coefficients AK, BK9 CK and DK will be 
expressed in terms of these composite strains x, 
'9y and 
g,. The total composite forces are obtained by integrat- 
K=2,4,6,... 
v 
ing the normal stresses Qn and O along the lines OB, OA 
and over the area OAB respectively. Thus the average 
composite stresses are given as, 
(A) b 
SX = 
of U-(O, y) dy 
a b-a 
3=b/ ((To )f( rB, "21T )drB +) (0-g )m[ro, 2o ]dr 0B00 
By using equation (D. 10), we obtain, 
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+ (n+2)(n+1)BnrBn]cos ý 
(C9- 
B 
ar. ý d 
( Q-e 0 
)mf ro, 
oc 
)fý rB, 
FT= 2Bo +ý (n(n-1)AnrBn-2 
r. =2,4,6 
Therefore, 
nAn a 
+ (n+2)(n+l)DnronJcos 2- 
(B) 
ý 2D0 + 
SX =1 2Boa + 
Sy 
cc 
n-1 inn 
7- 
n(n-1)Cnron-2 
+ (n+2)Bnan+l)cos 
+ 2D (b-a) +ý ýnC, (b-a )n-1 + (n+2)x ° n=2,4, 
Dn(b-a)n+l]COS 2n 
13b 
_ ý(x, 0) dx L7,, ýb o 
1 
r3-b-a 
_ (079 )m( ro, 0]dro + 13- bo 
0 
ýa 
o 
(OgA)gI rA'Tf ] drA 
(c) 
By using equation (D. 10), we obtain, 
S 
Y =1 
2D0 (J3- b-a) + T3 b 
( n+2 ) Dn (J -3 b-a ) n+l ] 
+ (n+2)Bna 
n+1I 
oc 
n=2,4j 
(D. 67) 
(ncn( ý b-a) n-1+ ý6 
r. =2,4, 
x 
+ 2B a+ nA an-1 
0 n=2, ¢, n 
(D. 68) 
3z 
, 
j3 bý 
fArea 
OAB zdA 
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=ý 
b2 
Gl + G2 + G3 + G4 + G5 + G6 (D. 69) 
where, 
G= 1eo_ý [2D p2 +ý 
4(1+n)Dncos n9o(p)n+2ýX 
1 so-0 o n=2>4>6 (n+2) 
Ym + (14m)GmEZp2I d9o 
-ý- 
ý n 
o ýolf[2D0 2 °C 4(1+n)Dncos n9o(q) n+2 ý G2 =T 
oý 
q+n 
=2,4,6 
(n+2) 
vm + (1+m)GýýZg2 dAo 
oý- 222 °C 4(1+n)Dn 
_ G3 = 
J( 
2Do( s2 -s l)+ý (n+2) x 
Ao+öl n=2,4,6 
x 
cos n90(s2n+2_s1n+2)I'ifm + (1+)im)GrEZ(s22_sl2) x 
d9 
0 
_Tf eo-2 °C 4(1+n)D cos n8 
G4 = 
_ý 
{12D0t2 
+ n+n 
0(t)n+2ýx 
90-, ý-öl n' , 4,6 
ým + (1+ýrrl) GmEzt2 d8o 
« 4(1+n)B an+2 2 TT n 11nTt G5 =[ 2Boa (ý) + 
r=2,4,6 n(n+ 
sin 
+ (14f)G fjýZa2(j) 
B a21T 4(1+n )B an+2 
G6 =[ --T- -En n+2 sin 
5] 4f 
n=2,4,6 
+ (1+4f)GfEZa2(11) 
and 
-1 
w1 = tan a '(2b-a) 
-1 ý1 = sin 
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-1 
? ý2 = tan 
3a 
ý-ý 
p= IT b ccs 9o - (f3- b cos 90)2- (3b2-a2) 
J-3 b 
q= 
2sin (ýn-Ao) 
s1=b sin 00+ a2 - b2cos2 00 
S, -' G 
b JT 
2sin (g+e0) 
t=b sin 90- a2 - b2 cos2 9 0 
Since An, Bn, Cn aid D. are now all expressed in 
terms of EX, Cy and EZ, so will be SX, Sy and SZ when 
An, Bn, Cn and Dn are substituted into equations (D. 67), 
(D. 68) and (D. 69). After terms of ex, j and , are 
collected, we get, 
SX 
sy 
sz 
H11 
H21 
H31 
H12 H13 
H22 H23 
H32 H33 
EX 
Ey 
EZ 
A sufficient number of terms in the series should be taken 
to make the differences between Hll and H22, H12 and H21 
as well as that between H13, H23, H31, H32 within certain 
limit. 
D. 1.2 Determination of Constant C44 
The elastic constant C44 can be calculated by consider- 
ing the shear stress SXZ (or Syz), when constant longitudinal 
shear strain Txz (or Tz) is imposed to the ccmposite under 
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consideration. 
Under the various conditions assumed the displace- 
ments in the z direction, w, for both matrix and fibre 
due to shear distortion will be functions of r and e but 
not of z. If let u=0, v=0 then the equation of elasticity 
for both matrix and fibre reduce to V w=0. 
D. 1.2.1 Shear Stress (Sxz) 
Given the composite shear strain 7xz and with the 
assumption of wo=0 the rigid body displacements can be 
written as follows, 
wA =JTbTxz 
wB=O 
WE-"I3 bTxz 
By nature of the deformation the displacement can be 
written for fibre as, 
x 
Wf = Wf += Anrfn cos n8f 
n=1,3,5 
and for matrix as, 
cc 
w=w+=Crn cos n9 mm n=1,3,5 nmm 
The shear stresses are obtained by, 
T_ aw 
'rz -G ar 
T_1 äw 
'9z -Gr öý3 
(D. 7o) 
(D. 71) 
I 
(D. 72) 
By using equations (D. 70), (D. 71) and (D. 72), we 
obtain, 
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(TrZ)f = Gý = nAnrfn-1 cos n8f ` n=1,3,5 
oc 
(Tez)f = -Gf 
= nAnrfn-1 sin n9f 
n=1,3,5 
oc 
nC r n-1 cos n8 nmm 
(Irz)m = Gm 
ý, 
3,5 
(Tez)m ' -Gm nCnrmn-i sin n9m 
ný 
x 
, 3,5 
(D, 73 ) 
r (1). 74 ) 
The shear stress of the fibre at the boundary is given 
by, 
(Tndf = (Trz)f 
Gf nAnrfn-1 cos nQf (D. 75) 
n, 3,5 
and that of matrix is given by, 
«nz)m = (Trz)m cos (a-8m) + (TTZ)m sin (a-em) 
(D. 76) 
where oCis the direction of the outer normal to the 
boundary element in question. Substituting equations 
(D. 74) into equation (D. 76), we obtain, 
n Cn cos o +(n-l)8mj (Tnz)m = Gm Hym-1 
n=1,3,5 (D. 77) 
The ccnditions of continuity along the fibre-matrix 
interface S1 are, 
"nz)f 
)A -ý (Tnz)m 3o - JZ =0 
(wf)A - (wm)o = J2 =0 
(D. 78) 
(D. 79) 
By substituting equations (D. 75) and (D. 77) into 
equation (D. 78), and set 0 f= oK, =eA, em=eo, rf=a, and 
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rm=ro, we obtain, 
oc oc 
J1 = Gf 
= 
nAnan-1 ccs n9A - Gm 
Lý 
nron-lcnx 
n=1,3,5 n=1,3,5 
cos ( 8A+(n-1)90 ] (D. 80) 
By using equations (D. 70), (D. 71) and (D. 79), we 
get, 
oc oe 
2 Anancos n9A -= Cnroncos n9o +J-3 bTxz 
n=1,3,5 n=1,3,5 
(D. 81) 
The same procedures can be applied to the fibre- 
matrix interface S2. Thus, we obtain, 
OC OC 
J= Gf ý nA an-1cos n8 B- Gm nr 
n-1C 
x 3 
n=1,3,5 n n=1,3,5 on 
COS[ eB+(n-1)0o ] (D, 82) 
0C M 
4= Anancos noB - Cnro'cos ngo (D. 83) 
n=1,3,5 n=1,3,5 
where J3 and J4 represent the differences of the 
longitudinal shear stresses and axial displacements 
respectively. 
The two conditions of continuity can also be applied 
to the interface S3 to obtain, 
x 
J5 = Gm 
ý 
ncn ron-lcos[ 3+(n-1)9o]- rEn-1 x 
n=1,3,5 
cos( J+(n-1 )9EI (D. 84) 
J6 
rý ý r- 
Cn( roncos n9o - rEncos n9EI-ý bý 
7 
(D. 85) 
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wIere J5 represents the error in continuity condition of 
longitudinal shear stress and J6 represents that of axial 
displacement. 
The least squares met-nod is, again, employed to 
determine the arbitrary constants An and Cn. _ 
Let 
Vi =Z Jig, where the summation sign, E , is for summing 
up the squares of the errors of all the chosen points 
along the appropriate boundary segment, and let 
U= Gm(Vl+V3)/Gf + V5 + Gm2(V2+V4+V6) (D. 86 ) 
The necessary equations for solving arbitrary constants 
can be obtained by, 
au =o aAK K=1,3,5, ..... 
(D. 87) 
ý=o K=1,3,5, ..... 
The composite shear stress is, 
r =b-a 
1° iT 
o0 
dr0 + Sxz = 'F 
l_j jJr0=O 
(T z) 
rB -a 3 Jr 
B =0 
(Z8B2 )f( rB ' ýý 1 drB 
From equations (D. 73) and (D. 74), we obtain, 
°` n-1 3 nTf (T9 
B Z) f[ 
rB, 
21T] 
_ -Gf nAnrB sin ý- 
n=1 , 3,5 
nil a nC r n-lin (79 
Z) ml ro , -Gm nosý n=1,3,5 
Therefore, 
-Cn(b-a)n 
sin 
2 
Sx, = 
IGm For 
797 
-G ýx Anansin 32'r nT3,5 
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-H44ýxz 
D. 1.2.2 Shear Stress (Syz) 
(D. 88) 
The elastic constant C44 can also be determined by 
imposing constant longitudinal shear strain 7, to the 
composite under consideration and consider the average 
shear stress Syz- 
With the assumption of wo=0 the rigid body displace- 
ments can be written as follows, 
wA=O 
wB =b TyZ 
wE=bTyz 
By nature of the deformation the displacement can be 
written for f-bre as, 
°C n 
Wf = Wf += Bnr f sin r. 8 f (D. 89) 
- n=1,3,5 
and for matrix as, 
wm = wm +ý Dnrmn sin nAm 
- n=1,3,5 
(x. 90) 
The procedures that have been used to obtain Sxz 
in terms of XZ can also 
be applied here. Thus, we get, 
SyZ =1 Gm = Dn(, ir-3 b-a)n+Gf Bnan J-3 b n=1,3,5 n- , 3,5 
= H55 Tyz (D"91) 
A sufficient number of terms, in the series of both cases, 
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should be taker_ to make the difference between H44 and 
H55 within certain limit. 
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FIG D. 1 HEXAGONAL ARRAY 
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APPENDIX E 
THEORY OF A_XISYMMETRIC FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
E. 1 Displacement Functions 
The mathematical problems associated with the axi- 
symmetric stress analysis are very similar to those of 
plane stress as the situation is two-dimensional(56,71,72). 
By symmetry, the two components of displacements in any 
plane section of the body along its axis of symmetry define 
ccmpletely the state of strair_ and, therefore, the state 
of stress. Such a cross-section is shown in Figure E. 1. 
If r and z dencte respectively the radial and axial co- 
ordinates of a point, with u and v being the corresponding 
displacements, it can readily be seen that precisely the 
same displacement functions as those used for plane stress 
analysis can be used to define the displacements within 
the rectangular element i, j, k, J. shown. 
i. e. u =o(1+oc2r+oC3z+p(4rz+oC5r2+oC6z2+o(7 r2z+o($rz2+p(9r2z2 
v =0(1+o(11r+0(12z+oC13rz+o(1¢r2+0(15z2+O(16r2z+o(i7rz2 
+oC18r2z2 
(E. i) 
In matrix symbolic form this becomes, 
{f }= (R I {a} 
where, 
(E. 2) 
_Z00000. ý 
-ý 000000000lrz rz r2 z2 r2z rz2 r2z2 
1rz rz r4 z` rC- z rz' r`z` 000000000. 
0000000001rz rz r2 z2 r2z rz2 r2z 
By substituting the boundary conditions. into the 
displacement functions, one can easily obtain, 
{$}=(A)JoLl 
_-,. .,,. 
(E. 3) 
where, 
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arid 
where, 
u7 1 
u2 
a 
u9 
9 {oL}= 
0ýl 
Ot2 
C49 
{g}= V1 
v2 
V 
9 
*I 
A :o 
-----4---- [A]_ 
0: A* ý i. 
ý Aý] _ 
0 
ý18 
1 ri zl rizl r12 z12 r12z1 T1z12 r12z12 
z2 
2 
z2 
2 
r2 
2 
z2 r2z2 
2 
r2 
22 
1 r2 z2 r2z2 r2 
0 
" 
"" 
11 
r9 z9 r9Z9 r92 Z92 r92Z9 r9G92 r92Z92J 
Multiply equation (E. 3) by [Al', 
Therefore, {a}= (A]-1 { s} 
Substitute (E. 4) into (E. 2), therefore, 
i. e. 
where, 
{f}= [R] [A]-1{ $} 
{f}= [T] {S} 
[T] = 
E. 2 Stresses and Strains 
(Ee4) 
(E. 5) 
(E. 6) 
In plane stress or strain problems the internal 
work is associated with three strain components in the 
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co-ordinate plane, the stress component ncrmal to this 
plane not being involved due to zero values of either 
the stress or the strain. 
In the axi-symmetrical situation any radial displace- 
rr. ent automatically induces a strain in the circumferential 
direction., and as the stresses in this direction are cer- 
tainly non-zero, this fourth component of strain and of 
the associated stress has to be considered. Here lies 
the essential difference in the treatment of the axi- 
symmetric situation. 
The strain components are, 
f aV (Ez I äz 
{E}= 
Er 
Ee 
Tr z 
au 
är 
u 
r 
au av 
az + är 
Usir. g equation (E. 2), we have, 
o(l 
d2 
{E}= 
r 
(E. 7) 
000000000001r0 2z r2 2rz 2r2z 
010z 2r 0 2rz z2 2rz2 000000000 
2 ,. rlrzrrr zý rz2 000000000 
001r0 2z rL 2rz 2r2z 010z 2r 0 2rz z2 2rz2 
0 
Oý-17 
Oý18 
(E. 8) 
In matrix symbolic form, this becomes, 
{e}= [ SJ [a} 
U 
r 
(. E. 9) 
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This equation can, again, be expressed as, 
{E} = [S] [A] 
1{8} (E. 10) 
or, {E} = [B] {S} (E. 11) 
where, [B] = [S] [Al-1 (E. 12) 
The anisotropic, 'stratified' material will be 
considered for developing the finite element program. A 
'stratified' material is a material in which the plane 
cf isotropy is normal to the axis of symmetry (Figure E. 2). 
Here, two different expansion coefficients are possible; 
one in the axial direction p(Z and another in the place 
normal to it, 0(r. 
Ignoring the initial strains, the stress-strain 
relationships for axi-symmetrical case in a 'stratified' 
material can be expressed as, 
EZ =(TZ/E2 - V2ýr/E2 Y2ýg/E2 
er _ -42Q'2/E2 + Tr/E] - YQ-e/E3 
-Y2z/E2 - ylC'r/El + O'/El 
'(rz- Zrz/G2 
Writing, El G2 
E=n and =m 
22 
we have, on solving the stresses that, 
{a-}= [D]{F} 
where, E 2X ýE, 
(1+ý1) (1-'11-2n\'2 ) 
ý2 nýf2(141 nß/2(1+ýf 0 
n(l-nV22) ()l+nV22)n 0 
symmetric 
n(1-ný22) ý 
m(141) x 
(E. 13) 
(E. 14) 
(E. 15) 
(1-, i1-2n Y22 ) 
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All the element stiffness matrices can be determined 
by equation (A. 25) which has been derived for the case of 
plane stress. The procedure for assembling the element 
stiffness matrices and the determination of nodal displace- 
ments, strains and stresses are similar to the case of 
plane stress analysis. Therefore, they will not be 
reiterated here. 
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FIG E. 1 ELEMENT OF AN AXISYMMETRIC SOLID 
Z 
FIG E. 2 AXI-SYMMETRICALLY S7R4T1FlED MATERIAL 
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APPENDIX F 
NOTATICNS USED IN THE THESIS 
X, Y, Z 
r, A, z 
U, V, w 
(Txý ýz 
cýi 
"Z'' 
ýe' 47z 
y9 `9 / 
Ex' Ey' Ez 
Er' Ee , 'EZ 
Txy' Txz' Zyz 
(Txy)*int 
Tr9' T9z' Trz 
(Trz)*int 
Yxy' Yxz' Xyz 
Yre' Yez' Yrz 
E 
G 
ý 
t 
b 
W 
L 
C 
Rectangular coordinates 
Cylindrical coordinates 
Components of displacements 
Normal components of stress parallel 
to x, y and z axes 
Normal component of stress parallel 
to n 
Normal stress components in cylindrical 
coordinates 
Principal stresses in rectangular 
coordinates 
Unit elongations in x, y and z directions 
Unit elongations in cylindrical 
coordinates 
Shear stress components in rectangular 
coordinates 
Maximum interfacial shear stress in 
absolute sense (Rectangular coordinates) 
Shear stress components in cylindrical 
coordinates 
Maximum interfacial shear stress in 
absolute sense (Cylindrical coordinates) 
Shear strain components in rectangular 
coordinates 
Shear strain components in cylindrical 
coordinates 
Modulus of elasticity in tension and 
compression 
Modulus of elasticity in shear. 
Modulus of rigidity 
Poisson's ratio 
Thickness of model 
Fibre width 
End gap spacing between discontinuous 
fibres 
Critical length of fibre 
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F. V. F. Fibre volume fraction 
{0} Stress vector 
{E} Strain vector 
(K) Element stiffness matrix 
{F} Nodal force vector for an element 
{s} Nodal displacement vector for an element 
